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.PRERACE

ATMs book represents the ciaminatiop of a thred.year project conducted
;
by Research for Better Schools (RB5) for the Natio,n-1Instittiteof Education.
'!
.,R135! apeafiC,task wastoldentify, analyze, and ve y definitive social
hanges
cast for the decades ahead and to project, their major implications
fOrflibbools brf the future, paying particular attention to individualizing and
huManizing instruction.
3

-

if

Initially, -RBS reviewed a large body of social science data to extract
significant gen ralications having particular relevance to education. Then, a
a'graiupof disti ished individuals
including Daniel Bell, Elise Boulding,
Kenneth;Boulding, R. Buckminster Fuller, Harold Lasswell and JonaiSalk
gpvtlated, further about these notions_and noted trends 'of particular
imp,ortance to schooli. In addition, prominent educators -- namely Urie
Bronfenbrenner, Robez't Glaser, Louis Rubin, Robert Scanlon, 'Harold Shane
and- Ralph Tyler
analyzed the trends to determine priorities in planning
for future schools. Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm and Senator. Richard
SchWeilier, examined the projections in terms of the federal role in education
and political viability. The complete remarks of these speakerS is-being
eptiblished by Allyn- and Bacon in two volumes: the Future of Education:
Perspectives on TomorrovAs Schooling (February, 1975) and a second
oa,

vre, 'yet untitled (anticipated Ape, 1976).
To determine whether these future planning needs were relevant to
educational practitioners, a questionnaire was-developed to collect their
observations and opinions. A total of 162 superintendents, associate and
assistant superintendents, curriculum coordinators,rjncipals and teachers
from 'across the Country, selected for their active interest in innovation and
concern regarding planning Schools for the future, responded. This survey
substantiated that areas identified through the literature survey and symposia
.

V

were of the utmost importance in future schooi planning and development
activities. Chapter I presents an overview of these trends; .Chapter II
discusses their educational ratntfications.

'Using these priorities as a basis, four designers at Research for
Better Schools created independent plans for schools for the ftiture. A ,
'time-fraMe for implementation by 1985 and a cost-effectiveness mind set
we'r the only constraints placed on them. After the corhpletionof prototype models, a group a school practitioners from across the country Convened in Philadebphia to critique each of the-designs. Chapter M,introduces
these designs; the designs, themselves,Aappear in Chaptere ?V, 3:r .0 VI
VII; Chapter VIII addresses their impleinentation.
,
.
Unfortunately, efforts aimed at studying thefuture ofterVaye pursuedfaddishly, without regard for plausibility, legitimacy and prediefiv4
uncer.
.
tainty. Because of this, the designers of the models exercised great care .
in restricting themselves, to 'social and edticational p.rojections. that responsible and informed observers regarded as,highly probable. Hende, while
the instructional environment on which the models are based cannot be
viewed as certain, tleodds favoring their occurrence are reasonably good.
A straightforward rationale underlies the models. Historically, schools
have tended to respond to social change somewhat tardily; the result has been
-toci little and too late. Furthermore,- it seems that institutions, if they are
forewarned and prepared, can, at least to some extent, influence their own
deftiny. Thus,- if we know something about what the future is likely to bring,
even in the most general terms, we tan seek sslutions- which avoid early
obsolescence. If, on the other hand-, we fail to look ahead, wemay initiate
actions which are doomed to be obsolescent.
Why, one might askslyuld we seek alternative-models? Why not
design the one school that is most likely to suit our purposes? As the staff
at-Research for Better Schools pondered these questions, it quickly became
apparent that no single school could adequately serve all the interests of a
111

sit

N.

.diverse clientele., In-fact, the need for educational diversity will be considerably irslipter-is the future than it is in the present. In addition, as thepproject.
.
developed, it became clear that opinions differed among scholars, educators,
and experienced designers, both as to the implications of. the ai)ailable sccial
forecasting evidence and even more fundamentally, as to the basic -ftinction of
schools. The staff, also concludedliat local adaptation, 'due to particular school,
environments, community expectations, parental concerns, and student attitudes,
would be an important factor in determining appropriate-elements for a specific
district or school.
The models, in total, are an experimental beginning. They mirror the
particular predispositions, values, and learnintgs of their creators. Other
professionals, working with the same data, would probably stress different
rationales and follow different. paths. However, they do- reirent frame.wOrki; that is,, they can be revised, refined, added-to, deleted, and generally
modified
according to local need and preference.
-t
Nd district, 'obviously, will find it possible to immediately establish a
school based on these mod/els. Many of the technological and attitudinal
prerequisites are not yet 'in exigence. Nonetheless; several steps can be
'taken which in time :may prove to be of great benefit: first," the models can
be used as a device fair. alerting the profesSiOn to the inevitability of change
and the need for thinking ahead about how school systems should prepare
s,
tOrnorrrs students for the world they will encounter; second, the models
can be a useful atd to that segme,nt of the profession specifically concerned
with research and de'Alopment since the Specifications :and underlying
ptemises have considerable 'bearing on their endeaVors; third, .the. societal
projections upon which the models are based can familiarize teachers and
curriculum planners with subjetS-matter that perhaps should be incorporated
into current instruction on social systems; fourth, the models shbuld be
111 helpful to professorsloof education for pre-service-Qr in-service course work;_
fifth, state education departments may find the models useful_in staff training'
_

vii

and in their work with school distritts; Sixth, school and community planning 41
groups may want to use the models to generate changesln their school's; and
seventh, particular aspects of each model ca;"be tested without undue difficulty,
form within the preserttschool strucandin instances applied in, preliminary
t.
ture. The extension of learning opportunities into cornini unity life, the organiL
zationof classrooms for maximum responsiveness` to individual, student needs,
and the basic reconstruction of curricular priorities, for example, can, all be
subjected to hard-core experimentation and real-world evaluation.

.

t
The focus of the. work_it%on
changes that are needed at fife local level.
The future 'of education, and of the large society, will not arrive anew on
a particular day; it will unfold slowly as various, forces and.pressures spawn,.
new aiins, new responses and new adaptations. The models represent a
beginning iii this direction.
.

a

"The, designs in this book propose educational
objectives that ate responsible to the derrian
and opportunities of our-changing society, an
they outline ways by which a much wider.varietk.
of learning experiences can be utiliZed to attain
these objectives. They point out the importance
of reforming occupational education, which is
certainly a critical problem at this time when
the structure of occupations as well as the spe- .
cific jobs are in a period of continuing change. 3
0' The designs emphasize community involvement
in education and suggest ways of dealing constructively with diversity and managing indivi4
ualized instruction. They also address some of
the problems ,of implementing change in schools.
-I have found in these designs a wealth of significant and helpful suggestions for the development
of schools iit the future."
,

Ralph Tyler
Director .Firierittis
Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences
Stanford University,

CHAPTER I
ALLENGING THE SCHOOLS

FUTURE TRENDS

is-

1

lir

ti

't%
The ultimate goal.of qc utictfon ta-Oreparp sm dents to live in an
' Unknown future. COnsequently, the chillenge to xfucatore is to equip
- students with the' knowledge, skills, and-valusi that will enable them to
.
live eapctively, -productively, and enjoyably, in tomorrow's world. For
the student now in'achool, the future lies in. a time band extending from
the present through the decades ahead to the1 year_ 2000 and bey ond. How
can educators ensure that instruction offers valid preparation for such
a future? To accomplish this, tiofirit/task of educational planners is
to review social, economic, political, and Other forecasts and then to
make the best, possible estimates of the opportunitiei and prOblems they
will present to determine what sorts of changes are most needed in
education.
7'

(

TA literature of futurology Is immense and'it is not the purpose
here to offer a comprehensive review. Rather, what is presented is a
summavflisting of major s cietal encleinto.d re future for rhich there
is substantial eviclinee4 which con rns many, if not mositturologists. It is important kemember, however, that moe(t projections for
the future are extrapolations of current trends, and since societal forces
are many and" interact in Complex ways, one must anticipate that there
will be some unforeseen outcomes.
-

The following discussion gives special attention to conceptions of
the future presented by speakers at Research for Better Schools' two
national symposia on planning schools for the future: Daniel Bell, Elise
Doulding, Kenneth Goulding, Urie Bronfenbrenner, Representative
Shirley Chisholm, Buckminster Fuller, -Jonas Salk, Senator Richard
Schweiker, and Harold Shane. Also, it draws heavily from Willis Harman's
"The Nature of dui Changing Society: Implications for Schools" (1). It
°should be stressed that all of the conceptions considered here are frorri
the perspective4of Western society, particularly that of the United States.

.

'There is no satisfactory way of claissifying nceptions of the future
Mince the various piojections-overlap so greatly. The -classification
perspecundet thr.efleneral
chosen
lives on-fbriciheting the ftiture, major area', of change, and the impa4t'
" of changeii on the individQil.
t

°
.

Three Pe spectivel on Forecsalting. the Future
Forecasting rather than predicting. Predictions are statements of
what ii expected to happen while forecasts identify visible trends and
....
outconC, that may happen. Daniel Bill (a) favors fOrecatting
alternative
.
.
Over pre f on. He writes:
41
-,--. ,
Myieolleagues and I at. the Commission of the Year 2000 make a
.\
very simple and important distinction-between-prediction and
forecgsting. I suppose there are people who, being wise. and
having
lotv6f experience,' can predict. But ifiherent y, prediction
.
is' extremely ,diffictIlt.- - it. nnot be formalized and made subject
.
to rules
NOr.can,we
'point pnedictiong-, '-which a the
prediction'-of events. Th
too many Contingencies, so we
don't predict ... We forecast: These are trends and probabilities.
' .JButjven forecasting is difficuil-because probabilistic..staterrkents
involve alt %rnative roads; and thedarther out in'time one goes,
-' the more the 'fan' spreads out.
,
,
, Bell continues by oi,anizing his forecasting around "structural trends
In_society" within "three social framewofks":- oiarcmtional society, our
emerging communal society, and the post-industrial society... He defines
the emerging national society "in the 'sense of being drawn so tightly\
-i
together-thst ashock in one part of the society has immediate repercust,,
..
sions in every other part of the society. " , He sees two dimensions to the .,
communal society, "an accelerated s.hifeaway from the market to public
I
decision making" and a trend in which'"more and more claims are, made
$.
on the basis a group r
a black, being poor, being elderly. "
Finally, to Belle the post-industrial society, now developing. represents
"a change-from a goods-producing economy to a -service economy"
and a
.
.

.

_

.

.

,

.
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situation in* Which '.'we have become dependent on theoretical knowledge
and the: codification of theoretical knowledge. "
.

Alternative futures. Uncertainties about hovr current social forces
will Interact, or what new forces will come into play, .requiri that fore,
casts take account of plimaible,alternative futures. -Kenneth Boulding (3)
states o,ne approach to uncertainty this way:.
Under conditions of uncertainty, it is rational to,be liquid, flexible,
and adaptable, to postpone decisions, to muddle through and leave
options openfor the future, to be uncommitted, and to d6 a whole
host of things we would never do under ideal conditions of certainty.
The worst of all possible situations is where we have decision
making under conditions of objective uncertainty, bi,it under delusions
of certainty. Under these circumstances we zero ii on disaster.,
because we become overcommitted, inflexible, and un'adaptable, and
hence are overtaken and destroyed by the inevitable surprise.) The
great lesson of evolutionary theory isprecisely that it is the meek- that is, the adaptable- -who inherit the earth,. not the strong--that is,
the well adapted and the proud, or unadaptable.
arold Shane (4) organizes his conception of alternative futures
around two distinct possibilities for societal change, utopian and dystopian
Proponents of the former trend, he notes " ... agree with John Platt ...
ti
who commented back. in the '60s that: the world had ,become too dangerous
for anything short ofUtopia:" Unr1et4he utopian scenario, Shane organizes possible outcomes by sociofutures, technofutures, 6futures, and
human futures. Some projections .falling under the utopian label4,-are a
decline in racism, a'rapid achievement of zero .population growth, "increasing
succos in the benign manitZlation and restoration of the environment, "
perfection of birth control techniques, and improvement in the quality of
life factors (though privacy will be hard to 'preserve). On the other hand,
the dystopian scenario projects a grim picture in which today's problems
worsen: a rapid population increase, mounting food crises and famine,
a gap between rich and poor that may increase-to as much as a per capita
ratiiitti...5.0io 1, uninhabitable cities, and so on.
-5-
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.

,
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,

changing society.
Willis -Harman (5);.in.his projections.. for
C
.
irlociety,
".,"
on two. possible alternative futures, ."the second-phase industrial ..
t
S
and..-"the person - centered society; " Ma'rman characterizes the key features
.
.
..
society
by
projeitirig
that:
of second-pliase industrial
.
In the secoridphash industrial Society, cybernatiOn will have tiken
over, and will do better, many of the tasks for which men's minds
are presently trained. Those who are leading exciting lives at the
managerial or technological forefront of the advancing. society will
probably work as long hours as at present.. F'or the rest there will
be increased leisUre to be uses for recreation or education ...
will
Change the research, development, and innovation process--growth
Thetilt
developments
will
result,
in
the
be institutionalized ...
of, and concentration of power in, a bureaucratic, and knowledge=
based merliocratic. elite ... New applied teChnology 4411 have i
affected life in many ways/ .. There will be variety inicities too,
with specialized:formsscientific cityi. univerdity city;.--festival
and ceremonial cities, recreation city, experimental 'cities -- and
planned .corninunitles ... Along With these advantages there Will be
Scans problems. Becalms' of the log 'in 'Mode rnikation of undeveloped countries, the sap between' rich nations and poor nalions will
,
grow evenVarger ... There will be internal tension 'too: Although.
.
some progress will have been made-on the 'povery problem, the
white-nonwhite conflict will7cOntinue, and the alienated young of
the sixties. will be raising. another generation, also alienated. However, the law enforcement agencies will, have regained the initiative,- ..
and counter-violenee will be under control, and conflict
will mainly take the form of widespread suhttgliraneawresentments.
In contrast is Harman's description of the person-centered society:
The goals of the society includi making economic growth meet' human
need, achieving Icnowltiege and aesthetic advance) and controlling,
social problems so that individuals may progress toward their own
goals of self-fulfillment. t The industrial system is subservient to,
andgesponsible 'to, these larger purposessof the society. The
overarching goal is the cultivation and enrichment of all human
.

6

.

,

.

.

.

,

r

beings, in. all *air diversity, complexity, and profundity ... In
the forecasts which describe this society, each individual will be
provided enough resources, arid in such a way, as to enable him to
The society will be a planned society, but planned
live in dignity
in such a way it to deepen, not diminish, the freedom of the individual.
The technological leVel will be high, as in the second-phase industrial
priorities for technological development will be
forecast, but
,

influenced by human and global needs.

-6-
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Harman's discussion proc-eedyith an analysis of the revolutionary and
Hnfluence the autr
the, counterrevolutionary forces in society, that
comes of his alternatives.
-

Adapting to cha:nge.and,influencing change.

Individuals and gitoups

can respond to change in two different ways: they can adapt to it or they
can influence the' course of a change. Tolerating increased Pollution,
for instance,
0 adapting to it, perhapi.by giving up swim ng at public
,
beachits. The alternative response might be for icommtity.or region
to organize in fighting pollution, as exemplified by programs to clean
up the Hudson.River, Lake Erie, and Lake Washington in Seattle, and
by the state -wide anti-pollution program in Oregon. Adapting to change,
by finding. ways, of using increased leisure. productively, for example,
often 4-necessary and constructive. However, it should be held in
mind that society and its problems is a human product and that humans
,therefore. are capable of creating a society in which problems are
resolved. Even in highly-regimented totalitarian states, when circumstances become intolerable to enough people, protest movements arise
arid changes are forced that at least impro-ve the human situation. Harman's
analysis of revolutionary forces in today's society is very much a point
4'
in this regard.
4,

VD

.

Jonas Salk's (6) analysis of societal evolution from Epoch A (an open
system) to Epoch B (a closed sjrstim) is patticula'Sly relevant to a discussion abOut influencing change. t He holds that during the previous
Epoch A, a win-loie strategy was workable in which the strong benefited
t this's
at the expense -of the weak. Today, in Epoch B, he contend
strategy is no longer viable for survival. Instead, a double-wi strategy
must evolve in which both parties (individuals, groups, or peoples)
benefit from the transaction. His message is clear: human survival
depends on a world-wide pattern of mutuality and cooperation.

-7-
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Wk. !suPPorfed briiiiClcminster Fuller's otatement (7) that the
,
most s .. dive human capability is that humans can use their wisdOm
tei,ssle reletionthipa and/to-influence events. Applying this to Salk's
, ,
conception of evolviiit,aociefy showy that huManity needs. a double-win.
.
N...:
strategy in which the essential
relationship)*
betweenA's
benefits
and
...
.
13!8 benefits are taken fully intop.ccount. If die, double-win strategy is
not implemented,--Fuller's warning is pertinent: "We are going into
our final examination as to whethei we really qi:alify to stay in the
universe." (8),

.

.

,.

Rene Dubos (8) also presents an optimistic, view of our capacity to
prevent problems froMoverVthelmIng us in his article,. "Trend Is Not
Deitiny. " He writes:
escape
The future is never an extrapolation ol the past
fronl existing trends is now facilitated by the fact that societies
anticipate future dangers and take preventive steps against
expected upheavals ... In the past; disasters caught, humankind
by surprise; now .:future situations are crtcussed, long before
the event, especially if they are likely to be dangerous.
.

Major Areas "of Societal Change. Fitturologists have-many listings
of the kinds Of4chartfies they project for Western society in the. future.

The lists, thah different In length and specificity. have much in'
common: The list below is given by Herman Kahn and Anthony Wiener (9),
Of the. Hudson Institute under the heading; "There -is ai Basic, Long -Term
.
-Multifold Trend Toward:"
1. -inereasinglytliensaie (empifical, this-wOrldly, secular,
2.
4,

humanistic, pragmatic, utilitarian, contractual, epiCurean,
or hedonistic) cultures
Bourgeois, bureaucratic, "Meritcicratic," democratic

(and nationalistic?) elites_
Accumulation of scientific and technological Icnowledge
,

- 8-
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InetitutioEalization of change, especially research, development.

4.

.
innovation, and :diffusion .
WOrld-wide industrillizagon and modernization
6. 'Increased, affluence and (recently) leisure

Population grp

' '7.

*P'

'

A44.

.

8.

Pecreasing impertance OtprimrY'OccUpations

9;

Urbanization
and (soot%) the growth of megalopolises,.
.

Literacy and education 4 r7a,
Increased capability for mass destruction'. '
1 1.
12: Increasing tempo of change
13. Increasing univeraality of these trends.
Doubtless; thelact that the list hers 13 items is accidental rather than
intentional. Each trend needs to be understood; ghaped, and gover'ned
in the interest of human'survival and welfare..
10.

, 4

A second Heft of apparent long-term trends'' is offered by Willis
This list also contains 13 items, the last two of which are
Haerrian.
Oniacroproblems" that have resulted from misusing technological ad/
vances:
World-wide industrialization and 'modernization
1.
2. Institutfonalization of change
3.. Emergence of a "knowledge society
4. Accumulation, of scientific and techn ogical knowledge
5.. Increasing lag of technologiCalsol tons behind technology. created problems
6. Increasing problems of ecoloiiical balance, environmental
deterioration, population concentnation,
and food supply
k
7. Increasing affluence, with increasing self-consciousness
0.

.

4r.

8.
9.

10.

of the lunder class.
Growth of a knowledge elite
Increasing interdependence of social and political institutions
Increasing proportion of growth-motivated persons

-9-
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-increasing.streas-prodUcing forces on the individtal
12.

TbPMitinirobleni ofour Faustian powers (i. , the "rampant

deyeloinne4tand application of technology" leads °vet-.
population';' 'pollution, unemployment, traffic conie,stion
0

around urban centers; the threat of nlear hdlocaust,.etc.1
The tnacroproblern. concerned with the poverty-of the
high- breeding -rate masses of tie tinderdeveloped_nations..,
(The problem centers around this- tendency for the gap
betwpen indUstrialized ma underdeveloped nations to
. worsen invspite of deliberate programs aimed at closing
it. )

n'ilist gives notably more attention to major problems in
changing society than does Kahn and Wiener's list.
The discussion of c nging society that follows is organized Under
five 'male headings, each covering a nu er of items on lists such as
those given by Harman, and by Kahn an Wiener. The intent is to
highlightxoblems that probably will, with increasing urgency, confront
)
people i the coming yeais, and to highlight some emerging resources
for solving those problems.
1. The .knowledge /technology explosion. The very rapid developmental pace of .new science -based technologies his been Western society's
,

m et prominent feature during this century. Futurol gists agree that
thi technological pace will. 41cintinue at an accelerated rate into the next
century. The most pervasive changes will almost certainly be in
cybernetics-- control of the production and distribution of goods, and of
-information, by computer-based techhotogies. But a multitude of other
developments in technology are also forecast with considerable confidence.
In l62, Kahn and Wiener (11) presented a list of "one hundred technical
innovations likely the next thirty-three years. Their list included
items on thfoll
topicsi
Improved weather forecasting
New power 'sources
-10-
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The,redusciiOn of hereditary'azi cortgenital defects
Ores
Human hibernati9n tor Medical
%
5Three-diMensional
photography, movies, a?td television (holography)

Reliable, cheap birth control'
Inhabited undersea installations
The extensive use f robots 'ati "slaves"
Video telephones,

awe

Very low co.s buildings
1
Inexpensive road-free transportation
. i
,
,
,
Daniel Bell (12e), in discussing our "post - industrial society, " notes
two great changes produced, by the knowledge-technology 'explosion. One
is Our shift froth a goods-prOdiwing economy to a service economy. He
projects that, by 1980, seven out of ton people in the United States will
be employed in services, rathetthan in farming or manufacturing. The
other change is that "the largest growing class in the society is the
professionel-techrilal-clase." This class depends on theoretical knowl_
edge; it ha's elsewhere;-been called the Pknowle4e elite, " .pr the "meritocracy." To be influential in this kind of society, onegmust possess
theoretical knowledge that proVides the basis for sophisticated problem
solving in both the areas of physical and human technology.
;

j
f

.

Harman (13); in discussing our "Faustian powers, " calls attention
to the multitude orcritic.al problems that misusing technoldgy has engendered-- resource shortage, pollutibn. the ,threat of a nuclear holo.
caust, etc. Elise .Goulding (14) emphasizes our need to control the
technologists who "operate inside mega-bureaucracies and produce-solutions
to be problems of humin welfare that frequently worsen the human condition. " She sees technology as insulating us from nature, from heat and
cold, from love and hate, etc. She urges that we must ensure that our
policy makers pay attention to "the inner spaces of the human spirit,
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thsarena we are now urged to explore because 'outer space puttf-so many
limitations on As.

t

liNitt all futurologists are .gloomy about 11731111121Wfutur4.technology serve
s. While writers such as Robert. Heilbron.er (15 see
Lather than destroy u.
They believe that
r catastrophe thetd, others find Cause'for optimism.
technology can be brought under control and into-the service of humanity..
,
Giv knowledge and pdwer, they Say, citizens can Shape the course of
.

.

.

.
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.

.
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One optimistic forecast is that by r. M. Esfandiary (16) whO sees us
as about to enter an age.of "limitless abundanceabundant energy, food, ,
.
raw materials. " Excerpts from, his 'article folloN:
Solar power, nuclear fusion, geothermal energy, 'recycled energy,
.
a,
wind energy, hydrogen fuel--these sources will soon provide cheap,
non-polluting limitless energy, enough to last for millions of years.
.,-,,,

Agriculture is undergoing an epochal revolution. We are evolving
from. feudal and industrial agricultUre to 'Cybernated food production.
Computers, remote'control cultivators, television -monitors, sensors,
data banks, can now run thousands of acres of cultivated land, A
..
couple of telefarm operatorb can feed winillion people.
4

C.'

We now have the capability to extract limiilesit raw materials from
tile ocean floors, space.
,' recycled .wastes; rocks, the earth's interior's,
°
(

An'iMportant reason for anticipating greater and more effective
citizen patticipation is controlling how technology is used is the fact that
as Buckininster Fuller (17) puts it, "everyone now is in oh information
and"decision-making...Now every child being born is being born in the
pretence of less misinformation and an enormous amoNit of increasingly
reliable information. I find each of these children spontaneously saying,
,' If w' cso go to the moon, -w-e can organize things on our planet to make it
.r*
work.% " Harold Lasswe48), speaks to the same point, calling attention
to incretsed,global communication. He says, "In the next few years, unless
.

"
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Political constraints intervene, the.,Flobe will be lictd withIcenters,.
.
subcenters, and outlets that render the entire-kngWledge inheritance of
place." He
aviZitable to voters and offi ials. any time;Pt any
mankind
(
0.
supports. _this projection trlis way: "C mmunication technology is almost
t
at the stage where It can be used if desired to popularize any findings,
no matter 'how complex, at the focu
ttention of all elite, mid-elite,
and rank and file members of any organizaWm. " He proposes, as a
key communication modality, a planetarium approach. "A 'social
planetariums can apply a similar conceptual approach to the past and
future of the Unite* &States or of any component part in the world environ:
ment. "
..,

.-.

-

.

Global interdependence. The increasing interdependence of
peoples- on Spaceship Earth for resources such as food, fuel, minerals,
and space itself is evident. .Harold Lasswell (19) voices, little doubt
abOut.this trend. "Global interlependence implies that the future of the
U. S.A. will be profoundly corliiitiond by the world environment, and
that the future of our neighbors on this planet will be deeply affected by
our development." He offers alternative scenarios for such interdepen-,
.dence. The positive scenario calls for the major powers uniting to form
a "world order in which coercive violence is at a minimum and institutions
of popular government gain strength. In every sector of society, the
direction of change will be toward balariced development and wide sharing
of valued outcomes. " The alternative scenario, instead of offering Salk's
double-win strategy of mutual cooperation among the world's peoples,
continues and intensifies today''s world of nationalistic rivalries and conflicts. "Consider a projection affirming that the divided, militant, and
conflictfuhstructure of world politics will continue to retard tendencies in
the United States toward cooperation in a fully effective world public order..
Tendencies elsewhere will be similarly retarded.by the reluctance of the
United States to commit itself fully to an inclusive world order. " In
2;

,`

S

,

Acenatio, the arms race,will continue, teats of a nuclear

intensify, and "there will be great increase in individual and
..
, 1.-41'
M1).11
group acts of terrOr. " Almost,datly, we mill of such acts of
.
terrorism by Palestinian guerrillas, Japanese -terrorists, and many other
.
5.
individuals and groups who use techniques4bflotdpapping, hijacking, and
i.
I.
assassination? their oven elide.. ikt,..ttiere art epei) counter teridencies.
The United States is developing-trn roved relations witfi.Commuctist
.

1

.

,

V

''
countries, including, most recently, a joint' spacer mission with Russia.

Li

I

One can only guess about which-of Ltss ell' scenarkos will describe the
world of 1990 or 2000. It seems cleai, however, that economic well- 4
here and abroad', along with
with p hysical security or survival, depend
on whether world-wide cooperation becom the order of the day.

-.

I,

ti

3. ,Critical economic and social pro
. In terms of both severity
and pervasiveness, poverty heads any listing of cr1/4is problems. Alongside the affluent middle class, the!lower Classes in:our society live at
or near the subsistence level. A disproportionate number of the poor
are members of minority groups -- blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican,
Americans. By-and-large, these people lack the education required to
obtain-jobs-in our urban, technological society. To survive, many
millions depend on welfare payments. Most projections into the future
are gloomy with respect to lessening or overcoming poverty. Furthermore,
a population increase is expected to make even more difficult the problem
of coping with poverty. ,Technological advances are expected to increase
the gap between the haves --the meritocracy-- and the have note. There
are two alternative paths to coping with poverty: changing our political/
economic system sO'that it provides for mote equitable opportunities,
for economic and social well being, or intensifying the present approach
of providing minimal 4reLfa.re payments and employing repressive social
controls tq contain the militant poor when they rise in protest.
e,
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A'second major. Rroblern; closely linked with poverty, is the crisis-of
the cities. -As c mid-1975,_Raw York City is thregenecilvithrbankraptcy
because of the high costs of public services and welfare. In jotrke sections
of our great cities, virtually 100 per cent' of the inhabitants are on welfare. .
Crime against perso'ns has become so commonplace that individuals fear

-

,

to walXthe streets, 'ride the aubways, or strollain the parks: Many live
in fear behind the locked doors of their homes. It, seems a safe foretast
r
that our innercities cannot survive into th(next century. Some farm of
decentralized living for our urban poor will be requisite. Whatever
solution is achirtved, it will be expensive. Transportation and communi.cation technology clearly-has advanced to the point where massive urban
centers are no longer necessary. Experimental cities have been created- Columbia, Maryland, for example--that demonstrate the feasibility of
establishing decentralized communities outside our metropolitan - centers.
Perhaps the major problem with any form of decentralization will be that 4..
of providing employment to the poor who have been relocated. .A massive
back-to-the-land movement seems hardly likely since farming will become
more and more automated and will need fewer and fewer workers.
.

Another problkm that is likely become increasingly serious is that
cybernation, fewer workers will be
of technological unemployment.
required to produce and distribute goods and services. Work will be
available for the technical and managerial classes, and there may be an'
increase in jobs involving direct services to individuals. However, it.is
also likely that a growing proportion of adults will be utkemploye or
employed for much shorter work week-s. The problems of providing
leisure tine opportunities will become more and more urgent. With,the
expected population increase, our already congested recreational spaces.
will become'everi more inadequate-. Unless solutions to the problem of
"time on our hands" are worked cdt, we can expect severe social conflict,
not just during an inner city "long, hot summer" but, all the time and

everywhere.
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Disciirnination against minorities is a...persistent and major problem
in our society: Although rent develop(nents in the 'dire4ion of equalizing
J
opportunifies for education, j9bs,, and office holding have taken
place,
I
unemployment with minorities continues to make
the linkage of pover
---,A'
'plausibloe a situation where mounting Ropulation and competition for scarce
f
:
e
1
jobs will still put minoritiesitt the short end of the tick. Aside from
equal opportunities for assumi roles in the larger
griting minori
society, society' .direction will be toward a true luralisrn in which the
-distinctive
culture of ach minority group is fully recognized. At the
.
.
Barrie time, we are seeng parallel moverrients.in recognition of rights df
youth, women, the aged, homosexuals, and other segments, in our society
O
that have been targets of discriminatory practices.
,

.

Environmental destruction and pollution are problems that depend
directly on the decisions made by thotie controitng national, state, and
-local policies. Destruction of landscape is the central issue in the surface
to- mining of coal. In the search for energy, the-problem is ugly earth scars
versus restoration of the landscape. In the case of off-shore drilli?g for
oil, the problem is pollution. Municipalities, states,- and sometimes the
federal government, have taken explicit steps to control. pollution. 'Oregon,
the landscape
for e3sample, has passed legislation to prevent clutterin
with discarded cafes and bottles. Recycling metal, glass, paper, and
garbageis likely to become the rule. One example of citizen responsibility
in defense of the, environment is Ow recent petition presented to the White
House and Congress by 2,300 scientists, warning of the dangers of nuclear
power. The scientists said thatsno "technically or economically feasible
methods have yet been.proven for ultimate disposal of .radioactive waste-a grim legacy from the nuclear program to future generations." (20)
The petition recommended that-until such dangers have been resolved, focus
,
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should be on conserving energy and developing "techni. cme' s for. uusing
sirtg coal
\.

...i
,

0.

without polluting the atmosphere and for harnessiig the energy of the sun,',
the wind, the tides and the heat of the esoth's .crust."
Violence and crime have, been incr,eaving steadiliin our society and,
unless cerrectiies are found,' may be expected to continue to increase in
the years ahead. In 1975, the national crime rate rose 18 percent,
according to one report. Rising crime, in the view of meat analysts, is
chiefly a product of the hopelessness of millions of young-people, -black
and white, who can find neither work nor promise in their lives. Other .
industrial countries have dealt with the problem through preservation of -1
.high employmeht, retention- of a firm family structure, and inculcation of
social responsibility. The question for the United Stales is whether it
will mount programs to deal with_the -root causes of crime, or whether
it will continue to support "law and order" efforts to control crime by,
repressiire 'measures.
,

Family breakdown is a rapidly growing problem that has been documented by Urie Bronfenbrenner (211. The increase in single-parent
fathilies is ohe sign. According to Bronfenbritnner, in 1974 one out of
every six children under the age of 18-in the Urlited States, over 10 million
children, lived with only one parent. The number of children of divorce
or separation, or of unwed mothers, is growing steadily. As of 1974,
51 per cent of married women with children from 6 to 17 were engaged in
or seeking work. One,of three married women;\with children under six
-were in the 1 boi force, two-thirds of them workifigfull-time. Bronfenbrenuer's- co clusionis not that women should "stay home to raise their
children lnit rather that family fragmentation requires support systems
for,ref.ining,the integrity of
family and for providing that other
institutions share is child care--peer groups, the neighborhood, the
school, and the world ofdwork.. Obviously the most critical- focus of the
-41
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probl "is in the inner city where, as a product of-povertf, family breakdawn te'Most ,frequent.
:ter
"CilltUral Revoliti,on": Egr many.apalysts of changitt society:
4 4.

tinctiye ancliMportint trend is -toward a base shift in values
that l'ejecte MiddIstiess idssofotilknd its promotion of our`Present indus.
rhilitarietick and bRreatitt-ratic society. There arfi many recent and
pM sits ilia ifytng IheprbjectiOii of a cultural revolutIot like
arren
the on f characterize by-Harmor (23) in his conceptton,of a person-centered
soCie$,' Harmanattrihntes the theoretlCal basis for the ';new" values to
the

4.

* him:mastic and existenS,ial psyd'hologists such as Erich Frornin4 ..Abikham

'Maslow; Carl Rogers, and Rollo May, and to the youth
culture. His sum.
mary `pf these values is presented under the four headings givet below.
.

.

fr

.

,

Pieties: iSasic premises include the affirmation that fundamental to.'
else in kwneiLaxperience is awareness... of himself and of his
r tans to othas and 4o the universe... Mao responds to.a hierarchy.
rceived nee, but ultimately his basic dynamic is toward 'growth

.a

-

00.6orning.

..

;

Individual-Rights Values: The highest value is attached to the individual'i right -to pursue self- fulfillment, personal liberty, equality.' of opportunity and justice, and essential respect as a human being. ,
Life-belting Values: 'Meaning in life centers around the 'discovery
and actualisation of one's highest potentialities, the pursuit of selffulfillment.
r.

1215raottal Characteristio; The following.pyraonal characteristics

**Orslues: opeoess, atithenticity, integrity, sensitivity,, aliveness,
4ixttannity, selr-honestiy, and balance between or transcendence of
opposites (reasan/emotion, Apollonian/Dionysian, work/play, self/
net.self).
waif.
*eV
A
rman's valuable analysis, "two main issues implicit in contemrevolptionary activity are:
demand for emancipation on the part of *arious subjugated
weir underprivileged groups; and

2.

demand.for societal and moral reform on the part of persons,
mainly privileged youth, who'are not subjugated or impoverished
;n any Ordinary, sense. "

4,44"
.
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With respect to the first issue, Har7.n sees demands for opportunity
and potency coming froM "Blacks, Third World people, students, draftaji youth, teachers, rattOr, women, consumers, homosexuals, sexual
ce
deviates, marijuana smokers, psychedelic drug advocates, experimenters
with marriage substitutes,' opponents of the Vietnam war, welfare
recipients and poverty groups, and minorities in general. "
,

With respect the second issue, privileged youth are demanding
gethat.our institutions respond to person-centered values instead of those
of the "military-industrial-education complex. "
Elise Boulding (23) speaks of a cultural revolution when she calls for
a stress on e4ploring "the inner spaces of the human spirit, " and the
promotion of "human-to-human love." Also, she calls for an emphasis on
labor-intehsive activities and the development of an "ethit'bf frugality"
to 'replace today's wastefulness.
One trend the cultural revolution would favor is a decline in the

inhortance assigned to work, a Lessening of conal)icu.ous consumption,
and the rblection of theeconomic basis' for social status.
Harman's review of revolutionary forces allows for numerous
alternative outcomes: revolutiond'ry groups might move to change our
institutions or destroy the present system; they might focus on "changing
people's heads" and infuse the hyitem with new values, or theyeight
drop out in protest or contempt. The pose ility also exists that counter,-revolutionary forces in defense of the.stahis quo will seek to preserve
social order through repressive means., perhaps by moving toward a
garrison state.
Change in authority structures. Power to control the lives and
foitunet of individuals traditionally has been vested in the family, in the
school, in agencies having the right to hire and fire, in local, state, and
federal governments, and in formal or informal organizations or groups
5.
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oi de,ternitining membership and °rules for participation.

lieges in the distribution of power have occurred in receitt'
decades, and more are expected; in the years ahead. The central question
is ;whether these changes wa ll contribute "toward a pereon=centered society
.
or toward a more regimented- society izrwhich the rights of individuals
are-generally restricted by the rightaranted 'Privileged elites..

C

Many change, in.our social institutions,,. often, supported by laws and
agibcourt decisions, have favored the.rights of individuals. Family authority
loulltit children has eroded.; partly t*i7ough the breakdown the family as a
functioning unit:par* .through legislation to protect chiliren from abute
#. and .daniat4f fili;dom. The power of the ac.126 Cols to discipline or expel
,
Students has alsobeen restricted by court decisions. The poWer ?Ube
employer to determine the economic fate of individuals has been limited
.
.
by labor unions and by legislation Opposing discrimination against women,
:4
and members of minority groups.. Legislationi.and conit.dasisions ha re
improved the economic,' political, and social status of numerous ietitistit
uencies preViously discriminated against: women, blacks and other ethnic
4
for
exaMple.
Minorities, homosexualsz and these 'accused of .CrImes,
.,.
:rxirthSrtnore,,numerOuivinterest groups have Organized powerful lobbies:
the consumer InOvement is one; Common Cause is another.. Inthe area
,
of private condUct, sexual mores /litre been relaxed. Also, there is
.
currently a-strong national, movement toward', legalizing the use of mari-:'
f

.

,s,.

..,

,

.

.
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,
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In spite of these steps to enhance individual, opportunity and freedom,
Other developments have tended in the opposite direction. An increasing
invasion of privacyJa one example. Harold Lassyireilit((4), in his survey
.

.

of "the intelligence
function,"
forecasts that, "As terrorist acts increase,
.
.
public authorities in the United States will obtain additional support for
measures of political surveillance. These invasions are both official and
unoffCcial; they are both legally permissible and impermissible... We
.
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will be acdtely aware of tapped telephones, radio-TV instillations, ventilation, light fixtures, and the like. Pinhead\microphones and microsized
photographic equipment will be commonplace." 'Watergate, along with
disclosures on the activities of the CIA and FBI, have made the nation
aware of the extent of spying on individuals.
The mass
media, through channeling and limiting the flow of informa.
dab, have great power to influence political, economic, a4\social decisions.
Today, it is evident that the power of the press, radio, and television is
pport our
being used predominantly to serve the status quo, and t
industrial and military establishments as well as the political groups in
office.
_

°

_.

.

The techniques of behavior modification, in which rewards are sys*
/ reactions, represent ;pother
terhatically manipulated to evoke desired
.,,threat to the indiArchial.1,Such techniques, in the.hands of groups desirous
of restricting the freedom of individuals, can move our society in the
directioi of Aldous Huiley's highly-regimented Brave New World.

$

A further threat is that advances in technology, giving rise to an
increasing concentration of power in the "knowledge elite, " will bring
about a higher lel of bureaucracy than ea t ts at present. The more
power becomes concentrated in giant, interlocking organizationi, the less
"decision making resides izAthe people generally. The tendency of bureaucracies is to serve their cAstituent he haves, at the expense of the
have -note.

How there counterfordes will interact in the future is a matter for conjecture. The many force3 and trends favoring participatory democracy
and a pluralistic society give grtiundsfOr optimism that the rights of
individuals will be better served in the years ahead than they are at present.
Yet the forces toward a regi4riented, society that favors the few rather ilan
the many must be reckoned with. ,

-
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In totalitarian
treated as the property and servant of the
aocieties. the
state. e. In- diancicrulic societies, the individual is sovereign except in
wan'. Individual rights are only tempered with responsibilities...
'obedience to laws and conformity to social pressures taking .account of
sld of the impact of change on the individual assumes
others. -..This
democratic socie in which the individual,. under the Coniititution and
Constitution.- based awS, is empowered as the ultithate decision maker.
Ecomomic
change and the individual. Increasing cy9ernati on is
*
bringing about twomajor chines. in the job market. .One.ig a growing
preponderance of service jobs in Which people relate to people rather than
to machines. The other is the elimination of-routine jobs by automation
suidthe creation of. new jobs that require more knowledge and problem solving skills. Senator Schweiker (25) projects that by 1980 we will
need 50 per cent more professional andetechnical workers than we needed
ih 1968. The need is for skilled technical personnel to join, the "sub=
professions!' that our techi;olOgyls generating.
rP

-Also; oh the average, the worker can expect to change jobs six or
seven times during .a 40-year career. Consequently,
eed for adaptability and retraining becomes quite obtrious.

The alternative &hire's discussed earlier have difqtnt implications
for the individuals econpmic well-being. If Esfandia0 projection of
.

"limitless abundance" becomes reality1, there should,hfe available goods

indservices to meet all of the individual's material neWs. On the other
'hand, if the projection of increasing scarcity in energy and other resources,
I
coupled with a rapid rise in population becomes trot* ,:we will need to learn
to do with less. Also, with scarclty, an increase.in the gap between the
haves and have-nots is likely. However, if a perioncentered society evolves
.
social sharing will reduce the affluentpoor discrepincy. In addition, thei
9
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"cultural revolution forecaits would lead toward i greater equalized's:on
of-scone:3:dt opportunities and benefits for minorities and women.
All in all, the economic ure of the individual certainly:will be
different; but whether for the better or the worse, we cannot forecast.
,The individual's capabijity to adapt to changing jobs and. to s changing
economic base will be critical. Alio, the manner in which citizens
unite to use political and other forms of, power to influence the economic
sector will be vital in shaping the economic futUre.
.

Political implications of change. Assuming that the IndAdual
retains the rights of citizenship in, a democracy, what implications has
the future for the exercise of those rights? Progress in communication
technology can mean that everyone has ready access to all the information
needed for political decision making. However, if power elite.? control
the maim media, theAnformation flow to citizens can be "distorted to serve
Special intereit groups. Citizen control,of the media through federal
regulations and other means will be of great importance.
The individual's effectiveness in using the rights of e citizen depends
on capabilities to interpret information about both immediate and,forthco
events wording to one's values. In the future,, those values must take
account of the increasing interdependence of individuals and groups in our
society, and of our country's increasing interdependence with other
countries throughout the world. Two kinds of responses to inter-group
and international rivalries and conflicts doubtlessly will continue to be
employed: one. is
the direct use of force as represented by repressive
.

legislation, police action, economic sanctions, terroristic acts, or
military action; the other is. compromise or cooperation based on the
recognition of mutual interests. Many futurologists see the latter course
as critical for the survival of our dethocratic society, if,not for the survival
of the human race.
-23-
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emerging,'.'cultural reveliation is increased
One central teatare.of
with the great problems of our society=
.citisen partiCipatfonii.co
yment, governmental corruption, the invasion of privacy.
pollution,:une
Oct, An Other feature is the growing political route being taken by various
disidvantaged segments of our society-:blacks, women, the aged, homd
sexual', etc.- Each 'citizen in the.fUture will find his or her interests
heavily involved in these tr s, either through threct participation, through
passive acquiescence, or through joining forces with those wheoppose such,
trends. It Comes as no surprise that tfie great majority of interpreters of
`the futdre hold that the citizen's interests will be best served by taking" an
active, positive role in these Social transformations.
:

/

Imacations of change for the individual's social role. Many of the
changes taking place,in our society have direct relevance to the individual's
social role. The growing proportion of jobs in service occUpatiohs $aces
an emphasis on skills in interpersonal relations. the breakdown of the
primary family. as the chief reference unit in intimate personal relations
and as the focus of social 'education calls upon the individual either to have
improved capabilities for farniIrliving or to develop skills in socill
relationships outside the family.
.

Societal trends toward the recogniticin and acceptance of divergent
backgrounds, values, and life styles call upon thelndividual to develop
appropriate values and social behavior patterns. Empathy, tolerance, and
cooperative ways of relating to others are critical requirements for living
in a society that accepts diversity.
.

/

Elise Boulding makes a strong case for breaking away froni the
pervasive age grading in our society. The implication is that the Andividual
needs to learn to relate to others at all age-levels. The goMerations have
much to share with one another. This i-s readily seen in societies where
the extended, multi-generation family is the rule.
-24-
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The, probletris of social living in our soc4ety, now and in the future,
call ution the,individual to r learn problem-solving approaches in inter.
personal and intergroup relations. The double-win strategi, applied to
social relationships, depends on the acceptance of mutual interests and`
on positive approaches to resolving confliets, whether between individuals
or between groups. The alternative is more conflict and,a mutual loss of
security, freedom, and opportunity to enjoy the company of other people.

Implications of the future for the personal role. Everyone lives
Thereconstantly and most intimately in a world of private experience.
.
fore, what the future means for
the individual has its most important ex.
pressions in this private world. External experiences with things and
people and events shape one's private world, of course. But the important point is that within this private world all experience is summed,
interpreted and valued.
Futurologists who have looked at our emerging society, and what it
will mean to the individual tend to agree with Toffler.that we live in a
bewildering world of rapid change in which accustomed ways of adapting
are no longer functional'. Toffter(26) pees many people who, in response
to change, react in non-rational ways.. They turn to drugs, astrology,

t

extreme subjectivism, and attacks on science .6ranswers. A different
approach to change is that described by Harman and Others in their
accounts of the cultural revolution. This latter approach is characterized
by a positive thrust toward self-knowledge, self-actualization, and
increased power and freedom through both private and social experience.
The alternatives presented by these two viewpoints are central to a valid
projection of what the future will mean for the individual as a person: will
the course be to retreat from reality, or will it be to positively and
creatively enhance both one's external and internal experience?
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The development of t'he psychological sciences, together with improved!meanie:0es of developing. oneself as an ernotienally free and effective

person, very likely will contribute to the selection of paths.

Is

two
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CHAPTER II
4

FUTURE- ORIENTED THEMES FOR EDUCATION IN THE 1980'S

ar

-The loregoinig projections about the future agree only in that they
forecast universal and very rapid change-in nearly all aspects of human
society and that they are all uncertain's to whikeh of the many alternatives will characterize the direction of change. The motto, "be prepared, "
clearliwneans that one must be capable of adapting to the unfamiliar and
the unexpe. cted in every area of living. The analysis given in Chapter I

ividual septhe age
of th iMplications of changing society for the
for identifying educational themes' that are relevant four preparing the
learner.to live effectively in the decades ahead. The themes chosen for
emphasis now need to be related to the projected changes in to individual's
economic, political, secial, and personal roles.

.

The speakers at Research for Better Schools' two national symposia
on education for the future contributed their thoughts on how education
should change to take account of changing society. Collectively, their
views are especially important because they are drawn from various
disciplines and professionseconomies, political science, law, sociology,
piychology, biology, engineering, politics, psychiatry, and education.
The following presentation of themes for future-oriented education pays
particular attention to the "peakers' contributions.
It is convenient to divide these, themes into ends and means. The
ends or gdala..that should receive emphasis in preparing the learner to
encounter the future effectively and productively are listed first. They
are then followed by a list of means or routes that should be given special
emphasis in accomplishing the chosen ends.
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GOALS OF EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE

JrduClitio:i for the luture does not require a low set of goal Rather;
'future call for plactng !artiCular emphasis. on a number
*ion stressing partiC-ular Big...goal within thetik. The
presented below ae not meant as a complete set 01 learning
. goals ter scheOls but as a selection of crucial learning areas in future:

.oriented education.

1.. Problem-solving skills.
rating rate of cliangein knowledge, technologies,
Considering the
and soctarinstitutions, and the unpredictability of changes, it is obvious that
education must prepare the individual to cope. with the new rather than with
the familiar in all aspects of living, including work, citizenship participation,
social relationships, and one's personal life: Necessary problem-solving
skills are analysing the situations one confronts, considering alternative
aCCele0

courses'of action; making decisions, then planning and carrying out courses
of action toward .solutions. Several speakers at the ABS sympoSia placed
strong eMphasis on the need to teach problem-solving competenCies. Daniel
Bell sees the analysis of experience, rather than mere everiencing critical
for coping with the future.- Buckminster Fuller makes a similar point in stressing
that the most distinctive human attribute is the capacity to see relationships
within phenonigna. Problem-solving competencies depend on seeing
relationships of cause and effect, of ends and means, and then acting on
one's knowledge of such relatiohships. Senator Richard Schweike em.
skills decisionphasizes in particular the application of problem-solvin
/
making about careers. Elise Bdulding places-her stress on teaching skills
in analyzing.and resolving conflicts between individuals or groups. Robert
Glaser (1) makes a fundamental point in his contention that basic intellectual aptitudes, commonly called intelligence, can be learned and, therefore,
can be taught. He urges instruction in "basic psychological processes. "
,

44
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that what is taught in school should involve the
and proposes
teaching of the processes involved in intelligenCe'and aptitudes, as well
-32-
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as subject matter knowledge 4d skills. "
-

4-

.

..

Skills inielf-miliaged
ring and action.
IF t lea
P
.
The essence of a.d.niocratic society is that citizens are free to make
and act on choicekabout
issues. that concern them. But such4reedom is
.
:
illusorrif citizens lack the s)t41Liu required for ezetedsing such privileges.
.In view ot the many changes that will be of critical importance to each
member of our society. preserving and making good use of these privileges
Z.

e.

-

in the-fUture will place increasing demands on the individual. Consequently.
'
schools rnust assume responsibility for teaching students those qualitiep
and skills that will enable hem to take charge of their own affairs and not
to passively allow 'others to make all their decisions for them.
,

Actionspthat serve 'one's interests and the interestb of others depend
on knowledge. Therefore, it is vital that the individual be capable of
learning what is, needed for making wise decisions and then carrying
them out. Self-managed learning is essential and it is up to the schools
to teach students the ;kills to direct both theli school learning ind, even
more important, their learning in post-school life.
Self-managed learning depends. on possessing those basic skills in,
language and number that are the focus of the elementary school program.
When a student does not learn these skills at a functional level during the
early years of'schooling, as is the case today with a considerable proportion of students, he or she suffers two major heridicaps--;school learning
is severely Impede, and preparation for coping with life problems requiring
.such skills is either aborted or seriously delayed. Schools of the future
must treat this as a matter of priority concern and provide instruction in
basic' skillkto citizens of any age so, that they can function as capable
individuals.
3. Competency- motivation.

A goal closely linked with both problem-solving and self-managed learning is
-33-

motivation to achieve competence or excellence in learning and making use
cif-what one hiis learned. The demands being plcedon individuals in all
'areas of living make it increasingly important that each person be motivated
to superior accomplishment of any activity he or s-he undertakes. Educational
systems traditionally have played a,key role in what John Gardner has termed a
"sorting-out process" in which some Succeed and many fail. Those velo
fail to "make the grade" both in school and in life come predctrainantly
from the ranks of the economically, sociallT, aid educationally disads
vantaged" The consequences of incolinp.etence for the individual and for
, 7'
society at-large are evident. For the individual, incompetence denies
the privileges and successes others enjoy. For society, the incompetence of millions of individuals to function effectively in the major life,
roles gives rise to many critical'problems that threaten society's very
survival.
-

Two speakers at RBS' symposia particularly stressed the importance of education for c.timpetence.' Elise Bouldine(2), in proposing
communityrcentered,schools, calls for an intimate blending of formal
education with the solution of rear, community -based problems. In
_solving these problems, adults and children in the community become
community schools in which children and
partners. She speaks of
adults alike learn the skills they need fo;functiOn producthrely, and with
self - respect and joy, in the region in which they live. In situations like
.
this every adult becomes both a teacher and a learner, every Child both
11"'an apprentice and a teacher ofsthose yoxinger than*herself. The school
itself becomes a skills center, linked to the community in numberless..
ways." The purpose of education-in-community, Dr. Boulding says, is
to teach "competence" and "copability". Senator Richard Schweiker (3)
introduced the concept of competence by quoting.John Gardner's statement
that "an excellent plumber is infinitely more admirable than an Incempe.,
tent philosopher." He continued by contending that education today does

I

not honer the CrifisMan and doe's 'ncit provide vocational education. that
'prepargs people for"this 'field**, work.
4. ,..

ggagliphra121.

;An very limited, attention to preparing
Traditionally, schooli
'"Tr
' In educating students for work roles of
studenti for the world of work.At
the future, .0431V points should be taken.itt account. Ralph Tyler (4)
Yn.

wally attention to the "sharp and continuing shifts in the occupational
from applications of science and technology
structure" that haver
"Unskilled labor has largely disappeared. The production of material
goods new requires less than one-thlid of the labor force, while the

health services, education, recreation,' social services, research and
development. aecoPnting, an administration employ nearly two-thirds. ",
These changes require that education foi work race strong emphasis on
teachinrproblem-solving skills and on interpersonal relations rather than
on skills in performing routine uperations.

Senator.Schweiker (5), in calling for more attention to career preps11
ration in the schools claimed that, by 1980, this country will need 50
perc,ent more professional and technical workers than it needs today, and
that only one in five of them will require a college degree. Also, his
iliforination indicated that only about 30 percent of students currently
receive vocational preparation that enables them to get a joiupon leaving
high school.
4

Also to bi taken into consideration is that, on the average, a worker
entering the job market can expeet to make job changes requiring retraining
five or six times during. his or her life, Adult education must be offered
to meetthis demand.
5. Citizenship education.

The success, indeed the survival, of democratic government depends on a
high level of citing* participation in making and implementing decisions that

:I"

concern <individual ., .004- ;' and society generally. Today's numerous
risks problem.-- Unemployment, grOup conflict, crime, depletion of

Rural resources, pollution, corruption in government, blackmail by
can be eicpectall to
terrorist' groups, international tensions, etc.,
worsen unless powerful political action is taken. ,luCaticen.for effective
citizenship recArei th*adstudents,12e taught to analyze issues and
problems, compare alternative courses of action, and join with others
.

.

in formulating and enforcing solutions.

tf,:

In calling far Participatory democracy", Harold. Shane (6) contendi
4
"that "mutual Coercion" will be necessary "to protect us from ourselves."
-

The problein is not for citizen/ to find,a common ground within our pluralistic society that will-enhance the possibility of problem resolution. Shane
-holds:that. if an "uncoerced.group decision" is made, it is legitimate to
use coercion to enforce it. What Salk terms the "double-win" strategy
requires not only that contending groUps'find common bases. f 'action but
.
also that authority be used to enforce decisions of mutual interests.
Elise.Boulding (7) calls particularly for the development of skills in
conflict resolution or. "peaci-making. " , To quote her;
Conflicts of interest,. perceptual conflicts, preference. conflicts,
are ubiquitous in the hutnan experience. We teach the three Rls,
we teach nutrition and hirgie, in e'Very eleMentarir'scho,O1, yet
are do not teach the ABC's of tonflict. The fact that we are currentlyloCked into what could be the final doomsday escalation of
an absurd arms race with theStiviet Union, a decade_and a half
after carefully programmed and timed ileescalition procedUres
were agreed upon, certainly,indiCatet a crying need for new
kinds of conflict specialists at govetnmental and intergovern..
mentallevelk.

f

'Citizenship 'education, in the minds of manyAuturistsneeds to
provide an uhderstaning of the continuing and growing conflicts betWeen
the haves and the have-nots in this country, and between the have and the
have-not nations on the world-wide scene. Political decisions that do not
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take such fundazpental conflicts' into account are certain to be inadequate.
6. Interpersonal and intergroup attitudes and skills,

Many future forecasts agree that individuals, groups, and nations will
become ever more interdependent'in the economic, political, or social realm.
The challenge to educational systems is to develop effective,programs -that

teach the attitudes, values, and skills for positive and constructive
interpersonal and intergroup relations. Our society shows many signs
undergoing a "cultural revolution.' Central to this is an increase in
overt group conflict as various disadvantaged segments of our society
detuand rights mid privileges that have been denied them. The Civil
Rights Revolupon, currently focuse'd on the issue of forced busing, is
one continuing source of group conflict. The revolt of youth against
adult-imposed authority is another. The women's movement is yet
another focus of conflict.
'of

\

The task for education is to teach understanding and acceptance of
differences among individuals and skills in relating positively with
others differing from oneself in age, sex, cultural background, education,
beliefs, and values.

Skills in intergroup relations are as vital as interpersonal skills.
An effective community requires that various grottps work together to
meet common needs inclutding education, jobs, transportation, recreation, personal services, and physical safety. To counter tendencies
toward growing disorganization of communities, community members
must become active participants in groups representing different
constituencielkbut who are all committed to finding humanistic solutions
to problems of common concern. The educational system has ;a, major
responsibility for building such intergroup skills.
7. Values education.

An area 'of strong agreement among futurologists as found by
-37-
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Harold Shane. (8) in. M,O survey of 82 specialists in forecasting the
,

flituie. is Values oz moral education. Shane's survey strongly
an eisault would be made on the strongly
recommends that
.-.
cementid redoubts of materialism; most' specifically on the culture's
misplace4 confidence in materialism-- in 'consumer stuff'-- as the.'most

-

important goal of life." Also, the schOols -should teach peOple to "
respond more adequately to the threat of damage to the biosphere:
.
damage that could be profound and ittaVersible in a decade or two. "
70
Values-education should also seek agility
for all rather than hold the
value that success is synonomous with equality among the top ten percent
of the population. Furthermore, Shane propoled a stress on the values
of a service-oriented society, on achieving personal satisfaction rather
than possessions, and on excellence or craftsmanship.
4

Jonas Salk offered an orientation for values educatiob by calling for
quality over quantity,, an or moving away from ego values to values
related to being. Re re tative Shirley Chisholn:Aflaced her emphasis
in values education on teaching respect for differences in our pluralistic
society.
,

4

Values education has a place In most of the other themes on this
list. Thus one's values ate intimately involved in career choices, in
citizenship behavior, in interpersonal and intergroup relations, and in
competency motivation. It is also evident that values education will be
molt effective and most useful when closely linked with the educational

approaches used to foster these related themes.
8.. Psychological education.
Achieving an integrated and personally satisfying set of attitudes and values,
and a productive style of. life is 'especially difficult under conditions of very
rapid societal change. 71,..earztinglii look at oneself objectively, to examine
the consequences- of various courses of action, and to 'choose and at upon
what promises to yield a sense of personal worth as well as satisfying
-384..44
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eicpeTience, are critical requirements far, arriving at peraonality integration
that exercises freedom and initiatiVe.rather than passive conformity to

external pressures.Building a rich inne ife is,a ways important. And, it may bedome
even more important if the future brings greater regimentation and

restriction of outward freedoms. The "psychological revolution" in
today's society points the way and suggesta methods of getting there.
The turning of many people, especially the young, toward eastern
-societies for models in Yoga and other disciplines is not merely
escapist; it offers ways of slowing down, exploring unfamiliar inner
ody, mind,
resources for satisfying experience, and ,learning skills
and emotional control.
A key to psychological education is allowing a great diversity of
individual values, interests, and styles of coping with the worlds One
aspect of individuality in our pluralistic society is cultural identity;
that is, identification with the traditions, values and customs of one's

ethnic or cultural group.
Shane, in his survey of futurologists, found that a number of them
called for a "personalized' educational program " . . which concentrates
on the learner's optimum development rather than merely focusing on
to group norms. " Also, he encountered a stress
attempts, to bring him
on building in the learner positive self-image.. Harman's analysis of
the "cultural revolution," spmmarized in the 'preceding chapter, clearly
calls for education to build in each student such characteristics as
openness, sensitivity, spontaneity, self-honesty-ond integrity.

Education for leisure.A
Futurologists are not in agreement abtiut whether the work week will,
on the average, become much shorter in the years ahead. Probably
the managerial dabs will continue to work a full week. The same may
9.
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well betrue of the increasingvanbers of workers in service occupations.' Still;
there is reason for stressing education for leisure and
,
.

it lies in,Harminls. forecast. of a "person-ceitered" society.. .A society.;
that has this focus Ault give
every student a rich fare of educational
.
opportunities to.develop varied interests and competencies for avocational and 'recreatfonal 'activities.
.

.

.

10. A future-focused role image (FFRII.
Harold Shane (9) sees one critical failure of today's educational systems
to be " ... our faihire to help children and youth develop a personally,
socially, and vocationally satisfying self image that will prove to be
realistic as thA grow older." FPRI, he says, should give particular
).

attention to v6cational .116ale.

.

.

The lacks,c(f toviable future-focused role image poses a task of
Consideialig consequence to our sthools as they endeavor to
motivate rizre,young learners to conceive of themselves in
tosne7owYWO-.1d-of work--a future in which they experience
dignitit, leabeCt, and other rewardi in any one of many socially,
4sefiifjotii...i. tiler than wistfully longing for one of the so-'-called
_winch require and employ only a small'fraction of
pent'
.,
ty it .-,
a professionals workeri, executives, owners, and
,

i
;

1

-,-

-..).

.

,,:.7.,

,_

;,59t7lieg4.*imp5440ent's. of the-FFRI that appear to be equally important' '',4)f.:.

I i'

.(tz.11,V.....--'`

are Onisei---401.1.#9,viith One's conception of self in relation. ,to self-interest
- -'. '';-,'..; .4 .:. .'-1";-'era.'
and one's conception of a satisfying-personal
versus -set
4: ' 1.
life. ....,1' - ,
::,,,
....
.

\

Ttre*.iffitatil,,. cid4cational goal in a future-focused role image is that -v
of helping theleatkff,,actileve, &projection of life in the decades ahead
"
I
that integiiitia.Pit.ceptiOns of needs and values with perceptions of the
...,_.: ...;::.;, '.' , - s - ..
opportunf.tiets-,,anWprop ke tnein living. The study of societal change. past
and present.i.Viiiit it AnItolIerations for the individual, can provide one
essential l stallir';deirelopisig= n realistic image of self and-future.
.

-,
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MEANS FOR ACHIEVING GOALS OF EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE

For educa tion, the past quarter-century has been a period of innovation reaching into virtually every aspect of schoolingcurriculum,
plant and equipment, organization for instruction, schDol/comMunity
relations, and decision-making agencies and processes. The great
array of ilmovations that have been developed and tried out in schools
provides innovative educational systems with rich resources for achieving
each of the ten educational goals for the future that have just been described.
The problem of bringing about needed changes in school systems thus chiefly
becomes one of designing and implementing local change programs that
. make effective use .of resources that already are available.
.

The innovations referred-to here have mainly been created outside
of "the educational establishment" of school systems and state educatio n
departments under grants from the federal government (National Science
Foundation, U.S. Office of education, and National Institutute of Education),
private foundations (Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Kettering, etc. ), and
by project teams working in agencies such as research and development
centers, regional educatibnal laboratories, universities, or private firms
such as American-Institutes for Research and Educational Testing Service.
Still, some innovations have been generated by state education departments
and in locp.1 school systems. Frequently, innovations have beeri stimulated,
if not created, as the result of community pressures. One example of this
s school decentralization in cities such as New York.

The resources for strengthening school systems are reviewed here
under six major headings, accompanied by the approptiate goal areas for
each.
I. Innovations in curriculum and instruction.

Innovations in curriculum and instruction have made it possible to
achieve all ten goals listed above with the exception of two: education for
-41-

for leisure and education for *futurefocused rote image.
Probleu -itOlviweitille. he most pervasive theme in curriculum
reform during the past two decades has been problem-solVing or enquiry.
This theme has been *curricular .foods for both elementarY and secondwry schools in mathematics, sciaice, and the "social studies: In
mathematics, the Madison Project under Robert Davis and the School
Mathe*Itici Study Group under; E. G. Beg le are representative of this
approach. -In science, there are numerous enquiry-focUsed curricula
including, at the eleMentary level, Science--A Process Approach
developed by the American Association for the Advancement of Scierice
and Individualized Science developed jointly by the Learning Research and
Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh and Research for
Better Schools. At the secondary level, there is the physics curriculum
prepared.by the Physical Sciences Study Committee (PSSC) and the
biology program prepared by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study

In the social studies, representative elementary curricula are Man--A
Course of Study developed iniier the leadership of Jerome' Bruner and the
SocialScience Laboratory Unita prepared by Lippitt and .Fox at the Unimersity of Michigan. Enquiry-focUsed secondary curricula have been
developed for instruction in economics, geography, anthropology, history,
and political science.
One elementary program meriting special mention is the Productive
Thinking Program developed by Crutchfield and Covington. This program
teaches elemenlary children general skills in problem-solving, using the
solution of mysteries as subject matter. A comparable program developed
at Research for Better Schools is Making Judgements.
Unfortunately, there is no compendium offering school ',items a
comprehensive review of enquiry-focused -curricula. The nearest to this
-42`4 9
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is A Souicebook.of Elementary Curricula, Programs, and Projects
prepared by the ALERT Information System at the Far West Regional
Educational Laboratory in San Francisco.

Self-directed learning and competency motivation. Student selfdikection is a major feature of enTiiry-focused curricula°. Most of-these
curriculaoltat both elementary and secondary levels, employ a project
approach in which students, either singly or in small teams, plan and
conduct their learning tasks.

Self-directed learning is also a feature of programmed instructional
materials in which the materials themselves give students sufficient
clues that permit them to proceed with a minimum of teacher direction.
Seveial individualized programs, including IPI, PLAN, and ICE, contain
materials and procedures calling fora high degree of student selfdirection.
There is .a growing frequency 04 programs of independent study at
the high school level that depend on student self-direction. A pioneer
program of this sort is that developed by B. Frank Brown at Melbourne
High School in Florida.
Teaching competency motivation, or mastery, is the purpose of an
elementary curriculum called Achievement Competence Training (ACT)
developed by Research for Better Schools. ACT teaches students to set
their own learning goals, to plan how to achieve them, and then to carry
out their plans using success as the criterion for accomplishment.

Evidence that nearly all students can achieve high standards of
performance comes from several individualized instructional programs
that require each student to satisfy a mastery criterion Tor each learning
task before proceeding to the next task. In recent research, Benjamin
Bloom (10) has demonstrated that a mastery criterion can be reached by a
-43-

high percentage of *dents if there given approp* ate learning task' and
alloWed the amount. of time. and precti,ce. thgy
,

is

2'451.
.

.Career education* Prepaiiii it-it-dents for occupations is a rapidly
growing Concer01* the public schools. The National Institute of Education's
research and delielopment program in career education employs 'four models:
onesc.hool-based, another employer-based, a third home-based, and the
fourth rural-residential-based. An example of the employer-.based model
is Philadelphia's Academy for Career Education, a joint project of Research
for Better Schools, the School Districtof Philadelphia, and the Greater
Philadelphia. Chamber of Commerce. Tenth through twelfth grade students
are =rolled in the program. Instruction consists of a core program in
basic. skills, career guidance, career exploration, and work experience
with a variety.of Philadelpitsi employers.

Citizenship education. A considerable number of recent curriculum
developments center on political education. The November 1972 issue of
.
Social, Education describes four representative programs of this sort.
University of California at Los Angeles has produced three paperbacks,
which,"focus on the concepts, 'processes, and principles of the American
political. system. " Each contains case.studies on controversial political
issues. Indiana University's High School Curriculum Center in Go4ernment has developed a. one -year course in American Political Behavior for
grades 9-12. Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs at
Tufts University has developed a High School Social Studies Program that
deals with national and international problems as they relate to the governing
process. UtahState University has developed-a program based on the
work of Oliver and Shaver at the Harvard Social Studies Project.
.

Interpersonal and intergt Quo- education. Numerous human relations
curricula have been created for both elementary and secondary schools.
The Lippit7Fox Social Studies Laboratory .Units,referred to earlier, focus

bn the study of individual differences, attitudes towards others, and
Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship
relationships with others. The
.
and Public Affairs at Tufts University has created the K-6 Intergroup
Relations Curriculum. The goals of this curriculum are to decrease
prejudice, and discrimination, to make children aware of cultural and
ethnic differenCes, and to provide a realistic presentation of the contributions of America's many ethnic groups. Mosher and Sprinthall, while
at Harvard University, developed a course in psychological education
for secondary school students that includes a section called The
Psychology of Interpersonal Behavior, an intensive experience in a
self-analytic group.
Two excellent publications give overviews of the problems of ethnic
education and describe numerous approaches that have been used to

teach positive interpersonal and intergroup relations among different
cultures. One is Ethnic Modification of the Curriculum by Maxine
Dunfee publiahed in 1970 by the Association' for Supervision and Curriculum Development while the other is Teaching Ethnic Studies published
in 1970 by the National Council for the Social Studies as its 43rd Yearbook.
ASCD offers Eliminating Ethnic Bias in Instructional Materials. The
October 1974 i8sue of Educational ,Leadership contains 11 articles' on
the theme Human Relations Curriculum - Teaching Students to Care arid

Feel and Relate. This is a rich source of descriptions of such curricula.
Values education. A great many futurologists see a need for values
education. Very' recently, a considerable number of projects have been
established to develop curricula in this area.
Lawrence Kohlberg (11) offers a basis for developing a values education
curriculum by proposing that there are six stages in moral development.
His stages go from obeying rules to avoid punishment through conforming
to avoid disapproval to conforming to avoid self-condemnation.
-45-
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One promising approach to values education is Research for Better
Schools' Ethical/Moral Action Instructional Program. This program
recognizes these essential values:
Self: The individual should value self, self-growth, and/elf-well
being of others.
Objectivity: The individual should value objectivity as represented
by empiric descriptions of reality.
Society: Individuals should value the welfare of the social cominunity.
Justice: Individuals should value justice for all, individuals equally.
Mercy: Individuals should value mercy fol. all individuals equally.
Thli.program, being developed for junior high school studentif, uses, a
strategy of six steps: value naming, getting action ideas, -making-ideas
workable, considering-others, acting and reflecting on the effects of
I

action.

,
Values education properly is an aspect of education directed toward
most of the goals on the list of ten being considered. Thus, educati6n

for competence motivation, for citizenship, for interpersonal and intergroup relations, or psychological education foster self-valuing.
Psychological education. There is a growing emphasis on "affective..
education" in. American schools. One example is the work of Mosher
and Sprinthall (12) who developed a set of courses for high school juniors

and seniors. Students elect one of a number of laboratories, or experiencebased courses in psychology and the humanities. The following excerpt
from their article describes the laboratories.
improvisation Dram, involves the student in the exploration, through
theatre improvisaiel6n and drama, of his own and others' behavior.
The Psychology of Interpersonal Behavior is an intensive experienCe
in a self-analytic group and group process. A Laboratory in Teaching
involves the teaching of children (and adults)in a variety of settings
(e.g. , institutionalized mentally retarded children, normal elementary school children, geriatric patients in a mental institution). A
Seminar and,Practicurn in Counseling involves studying. theory and
practice of counieling. and, under supervision, cc;4ribelinig younger
11:4

itt

.

-

idolescenti. Communication and the Art° of the Motion Picture is

about adolescents or, yoing children dime withintense realism. A Laboratory in Child Development and Child Care
the study of .films

involves studying the psychology of ,child development in conjunction
with operating a nUrsery'school.

In the future, we can expect the development of curriculum materials
for elementary and secondary schools that deil with such psychological
Matters as self-awareness, meditition, and philosophy of life--current
preoccupations.of millions of adults who are,seeking to enhance their
inner experience.
*

.

Education for ;A eisure. While course work designed to foster,pro,

ductive and enjdyable uses of leisure time probably ia'a rarity today,
one, would have' no difficulty in assembling a rich supply of materials 'suited
to this purpose: The whole array of educational offerings in avocational
and recreational pursuits is relevint. The task of building this emphasis
WO the instructional program does not include developing pew curricula
but only brbinging together existing curricula that cover the great variety
.uf hobby-interests-- photography, radio, music, dance, theatre, literature,
stamp collecting, tennis., hiking, and horticulture. Once edu.cationfor
leisure is
,
given a formal place in the school program, an individual guidanee process
Is needed to help each student identify and develop a set of avoclitional/
recreational areas of expression. Not ,to be neglected. is the area of
Bei-lace to'others, or' of participation, in such areas as politics.
P.

,*

'Building a future-focused role image.

Teaching students to Ibroject

themselves into theVature has.to this pOitit, mainly been related to career
planning, "What do you want to lie when you grow up?" is a question that

both parents and teachers frequently ask. But a future-focused role image
also calls for broadening the base of one's projections to cover other life,
roles including citizenship,
family,, membership, community membership,
a.
Further, one's FFRI shoUld take account of
and one's personal
'anticipated changes in society that will limit or extend opportunities for a
.

-

.

-

.

"*.
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.

'satisfyirerife. 'The 'sort of 'Cur riculuM suitiffo -ineetir Aisle, tequieeirients
,
there are beginning iltlines.
of What it
o
has not yet been built, though , the
..
*
should be like.
. 0 4 ..

,.
liaroid and June Shane (13) reCorrunenclotbit the possible "history.
,

,

S.1

ofte future" be a foci's of instruction. Tb quote thein: .
Schooling should be designed so that the passible tilsiory,lif the

future--carefully reasoned projections orecoinc4tions odevelopments that man can probablt bring:at:outbecome' part of -the
curriculum. .Such.scenarios7of possible futures., With children
of twelve Or younger, could:lend meaningsto the present by
exploring its poisibilities for future develOpment, and sharpen'
,past history by showing how, say, such topics as° the Age of
Exploration in the 1500's sor the Westward Movement of the 1800'is
foreshadbwed and shaped our ancestors' toniorretivs and our own
yesterdays.

J

To help students develop a realistic orientation toward the future,
schOols must provide a program,Rf educational guidance at each level
of schooling wherein students can examine their aspirations and how
they relate to,probable canges In opportutiities for role fulfillment.
4
2. Innovation's in educational technology....
0

f.

!-

Developments in communication technology should play a vrominent
rol,pv,in planning schools for the future. Such developments promiiseto
improve greatly the effectiveness and efficiency of learning. as well as
I

change the settings in which learning takes place. %appears safe to
pl.edict that technological advances will enabit4 students of 1111 ages to

rely less on teachers for igttruction and decree the necessity to barn
at 'school rather tharr at home oran other locations..
Many recently-develorkedliit.mit of educationil technology; have bcten
widely employed in instructional progromse0educational TV, audiotapes,

film strips. programmed instructional materials, language laboilktories,
dial-access syetems, and micfotiche. Computer -aided instruction in
basic skills has shown Agreat promise, though its casts, have delaytd it
S.)
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adoption. -.Computer management. of instruction has been more
widebpr
*Ts
-extensively
employe4, particularly in school record systems, in scheduling,
arid in.planning atfd mopitoring instrpction in individutlized systems such
as Pro'gramfor Learning in Accordance with Needs: (PLAN).
.

r

Kadin and Wiener (14), in their list of "One }kindred Technical
Innovatiolle Likely in the Next Thirty-Three Yearsit. (1967 - 1000), foresee
4
the developmenrof three-dimensional photography, illustrations , movies,
sand television; simple, inexpensive video recording and playing; and home
education via video and computerized and programmed learning: They
+I

o

forecast the creation of chtmicall and mechanical methods for improving
memory, learnink, and analytic ability. Several of the technologies they
4project call to mind the need to manage the uses of teChnology in the human
interest lest,"thought control" be a resuIV This 'particularly is the case
with "practical useoof direct electronic communication With and stimulation
of the brain, and "new and more reliable 'educational' and propaganda
techniques for affecting human behavior--public and private.
.. ir "
Overall, the most pervasive uses of
the, now educational technologies
..
,
ion contribute to, individualizing instiliction by foeterihg selfin ed3i
'learning and by offering alterative visual and auditory channels'
mans.
*

i

,,:.

0

...

Et

supplement teacher-directed instruction.
,
4
6
Patrick Suppes. (15) sees prospects of using teg,hnologrto achieve
"homezbasetlearning. " In his
view, television is the chief medium.
.
4
,7
,
"Beca9se of.ite enormous success, it is reasonabletil.zto say that the next
step fo'iwird will bettotbring all the educational background, all the teaching°
and Curriculum that-a student will want., 'directly into the home via television. "
He reportV.thit computer terminals also can be installed in homes to permit
home study.'

,.. that

'..,,,,

A

go,
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In projecting titre ce.e4lucational technology in the corning decades.
a report from Stanford Reseeircli Institcute (16) warns that schools are likely to

*
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"Large
await.fundimental changes in
scale and effective the of lechnOlogy
school:organization that--aeem'unlikely in the near future. -The most
promising 'uses of technology might be in areas outside the one that We
.
of
specialhave itOrestigited, i.e., in higher education aid in the education
:'groups."' If these authors
correct. innagiations in educational
technology;are !host apt to beco e widely used if today's schoql systems
ai74;4,4pplernented or replaced by educitional.opportutiities outside formal
. schools, perhaps as outgrowths of greater student or community control'
of the educational process.
enctiiiisivemliseeOf teciacilogy only under 'Special conditions:

t

ok

3. Innovations in organization for learning,

Among the instructional resourced developed and tested dur g the
past quarter-century are several advances in organizing instructional
programs. These. have been reviewed by Heathers (17). His article givia
particular attention ta prograins of i dividualized instruction -such as It't
/../ and PLAN that tailor-make lessonskto he individual student and stress
tieli-,managed learning. Also. the article emphasizes' Cooperative teaching
plans that accent staff differentiation and staff cooperating in planning
and conducting instruction.

Other orginizationil arrangements that should be considered in
planning schools of the future include "schools within a school" or "minischools" that contribute to individualizing or personalizing education.
Also included should be alternative programs or schools within a school
system designed to meet.the needs of special student populations. Magnet
high schools that offer specialized curricula are taking this route.
.

v.

4. Innovations in school/community relations.

0

In recut year's, one of the most prominent educational trends has
been a move toward greater community participation in the contluct of
instruction and in decision making about the school system's program.
141-
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This trend received nations attention during the desegregation of the
New York City School System when representative district school boards
were given broad powers to act on the interests of minority groups. In
other cities also, minority-group demands have altered the public schools,
so that key decisions now reflect community concerns... An excellent
summary of WI process, up to 1973, id given by Ornstein GO.
Of 65 large school systems responding to his survey. 39 were
decentralized and 62 reported increased community participation,
though only two reported some form of community control.
Increasingly, community members ha.de been moving into the
.schools, and school programs have been moving out into the community.
Paraprofessional participation has brought thousands of parents and
other community members into schools in every, major city. Furthermore.
many paraprofessionals have entered training programs leading to

careers as certified teachers.
Equally striking has been the trend toward taking portions of ihe
school program out into the community. Secondary'career education
programs wherein students hold jobs in business organizations or in
community agencies are anioutstanding form of such community involvement.
Tr'

The community school movement is still another kind of .community
ipation. Educational Facilities Laboratory in New York City_has a
publication tommUnity/Settool that isurveys this movement. An article
,
derived from this publication, in Nation's Schools, describes three such
programs and identifies four common feature's:
1) a building designed to joint specifications of schdol and commuA

,

nity representatives and Operated as apartnership; 2rfacilities
'shared by school and community organizatio
plan that provides greater working capital:
tration that acts'as liaison andrriediator be
assists-in integrating programs.

; 3) a joint financing
centralized adminisen agencies and

An even fuller expression of conithunity participation, and control
has been the free school or alternativeschool movement'where community
-514
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-members have zest up echooli to serVetthe. needs of students who were
'lune-putt". or drapTosts fibril the public schools.
-Another fo

of comm unity control in education That has been

proposed, thoug seldom implemented. is the voucher plan wherein
the parents are kiven.a.voucher for a sum equal to what the public
V
school system receives. Or educating a student. Under this plan,
parents are free to iise.the voucher to enroll the student in any accredited
school of their choice, whether public or private.
.
.

Since .1954, when the Brovin decision.launched the movement to
desegregate the nation's schools, the most explosive area of community
involvement has involved racial balancing of schools by bising. This

ue has made abundantly clear that "community" consists of different
constituencies who speak with quite different voices. Issues, other than
racial desegregation that have aroused the intensive concern of community
...groups include eduCational quality.(at the elementary level, the failure
.

to teach basic skills; at the secodary level, the failure to prepare
students either for jobs or for entrance to college), school violence,
and school financing. Realistic tplans for schools of the future will need .
majedto recognize these problems and involve the community in
'prokrams designed to improve education. .'
5. Innovations in students' rights and participation in decision-making..

Paralleling increased community involvement in school decisionmaking is the national movement to enhance students', rights and to give
students a major sharein making decisions about their programs of study.
The recent Goss and Wood decisions of the U. S. Siiprerne Court have
formally established the obligation of school administrators and teachers
to honor students' constitutional rights with respect to disciplinary actions.
The current conception of student rights, however, goes beyond matters
of discipline to include access to and control over personal school records;
-52-
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freedom from. arbitrary seach of one's person or possessions; freedom to
possess and distribute literature; freedom of expression including dress
and grooming; freedom of religious expression; and equal opportunityeto
participate in any school program. A particular case in point is the
Supreme Court decisionguaranteeing females equality of access to
physidal.education and athletic activities. An excellent review of issues
of students rights and "A Sample Student Code" is presentedin the December
1974 issue of the Phi. Delta Kappan.

;,Particularly at theselondary level, there,is a major trend to give
studeat the optortunity to share indecisions about their programs of study.
e

ThrOT Baltimore schools in which s verith to twelfth graders choose the
courselililleitakeleach.semeser it ustrate this. The program, developed
vby the Centel- for:Social. Organization of Schools, uses a computer-based
information silstem that assists in scheduling, reporting, and testing.
The program plan provides for students. choostg not only their courses
but also their teachers, the difficulty leyel of each course, and4Itie us.e of
free periods for.independent study.
An artic14-ty Harry Silberman. "Involving the Young, " in the May

1975 issue of Phi Delta Kappan gives an excellent analysis of the pre'paration of young people to assume responsibility and.to follow society's rules. ."-\
Silberman points out that Chin and the Synanon Foundation offer models
for giving young people more freedom with responsibility. Still another
approach le the open-compus high school`, which grants students a great.
deal of freedom of movement during the school day.

.

6.

Innovations in planning and conducting change programs.

The' Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 has stimulated
the development of many training materials and programs in leadership
for local educational change. The Training Branch, established in the.
U. S. Office of Education and later transferred to the National Institute
-53GO
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CHAPTER III
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR EDUCATION OF THE FUTURE

J

,

.`3

4: '
IImodels for schools of the\5uture
The four
in the.followinrchapters have
.

been designed to respond to both the socilfhtrends outlined in Chapter I
mid the educational Issuesoutlined in Chatiferiil. Ejh refleCts its author's.,
-119/
, 1
selection and interpretation of these treaos.anin means
means of incorporating them
'It vir
into innovative educational programs: . i 46
Jg

1

The designs, stem from a ntunbe f sources. The speakers at the two
RBS national symposia 'Contributed pers ectives on both societal change and
the direCtions education phould-take. .The literature of cutnreflogy and eduCational innovation alsoWere heavily drawn'on.

Important contributions came from the consortium of.over 100 innovative
school distrifts formed as part of the RBS Planning §chbols for the Future
project. Consortium districts made many recommendations about school
needs in the 1980's through two surveys. In, one survey, to which 50 school
districts responded, priorities for the future were assigned to "making
students knowledgeable about future societal problems," "providing students
problem-solving experiences in real world situations," and "exposing students
to increasing world interdependence and global education."

In a second survey, to which, 52 school districts responded., curriculum
goals that received high priority were basic skills, development of human
potential, interpersonal skills, personalwalues and social conscience, and
cognitive competencies. Among administrative provisions, consortium
members ranked the individualization of instruction first. With respect
to 'local planning and'development activities for making the needed changes,
the moef crucial tasks cited by respondents were staff development and
school-community planning. These survey findings are presented graphically
-in the charts that follow. In each chart, current importance is represented
in the left section of the bar while priority for the future is represented by
were above the
the cross-hatched section at the right. All average ratings
l
middle position on a 5-point scale, "to a moderate degree, " represented
-numerically by the value 3.0.
-59-
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"-CHART I. CURRICULUM GOALS: CURRENT IMPORTANCE AND
PRIORITY FOR T&IE FUTURE
.
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CHART II. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS: CURRENT IMPORTANCE
AND PRIORITY FOR THE FUTURE
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CHART

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES: CUARENT
IMPORTANCE AND PRIORITY FOR THE.43/TURE
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Representatives from the, consortium offered specific reactions td the
four-designs for schools of the future at a one-day invitational, workshop
held at RBS in February 1975. Workshop participants frcim different die:tricts reacted favorably but ,differently to the four plans; thus indicating
that local needs and readiness would be a bahis for selecting one paiticular

design over the others.

.

A seconotporkshop outcome was the notiiii;.th,t particular eletrients of
/
the four designs could kie. selected and put togetarlo form #et anothet,
unique, design suited to g,particular district's needs. In, thfis regard, it
ns represent skeleton or bare frarnewOrks
Should be noted that the d
that give a school district a sts.rting point for
.innovative planning. >,
.\

The authors df the designe,',members of the staff-of Reseaittli for Better,
gt

Schools, necessarily reflected their experiences in R$S develkpnispticti
ties. As would be expected, the plans have been0inkhreliteed-P iltKongly by:Ap
3)
program development in individualizing
and'humanizing e,viucatiod;, ,as wello ,14

'
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edracational teCiiitology, taieeritaducation; and leadership

for heal educational change.
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The _Chart that gollaws indicaan4 the extent go Which each of the four
designs berhphasiat
ten "educational issues" confronting planners:of
schools
the futur
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In studying the designs, it is irripArtat to take' account of the dpsign
ii
element% the authors
requested,to inclaei .and of the toriattrIints. they
were asked to hohor. The design,elernis to bencltded were a statement
I
.. *
' ,
of the author's conception
of the future andalan outline of ani nstructional
t
...
program related
organization
s to this cOnception,.mcluding learning goals,
r
Iiir inetfuction,'and instructioital procedures.

.a

'

t"

Four assumptions imposqd constraints on the designers: (1) schools
will remain the main logs of formaiNeduc ion in th0101980's, although
thbre will bean increased use of corim:WO- resources; 12), the designs
could not reqaire the building of new physkal plants; (3)'the designs
should reqiiire only hardware and software technology that will be available
.
by the 1980'a; (4) the designs should be iTplernentable during the 1980's,
meaning, of course, that any research and xievelopthenttasks involved in
a design must.`be completed during the next *ye or ten years.
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MASTERING BASIC SKILLS BAY JOHN A. CONNOLLY
Ar

J1 ot4t A. Connolly brizIgi .to the-model building task a longstanding
,4 !inter41 est idtheiapplication of technology to the solution of problems in basic
ir education. Dr. CfmnoIly couples an academiebackground ineduriational
4.
Virycholoqy with experience jig designing a variety, offnatrugitonal elstems
,
t
. Includinjg a computer-managed instructional system for idiiching basic skills
...
in the Philadelphia Sahool District and an emploOr-based c&reer education
0''
*
system. More recently, he has been working on applications' of technology
4
to eittplef range of prciOlems le education.
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Dr. cionnolly91, design is based on a..vition of the near future that include&
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ihs fre t toward' divertofication of educational goals, methoSs and material:.
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nroliferatia of alternative forms a educatioli, confronWions betwe,en efts,cars and tainpayiers over cost/effectiveness Lulu& and egnphasis cin baaic - 1
6, skills Ase sees it, fehe cutirent movements to-Or ard decentralization, local
I
autsmy, a* alterative schools will probtbly result' laint s 'acceleration
of
..

., Noestheless, he argues, even widely differing e.ducational philosophies will.
,
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share ap me cornmon*condOefts
related to student, acquisition of certain
certain
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The 'Basic ills model emphasizip a practical appilbach to sorrie preSK
.
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!Actable edticitional needs. It integrates into a 13ing12 proptam a number of
-'
existing concepts, techniques, "api curriculum strucfares which 44.re ifiernonts
.
i
if.
*
strated validity for use in school and provides a Vchnogi&gy
basefor
each
:4'
program element.
th
-'
g
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Vie entire-program focuses on the deVeloptrient tof certain essential
sential
skills which are viewed as critically Itnpertaitt for sIrcceigs in. school and.
Later in life. Thesebas'ic skills 'include not only the traditional colibitive
skills in reading, writing and arithmetic ii but also some essential skills iti ,
*
affwgive and career areas.
rs,
Specific inotruciional content'
is. provided ..t
.,
-Under three major program,Components (iv e. eognittve skills, -life skills and
,,,,,

.

.

,

,

,

,

,

k
career skills), to include most of the critleal 'skills suggested by eduational
k
.

4
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theorists, °educators in field situations, anftparents:
The program is designed
to insure that every student masters the
a
essential skills. Minimum standards of performance are defined in each
of the essential skilhareas by educators and parents in the local school
situation. All students are provided with a highly individualized instructional
program whicii leads to mastery of these cotterioa-referenced ohjeCtIvits.
GP

The program design calls for extensive use of systematic processes
to individualize instruction, enhance effectiveness, and reduce coats. An
existing instructiOral model with well-defined objectives and structured
educational prooedurpe is Suggested for each program element. In addition
the instructional process in eacih program ele nt is either gnanaged or
assisted with the aid of electronic technology such as computers and
instructional television.

y.

I

The design encompasses a relatively small part of the larger instruc t
tional prograin in schoolt.
coyers the full range of grades in elementary
and secondary schools with cognitive skills,at the lower school level (grades
1- 4)-`life skills at the middle school level (grades 5-8) and career skills at the
upper level (grades 9-12). All instructional activities are designed for settings
other than.the traditional classroom.
... the insiructional staff in all program
com1 onent8 serve as facilitetbors of-managers of learning rather than teachers.
a

4

-.Obtaining the. curriculum needed foithe ogram is primarily vowed
.
as a process involving a'dapting,existing materials rather than developing
new materials.
,.Existing learning unit will be structured and sequenced
...
p.

.

-,.

.
r
.
.a
accordingto a defined path leading to,mastery, of a particular objective. A

dominehenisive instructiOnal.managernent sYttem would be deVeloped

to integrate the entire program into a coherent learning approach:.

The prograrnis designed to meet certain practical criteria for suo4sEifu
use in school's. Scho9la will not accept a program which involves either
higher costs or lower effectiveness than conventional classroom instruction.
re

4
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''No Cvill they-accept a prtaram. which causes serious management probiemi,
r
,
.
.1:0 s
: 04 , . teacharzesentment, or parental dissatisfaction. These practical constraints
..
.. .
.
P.' vIiirguittethei deitelopment of the program.
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A Planned program of educational change for the introduction of the
program into school settings is i corporated in the design. Itrinvolves
validation of the program, Eased elopment prograrn.s, and prototype demonstrations in operational schoo ites.
EDUCATION FOR ADAPTABILITY IN LIFE, ROLES-BY GLEN HEATHERS

,

Glen Heathers believes that education for the future must take account
of major societal trends involving increasing complexity, rapid change,
uncertainty, and Mounting social problems that threaten the very existence
of Tour democratic way of life. The challenge, acdording to I-leathers, is to
promote education for adaptability to change, rather- than adaptation to a
conventional world. In light of these requirements he has developed a design
for education that focuses on preparatiOn.for per\fai-Ming.life roles within)a
changing society; at PTovides an array of special-purpose learningcenters;
and that stresseet e use of educational cOunsclors. tov guide student'decision.;
'Acing and to ,coor mate individual student programs.

In creating his desikr4 Dr. Heathers draws ,upon his academic background iri
pe.rsonarity and social psycholog; ext1neive research experience in emotion- V.
4
, ik
ess4cand iadividualized
al development kn children, the socialization
it
.'
.
..
instruction; and Long- `standing involvement in ucational innovation. He is
.

,

currently engaged inlilating training'mateiikIs for leaders of educational
'.
Change in local schrol systems.
a:

.

..-

As a ,psychdiogist concerned with how. the individual dev,e' lops as a

persori and as a responsible social being; Dv. Heathers has created a
"se,
model that focuses on fostering both individuality and social parqcipation,
F
with special attention givento the development
of competence in-life roles.
.
.

He reasons that since every person's life it organized into a number of
majpr roles, competence i performing theL roles is essential both for
sekf-actualization and for valid social involvement. The roles, receiving
attention in this model are, those of learner, worker, citizen, community
member, family'member and private person.
In describing the organizational structure of his educational% system,
Dr. Heathers makes a distinction bei*ireen schools as centers for planning
and managing instruction and learning centers where instruction takes
place. He-proposes tlilat the term "schclol" be used to identify a center
for guiding and -coordinating the instructiOn:provided the student population,with Jearning centers being made available to offer the needed instruction.

,

.

He calls for centers for skill learning, psychological education,. academia
inquiry, social learning, and career education.
,Whe function of a school according to this proposal is "educational
-guidance" of members of its student population.- This involves diagnosing

each student s).earning needs and learner characteristics in relation to
the educational aims for which the school.assumes responsibility, planning
r
with the student a,generil pro am of studies, making needed arrangements
r.

'-"

,

for conducting the program, assisting the student N.vitlikirpblems encountered,
,.

and assessing over-all progress as a basis for further planning.

This design calls for curriculum giving attention first to basic skills ,
in communication and number, then to competencies in"self-managed learning and problem solving as related to academic studies, career-,
interpersonal and4ntergroup relations, social problems; and personal'
ir

development.

The design offered by Dr. Heathers breaks from traditional schooling
througtstreating, the student as client rather-than ward of the system giving
tkim a major role in decisions about his 'instructional program; thr gh
integrating school and community; through offering instruction on a, -year- round basis; through fusing the education offered children and adults,of
a

all.ageB;- 'azid throng h making, the4edu4tional lyslerri sC:c6unta.bie for achiev-

ing itsiiitended ontcornei.,
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riential learning into the
munity. Learners are linked to a
oval, regional, nanal ana. global learning resources.

:?the itructional program

°vides a wide'llagiety of learning environinstructional techniques, learning materials-,..interpersonal
4 ;
ships thae can be matched with student interestS,',.abilities, and learning
r 8 451 'S tq enhance -the achievement of desired leairiing objectives.
Teachers,
selqrs, and parentet aid students in Identifying learning goals related
t .7 demt interests and needs and in selecting learning activities which best
,z-assist them in meeting their goals.
&Its;at

:

THE OMPREHENSIVE

0,:pTIVE ANTS RESPONSIVE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM (CAR

BY DAVID HELMS

The Cornprehensive, Adaptive:and'Responsive Educational System (CARES)
is. an'outgrowth of David Helms' concern, as director of the R.BS Individualizing Learning Program, with, the need to `develop efficient means for managing the complexities of increasingly sophisticated instructional systems. However, the design-is more 'than an instructional managemeht system, it is a
proposal for carrying on research and development in the school.

i

°

Dr.'Helms takes the position that although the nature of future society is
largely unknown and unknowable, it is reasonable to expect that American
society will lise faith in, ,and withhold support from, educators who are
unable to find solutions to persistent edUcational problems. In light of this
prognosis, he argues that educlation must produce early evidence of a new
capability to achieve sciety's educational intentions. Therefore, his proposal is concerned 1.vith the creation of `a school that will offer each pupil an
equal in-school opportunity to achieve formal learning commensurate with
rational expectations of the schools' constituencies.

It-needs to be emphasized that this is a proposal for the development
of CARES as contrasted with proposals for the implementation of fully
prescribed educational designs. Hence, the details of CARES will only
op become clear over time, and, even then, will be subject to change on the
basis of new knowledge gained from successive experiences. The system
is'intendecUto be use'd.by educators and learners, together, to plan and
impleinent instructional experiences that will reliably lead learners to
achievementeof intended outcomes. Instruction will be 'structured on the
basis of data aboUt What is to be learned, data about the learner, and<lata
n
about instructional-processes. The systerii will not be tied to time-bound
notions of curriculum or community expectations.
1

CARES will be comprehensive with respect to the range and diversity
of learner needs and interests and with respect to the nge and diversity
- 10
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of the aspirations of its other constituencies. Among these other constituencies will be: parents; school personnel; public authorities; neighborhood,
ethnics and racial interest groups; business interests; and knowledge producers._
#

,

CARES will also provide for the adaptation of education -- its organizato4accorrunodate individual pupil differtion, procedu'res and pratIces
ences and to,accommodate the diverse needs and interests that diiitinguish
its many other constituencies.
fr-

Finally, CARES will'"be responsive to the action and expressions of all
its constituencies, including pupils, by signalling the accuracy or mis-direction.
of their - performances, by providing explanations and corrective suggestiqns
for observed. deviances, and by noting and reinforcing observed achievements.

However well-intended, participatory. enterprise is prone to chaos and
counter-productivity without the guidance of knowledge, logic and4e xperience.
Thus, the CARES proposal includes provision for its own empirical development. It is intended that CARES will be guidefti through succeisive approxi
tion according to a Design, Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation System
(DIMES).

4
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MASTERING BASIC SKILLS
BY

JOHN A. coNNoLLy

rA

INTRODUCTION

Any program designed for school* of the future must be based on some
.afissumptions.about the nature of society and the needs of schools in that
society. These assumptions migift represent a pimple extensiori ofpresent
trends or they might anticipate dramatic changes In society. Further, such,:
a program might be designed for widespread irriplementation'in schools in
the net, future or for gradual acCeptance over a ldleger time.

This design is based on a set of short-range predictions about the
needs of schools in the next 10 years. It integrates into .a single program
a number of concepts, techniques, and CurriculuM structures tat already
have demonstrated their educational validity, Still needed, however, are
program development, experimental field testing, and implementation by
schools Firnrine,the 1980's. In short the design emphasizes'a practical
approach to' some predictable educational needs.italb
Engin
g practical solutions to educational problems is a major.'
challenge for the future. Many of the conceptual, technological, and
programmatic resources needed to improve education, are already available.' Their wideipread uti,lization has,.-hOwever, been delayed by the
diversity and complexity of operational school settirigs.and, in many cases,
by inadequate funding for a concentrated and comprehensive attack on a
particular problem area such as basic skills.
a

The overall purpose of this paper is to outline a potential program
for meeting the needs of schools in the future. It does not attempt to
provide,sa sled apecifiCations for a program design; nor.does it contain
a .bluepr t for implementation. All of the ideas presented here require
furthe
loprnent and even further refinement inalight of operational
experiente 'The paper is solely intended to argtte the need for aparticular ap each and indicate its possibilities.

-75-
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The proposed program ifiltesented in three fnajor sections. The first
...
'section provides an'admittedl eisonal and speculative conception. ' of the
A
needs. of 'schools in the future. The next section outlines a moddl, for a prosigned to meet these needs. The last section aiscipses some major
g*
,

e

lieu

n iMpleMenting the program,

Conception or the Future

.

This design is baird on some of the author's personal feellittgs abouttoday'," educational prOblems and some speculations about the directions
these problems milky take in the future. At the outset, then, it might be
'appropriate to state some views'on the future of education which serve
as the background to the proposed design.

The author tends to see the future of education inihe next decade
'mainly as an extrapolation of present trends. In many important respects,
*educatio in the 1980's will closely ripeinhle educition in the 1970's.
Howeve , some fundamental changes mar occur. in selected diva 1, as
schools begin to respbml to. some of, the more serious! probreins which
.
v.
are even now apparent - problems such as the failure to assure that all
e.
,students achieve mastery of at least the lsagic skills,. 'lf -in
short education
6
.
.
,. .
in 0) future is viewed as a reflection of diet preaenesittiation alvlia
.41
4
rear onito its major. problems.
4
'
to

r

-IP

61

A fundamental issue that schools of the -future 44411 probablygta.ce,is

4

the already perceptible trend toward erosion of standards of educalioual
''''-excellencea.edagne (1), as part of his critique ctthe present design,
' -.
stated the problem in. these terns;
ii.

t

,

b.

`,
1

4

.

,,
C

414 4

ii.

,

ie

e

-

,

Our failure to assure student mastery of basic skills is by nwmeans
a newproblem. However, there is ncreasing recognition of the
, magnitude of the problem and, more pressure to do '*e methipg a
i.

.,1-
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Many'of the elemVs*be seen in plane for future schools

appear to have the sizreof extending the boundaries of responsibility of educational :ystems, of making more and more
Varieties of education available to more/and more kinds and
numbers of studente. These aims seem p:), be implicit in such
conceptions as-lifelong education, of collaborative solutions
to social prOblems, of Citizenship participation, of shared
planning and decision-Making, among others. It appears to
rne not unlikely that such trends may also have another effect,.
the 'outlines of which are.already apparent._ This trend might be called educational cornplanation, or levelling., Ctirrently
this trend can be seen in several developmerits: opeiCadmis"sions to colleges and universities.; and the decline of gradi
'Systems, the politically-based attacks onr test scores and
testing, the blurring of diatinctionOikittween equality of opportunitY and equality of performance..

These underlying trends, it seems .to me, 1forecas# the, tikeli
hood that schools will ultimately abandon the pralttite of
certifying competence. 'We may possibly no longer be able
to tell that graduating from the sixth grade has a different
meaning in terms of humeri competence than graduating frOm
the twelfth, or even from .a college, except.of course, in terms
of an individual's age and the general "maturity" that age

implies: What
What this may
society will 1

....fiesieen e othe pursuit-of. excellence?
Otseerrts. to me, is that the larger

je set, of criteria preyiously used fore
t
g people: The A.93 and B's will begone, the certitii-ates and diplomas will lave -lost their mean-

identifyinan

ing, the test scores will have no credibility, and there's no

1,onget.any.such thing as "correct" F.,pglish. Thus, ways of
predicting goOd ors bad performahce (before *e are subjected
to it) may no longer be possible. Of course, 'such a projection may be unduly pessimistic.: I find it hard to persuade myself, however, that it is not a real possibility or that it-does
. .
not have deplorable consequences.

If hoinogeneousness of this,sort is to b$ foreseen, thon eurely
the maisterf of basic skills by everyonegs considerable
social iMpOrtanCe. If our schools eeasegto differentiate.
people, then it would be good if we could 'count on some fundamental degree 9£ skill with language, and Other symbols in
everyone: A:program for the schools whiclir9poses to
accomplish these aims is therefore' of more than ordinaiy
signifitalice'for the future:
--\11

1
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. . The depigli 'suggested here focuses on the basic ethicational
.

provide students with certain skills. that are estrentiat ta success both in
sdhool sad in lifer life. A growing concern for thet4rovision of .e span 1 1,
skills by arksdhools to all heir students "is envisioned in the folloWing.
edersarioof the futureA
.

#.

0
h

-

.

,

Educational Confratitatiort.. Througholit the 1970's, 'decreasing
school enroll:Manta and increasing educational costs, resulted
its a .4"Fires'of confrontationa betweeneducators and taxpayers.
'ketitkiotare.tvievied decreasing' enrollments.as an opportunity to,
itniAve the effeCtiveness of educationimainly>y reAu4ng
savedecreasing enrollments as an
opportunityqo reduce osts (or-at least to maintain present
cost levels') ,primarily. by eliminating'staff. ,Educator
sand
.,
taxpayers became increasingly condernetlabOut both the cost'
and effectiveness of educational-programs:
1 .

.

2.

Educational Productivity. AS schools faced 'strong pressures
to reduce costs while.maintaining .pr even, enhancing effectiVen'ess,- they begap-to eiEperiment-with a number OfInethods
to improve. educational prOductivity such aewark/stuidy programs, increased clasa
differentiated staffing, year-,
round schools, and technOlogy7based education: While all
of these techniques gained some acceptance ineschools,
nettle proved to be a genera solution to the problem.

3.
,

Technalogyased Education.'. Around'1980, a. systematic
approaCh to improving prdauctivity began to play an imporfent rolein'areas whfch traditionally hai.r.e combined low ..
effecirveness with high costs. r Technology-based programs
using eysteMatic; educationalterhniqites to individualize
instruction were widely used its special, education, intensive !
forthe disadvantagep,..ana remedial cdficatioti.
r Ai .technology-base des'yseterris;proved cosinehltotiVe in these
.

areas, they began to sped
ga. to,othetpeits of,

curriculum

Easential Willi; At this .point the ffriirie target f6r improving
productivity through technology2basid systerns was the, basi
skills area. The'main focup for .public dissatisfaction with
schools had lgedoinpe.the viestion,.,"Why'Can'.'t schools teach
.,;

atleast the baiic P.Skills in an effective Mariner?" Whire this
goal we's readily accepted, most educatarspreferred
0,

4

t5

..1, . , 1.
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br?ader definition of the basksr to include.not941y
the traditional
lip Jo,
cognitive skills in reading, yiriting, and arithrrietiC but alsOribine
essential skills in affective and dltreer-areas.,
.
-

T..

.

.

,

i

Mastery Learning. Educators recogni*d. that practical y every
student can master the basic skills wIlielk powided,40th program lat
truly adjusts to individual diffefencesAn learning:
evincing
evidfipce came from some experients masteiiy edupation and .

5.

from Ihe 'results of individualized programs li ke Individtitlly
Prescribed Instruction (IPI), Indivdually guided,Education(IGE)
and Program fOr Learning in Acc dance with Needs (PLAN), .1
Individualization and personalizatio of the eduaitional prOcess
became accepted goals in basic skill reas during the mid 1980's.
'Technolo gy-based system's were found to be aniefOctive and.
Officient. Meanti to this end.
ti

The scenario suggests a widespread need for a te.oluiology-base'd program.
designed to lead all students to mastery, of essential .skills in a %oat/effective
e-Inanner. Such a irograrn is described here.
.

4
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PROGRAM DESIGN

This section decribes the nature of the proposed program from
a number of points of view: A general -overview of the prog ram is presented
0
first in terring of its curriCulum strufture. 104e prograin's specific. o8jec.
2?
tivs, ifistructional processes,.
organization,
tiestructional
materially and
$
-,1%

.....,R

A,

4

management follow.
.

,

Curriculum Structure .,,,
t

t

"fit.

1

'.).-;..

.

.

,

,

o
.

ti
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Thy overall structure of the proposed prograin iti s own in. Chatt #1.
The prograirrhas, as its ultimate objective the mastery of certain skills which
,
,'. are'critipal to.succees in school and in later life. It is designed to provide an
i
0
.
opportunity for .it e nts to achieve.a<Icast minim* standards oftperformance
,..

I

.

I, NI 11

Curriculum Stricture',

,1'
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i7ach 'Of .these onvetency areas.
.

_
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0

;
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A.

.

The curriculum structure consists of three miljor cortipolants.as
J
b
iii vill.
,t
shown in Chart-ill. The Cognitive Skills component includes essential skills
in traditional language arts and mathematics., areas
a anti some noti-erhditional
areas such .as creative think4g, problim-sol Ving, and decisioii--making.. The
\
,
LifeSlcills component addresses affectiyeeskills tic/tat are critical to effective
liiiing in retaling to the sell, other's. -)anesctyigty., The Career Skills component is designed ti, introdlice the student tla rinage of career options and oppor4.IP
*
tunities, allow himsto-explore
alternative cares choice in adiult/work settings,
and prove ,him Nirith souse in-deptlfeotrience in seleacted'vocitional areas.
.:,
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'Vie deponents, elem.ants,rid ihstructiona
content areas shown in
rr

the chartiare not intlinded.to rapreliefit a universal. or comprehensive list of

thee most ess4ntial or critical Aillin our sdciety. Any one of them, with
the positible exceirtIon Of reading skills, might be questioned by.some educators, parents, or students. Others might extend the list toinclude buch,
*

.

-rti

.

additionalonte4t areas as psychomotor skills, esthetics, physical education,
or drug education. Nevertheless, the proposed range of content represents
.

e

ti

a olledtion of a variety of ,skt)11 areas which many wo30.1c1 endorse as encompas.

i

,,

sing important aims of edi.keatikin for -rpto.at students.
..

.,

In fact, the competency areas sliggested in the'chart have long been
.'''*.,
..
'
.4,..,.
a focus of iqterest faor.educithiimal theorists, educatcirsAn
field 'situations,
.
andrrents. Theorrsts froM.A.riltotle, (4) to Sizer (5) havefOressed
the
.
'.., 7
Nft
..4..
.
i
,

rA

i.

,

t

1

t+

The theoretical ivies for amastery elucation.prograiWhavy been developed
by Carroll (2)! aniliBloom,(3). Iroessence,:,t4y propose that a verrhilh per?
centage of students (perhaps more than 900/o re capable of mastering:; e in-.
structionareentent offered in schOols today when proyided with a program which
truly adjusts to indiYidual differences in - learning. So, in thnry at least, practically every student`:should;ye able to attain minimum sta4asids oc infeTlectuil.

achfievement in basic skill areas.

1
°

-81-.
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importance of learning .to know (cognitive skillet), learning to be (life skills)
.
and learning to do (career skills). Individua Schools haite already irnple-tented parts-ofithe program in some of the s
ied content areas. Stir.
veys of attitudes toward education (6) indicate
arents are .becoming
.
*
more
re receptive to the upon thatcluality educatio
t go beyond the .three. of;
R's .to cover some-basic 'skills in affective and care
as Well.
.

.

Nevertheless, a basic

rogram of this s
ot
ge scale. Tikt
oblems, Inc
g
used' contevc.lreas,
,
A.-",
about the bi.i4.c.4j

"

been de,velbped or implementechi
kla4Y
serious `developmental and operat
Era:
defining the competency levels for
agreereent between educators and
education; integrating the iastructi
across ?grade
,
4
assuring a high level, of studeitroacs00,-. itineeting 4
minimumPerf#rmappe.
standards; individualizing:the instrUction$1°,pOicess wit bout fiUlas Thrt*Ily
increasing costs; managing a: prograiri cif*.he prOpOsee,d, bize a' aCope;:andy
e
retraining staff foll'ineAblee. These'issues
..ait,drespei in.the
'Mg sections.'

,.
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Ob'ectives
.1

The

t

I'

..

_

.

1

t
IV

J It,, `.

calls for Mastery. objectives

1.1t.

renting minirnutrt

,

'perforrnanc
rds *each corniietenyitrea. The
itself accountWole for assuring that 84udenta ha.ve.eery oppor

meet these 'criterion-refenenced

ob.

atndrAL,ids4

and wouldive e
tirete and individual ,help.,he or'she needed to achievemast
mst

!Aid all

process of determining the' appropr
standard's mf ierforrnat e would
'111
peinvolve input from program developers, eadrnintotr rs, teacherck, paints
and students.
\'
II

0

t
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The program developer aseurrxeS responsiiailitir fAdefining tn
It
e :eh skill area a number of alterriative levels from wh' cochool's
'

87

,

.

-kw r ,,.'
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:

.

.

! o r .districVs perfOrMance )!tandard:wseeildkbe selee*d atcat:444-to,lOcal. neecls, .-

,.cancliticins, and attitudes. ' .Excinipyps.-of. attelkatimperfcrrinancaleVeli in some
.'
"
t ' "
.
,4: ...::,
..,,. .coMpetency areas aie'xi4en.in Chart iri;
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[
Pie selection of .,a particUla.r,*levet ot 'Tie tforrnande.from 'a nurriber oft
*
.-''
..- '-'.'
'
. 10
jeA.i.
..
-alternative. OasSibilities is 'a, riticti. step i4 thi-prae-gis -4*fining objeT iVe
y

.

.

,'

.

.

Brkiad,,based Community tnicrolvemett*iitiNiportant 'slime the4e.goals will , t iuc -1
-'
:i4ie,a.Sig.iiifiCant part,lipie education OfAsch.sitidenst. A Stiilk ey of tioial
;).
ti $et
.. 1 ft .igr
:,e0FIZ :t0 on the one hand and of parents ariid s'13` ents itthie localeichooliegkiatiBn
.

_A,

.'

.

.:.On.-t-he Oher:might.be used to asses; p:i. elrIcesioripatticular Asitent kileas':
..
and le-Vets:Of pel:foi7friai\ce. The final
nei
whiciii'giiittle;:t94ftrivle
...
..
..::foiWoUld:be
left'inthejialide
of
the.1Ccal
edtica
ote..
Whatever
lOverni,darbe,e.-.
.
,
ki,$
sato "it-,i8-important to recognize that,thes'e per orrntancostandarda-a*
r jitilylimurn
"- level.s.for:a.11 studenti.' It*fast students will reacjit,much high= levels of
,'

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

1°.

4ehieVerrient:

*1,

histructicnial)Firocess

;/
-

-E,

Once the goals have been defined, if}
eropp-irlwould-be.
responsible for building the ,instouctiona.1 pr
nh to. inaste IT: ,-) , ',. The developer might use one or mare th
sting
,Encodelp for strticiutine
.
.the learning process describediby Briggi (7);IG4ne011t)-kncloorn. (9). ..
;
t
. e,v4ie

ip

.

%.

k

er way to select appropriate 15erforinancests,nd di desi_rves comment: ,,
of establishirig-the same perforinance standa,rd for eveilyetudent, vil
differ tminimurnstandard might be set
each 'student 8 endlIng 'of/ his.
or, he particular Aptitudes and interests. This would recai al-more exteri..
sive educational priSigram to provide instruction to a number of diffifirent
".
lev41s.of, performance. While either goal-setting approalih-rnigkkt be used,
we will apurne a common rather than a variable set of goat.: for 'eath,
student to simplify further discussion 'of,the nature of the progiarn.
.
t
Ins

_

r

r.
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Sarriplerflternative Levels for Minimum
Performance Objectives

Which of the kpilow4g performance standards do you feel is a minimum't
standard for all students?
READING

,All students should develop their reading skills to read with understanding:
.

`1..

material required for daily livIng, such as the telephone directory,
and road signs.

2.

material on the level, of a daily newspaper.

3.

material on the level"of a n ational news magazine.

4.

material on, the level of a specialized journal in theii, area of interest.

5.

material on the...level of to is or philosophy.

-

.

CAREER SPECIALIZATION

All students should develop career skills 'in specialized vocational areas
to a level which allows ti(em to:
.

V

1.

identify and describe in detail.at leait one occupational aea -of
ma jor personal intercry

2. Went'

d descr e the prerequisite -skills for it least ope job

rgticular intere
. 3.

'de

nstrate entry ley

to them..

skills in ,a particular occaptional.area,

4.

locate and obtain employmentqin am occupational field.

is

locate and obtain emploznent in at least two occupational fields..

A.

la

89

it n,.. sta
1 ruc
For example, the most elementary leveli
d and ,sequenced
- #
program of individualized instruction Alcally lift- lves 'know edge about facts
a ,
...and terminology relevant to.the compelpncy area. Reading skills might begin
f
with knowledge of the alphabet, interpersonaRkills mighea-raw on knowledge.
4
. ,
of individual differences, and career awareness might rest on Icnoilledge
about-available .occupations..
<

°I'

Nirvie'

..4t.f

il

.

The second instructional
level often involves understanding: of princi,
pies, concepts and relationships. Examples of this level are sight-sound
relationships, principles of group dynamics, and correlations between
educational levels' and occupations.
The third level encompasses applications -of this base of knowledge
and understanding to develop skills such as reading a daily newspaper, appreciating another person's point of view, andidentifying the essential differences among occupational fields. A number of existing instructional
programa which follow this general pattern are described in a later section.

Some educators question a structured a.pproachlto,insteuetion.'
They argue that it is extremely cliffir,.ult to develop crit "ritn-referenced per.
formance standards, a hierarchy of objetrtives and instructional units, and
I
frequent measures of progress' n many *pent areas, especially affective
1
.
4
areal. Some critics go even further to suggestAhat
ir with the exception of
some basic levels in cognitive Ilkill, a st ture'd approach is totally inapt.,
propriate for mit content areas.
:11,
.t,

4

The position taken.hece is that it is possible, to structure most content
areas up to a, certain point. Criterion-referenced performance standards can
be defined even in affective areas. Topics which appear to represent prerequitite learnings in these areas can be identified'and arranged inGa loose
hierarchy and creativeiways can be foiind to measure student progress. However,

4

O.

V.

a- structured atokrosch may ge fully.ariProPriate Only for basic orfundamental
letrels of, instruction. Our experience to date:Suggests that it becomes increas,rang-paths, and instructional,
ingly more difficult to structure the content,

processes at advancedlevs of instruction.

,z.

.;

Organization f7 Instruction'
The setting ana'prganizati6on for the proposed instructional program is
summarized in Chart #3. This chart adds another dimension to the description
of the various components and elements in the curriculurn structure.
Grade Level. All grade levels in elementary and secondary Schools
e represented inone component or another of the prograr3. In general,
the cognitive skills are introduced into the curriculum at the lower school
level (grades 1-4), the life skills at the middle .school. level (grades 4-8),
and the career skillet at the upper school lei-rel (grades 9-1?). The sequencer.
for introducing content areas is an-important aspect of the program.

Atl students entering the program at the first grade level begin work
on an individualized, instructional program in reading.. Perhaps two hours
a day are scheduled for this activity in a, specially designed learning center

to be described in a later section. Each child is placed at his/her level
of competence in-an ,instructional sequence that leads to a minimum perform,ance objective. Individual students Starting at different plSces in the

sequence and matting at their own pace may take weeks, monthor even
- years to reach the mastery coriterion in reading.
Far those who do

real the Criterion level before most of their

'classMateS, three alternatives are available: a) to continiirto devel p
.
their reading skills beyond the mastery point; b) to spend more time orkin&in other subject matter fields in the larger school curriculum; or
y
:i0.54,v).
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CHART 13
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'
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g
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.
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,

.
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1
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.
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,

Staff
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Career Academies

Staff'

.

-

.

,

.

.

.

c) -to 'begin work in other balic 'skill areas. At some defined'poiat (e.g.,..fscond

-

.-

..

,,,

,

,

'gride), anothevontenrrea such 'ae,writiag is introduced into the'cuiTi cultim

.

for all students. ;"Students who havenot yet completed the reading objective Will
About two or three new
skill areas are
work on both areas simultaneously..
.
.
.. i
.
intr duced into the curriculum each year.
.

.

.

.

.

The effectof individual pacing of this type is that students who learn
quittkly call move into. ativancedfopic's 4111e those who neet1 a considerable
amoilnt of Hine to loam will spend increasingly more time during the school day
.,Working on essential skills. This process piovides Ma3cirnurn assurance that
*very student will Master the essential skills: At, a theoretical extreme; a fevi'
students in the twelfth grade, for example, might spend most of the day working
on essentiarticills while other ,atudents are studying more advanced topics.

,

-.

.

We are not suggesting mindless. adherance to. ,a system to the exclusion.
of the.pereonal needs and 'problems of the 'individual student. It'is senselessand even inhumane to foree ay. n number of students to spend increasing amounts'
of time reliiing their past failures. In' all cases, bUt:especially for these, ex....
Ceptional students,, the proposed system* shoUld provide guidance rather elan'
,
it'
direction 'Ito the instructional staff. . will help instructors to reco.gnize a
.,
particular learning prob efn for a certain student,, to identify new .insfruc- ..
i
'...7.
tionalapprOaches whichlhave.noebeen tried, to examine new techniques for
,
); '
motivating tlie studet to givethe student another-opportunity to master a
. .
particular oijective at another. stage in his or her developnient, etc. The
.. 4
:

.

i

.

t

.

,I

-

.

,

.

4

:I n s t r ii c ti onti. ery's tem( ilf thiisithatiFbn serves to sensitize the' instructional

staff to the personal need" of tie exceptional.
student.
..
::.
.
. t.
I.
The sequence ; .for introduCing content areas into the curriculum uses
Ifth
now,id
e ge n4:b skills : gained in earlier components to facilitate learning
in later Ones. The cognitive skills follow a 'pattern of i iitiai emphasis on t
langliage concepts to_serve as =,a foundation for later-learning in the conceptual tool areas. TITeset abilities in turn are helpful ,to the student as he/she ,
."i

.

.

:

.

develops. self- awareness- skills as a base-for learning about others, and
eventually society. All of those priOr leOrnings enhance tfie-develOpment-of

I- Career -skills in a sequence from awareness to exploration and finally spe 7
cialization.
1

Increasing student age levels are also reflected by the sequence
shown in Chart #3. For example, it i s only at the upper'srade.levels that
most students are moture enough for. specialized experiences in adult/work
locations. '

4

.

,

The sequence for introducing content areas into the curriculum
may be
one ofIg e more controversial 14bints 4n theor proposed design. A
a
critic might ask: What !s 4he rationale for the cognitive, to affective, fto
career sequence? Why not intfioduce affective concepts first? Alternatively,
why not have students work in:all of these areas simultaneously? dn What
basis can you justify delaying the introduction of important.affective concepts
4
to the fourth grade or career concepts to the ninth grade?.

Again, rigid aherence to the propoped structure not intended.
,
. The'rationale fbr emphisizingc\ognitiVe,' affective, .aid career concepts .
.;;
at the lower, Middie, and upper schadl levels has been zriade in the prediscussion. 'Nevertheless, variattcinli in the sequence are' tertainW
possible and may be desirable for some students or some schools.
.

r

,

,

.; :4

,.,
It is also possible to integrate the-content of one'component Nicrith4
the content of.another... For example, life skills and career concepts
might be introduced as part of thes.cognitiVe learning ptocess, Specif .

ically, students nut learn to read using materials with content that
carefully selected to incorporate 'achievement inotivation.skille, or ca.i.eer
_
,
selection skilfs. Thus,, the program Would emichasize reading ;skills as a
Prim y focus"while secondarily introducing 'some other content area.
; de

Setting.° -The setting refers tothe,e-ontext br environment in which
the instructional activities take place.: The inetructional'aitivities
are
.
+'
mainly designed fdr seta!** othet than he traditional classrtiomi

The main setting for cognitive skill ill stritittion is a learning center.
-This venter is envisioned'as a large, open area whic hpuses ,a var 1e 14.of .,
instructional materials and eguiprnent. 'Most of the initruction
.salized and uses technology-hased learning systems; self-learning materials,
and pee'r aid teacher tutoring. While a large part of the instruction is conductoicl:
in the center, tome learning activities take-tlii itudent,fO other places in the
°
tibhool and ob trips outside
the school bUilding itself. Student? spendvarying..
arnOunts of time in'theCenter working at th
ownpace on'one or more con--

taAareas.
41.3ife skillsinstruction i

ivitieS in the school.
under; the supervision oftrained counselors, andexternal stu dy in the
munity under. the dife,ction of social service agencies. , The student fitst deelops 0: concept of self by defining his per'sohaf.needs, goals and attit*Ies in
disdlission with other students. _He/she Olen begin's' to dtusly interpersonal
rerationain a workihOp settin. g,; supplemented by :learning experiences in
.,v
.
community agencies sucli;,as a hospital
or
a.
Legal,Aid
office.
Finally, he/she
.
,
.
.
/earns skills- required-to te00e,with, society!s pressures and demands from
live. ittutions such as a voter registration drive,,; labor union_negotiations,
di. by`organidzing .a food cooperative.
.
-

.

lves group workshRp

,

.

w

.

-

.

.,

.I

,

.

1

Career.ski4s
instrugtionafo'cuses attention on. theessentiar skills
t.,
required to select and pr4pare for a rewarding and satisfying carter.
'The OW:lents:are Organized-into career groups to study the varit; ocCupa-.
tional areas. The major instructional *environment for car4r e lbration
and specialization are actual work sites in a wide variety, oterriployer Foca.
.
tions such, alp- research laboratories; manufacturing plants, Notes., and
,

-retail storeig.

e

A

1

(
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Instructional Model. A number of mcflels for cVrxiculum and/or
instructional 'processes in the various skill areas have been developed and
. tested 0.'ini. recent years. The instructional systems listed in the chart are
only examples of some possi ilities to be considered in a later effort to
further specify the design. These systems are briefly described in this
n. ..section tot/ suggest the range of materials which are presently available.°
,

Three already operational models are possibilities for the language
arts and...mathematics areas - Individually Prescribed Instructiort(IPI),'
Individually Guided EduCation (IGE), ancl.Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN). Each involves a systematic process_for organizing.instructional activities leading to the development of a well-defined set
of skills. In each case the process is highly individualized by means of
structured and sequenced obgectiyes, self-learning instructional materials,
And a variety of criterion - referenced. tests for diagnosis*. placement and
assessment of progress.
-

r

,.

.

.t.

A potential model for ,the "conceptual tools area is provided by "a
curriculum program called Making Judgments. It presents concepts,

rules, and strategies that are prerequisite for
et

ndent thought,

decision-making and problem :solving, TheUse of programmed lesson
c`\
'booklets wit1. workbooks, games, and criterion-referenced tests allows
for highly individualized instruction.
Achievement Competence Training (ACT) is a model for developing

self-oriented life skills. It is a multimedia, partially progianimed bourse,
designed to teach children a behavioral strategy which will enable them to
become effective in setting and achieving their oWn goals.

Life skills oriented toward others are covere d-in two other curricu lum
models. The
of Personal Experience.(LOPE) it designed to encourage

[r;

4

students to systematically explore relationships with others and to develop
functional, testable, and open-ended interpersOnal skills. Behavioral
'Research Laboratories (BitL, ) has -developed 'a number of programs foe irnI
proving interpersonal communications,.
I

Skills for copiiig with societal pressures 'and prolilems are the focus
of two additional models. The Multi-Cultural School is an alternative school
program designed to provide learning experiences about the soaal,
ethnic and cultural bases of our society.' The -Life Skills model uses filMs
to present drainatic instances of personal proble s "for gronpdiscuasioni
about ways to cope with pressures in society.
O

Developing career awaieness is a major purpose of the SchoOl Based_
xploration System (ECES). The former
Medel and the Educational and Career.r
.
uses individualized C'urriculum materials in a school setting toorient students
to a number of career clusters such as finance, health, and- ,,communications.
T,he otter is a computer-based system which provides career infirrnaticin and
"

a
1%.

teathes.career-related decision-making

.
d Mo8els now under

V

.

A.major focusof four different EXperience-B
development in the Regional Educational Laboratories-is expier,ktion of a -,
wide variety of. career opportunities, in employer Alittings. ClarkhuffAssociates have developed yet another approach to career exploration. I

Career specialization is another impoktant focus of the
. four
Experience-Based Models.. "1... Career cademies are alteeativesciaol
014,

programs with specialized training in

.

...

ctronics, fooli service 'assist other
.l
.
occupational areas. The 'Academies, have been developed by various cqm,
panics working in cooperation with schoolein Philadelphia under Illie sponsor- 4
ship of the Urban League.

- 92-

98

.

'These sample models provide a framework for organizing the instruc.
tional programs indifferent. skill areas. Th4 actual -durriculurn materials used
in each model may or may,.not prove aPprOpriate in this program. Curriculurtr
8 are discussed in a later Sec on of this paper.
1.

Te anology Base: The ,techn logi base f each program element is
alio listed in Chart #3.. Technology is, defined a ?a systematic let:of educational processes which are ofte "organized, managed, or delivered with the',
410
assistance of an electnic?devIc such as a computer, television, etc. Technology is especially appropriate for an'essential skills program for a vgriety
9;1
of reasons.

Kirst, as noted above, a structured and systematic process seems
most appropriate ?or basic or. fundamental skills as opposed to higher level`
ikilts.- This has been clearly demonstrated in the cognitive skill areas and
would seem to apply to life skills.arldcareer skills'as well. 'Setbnd, tec
.

1'

.7

nolokical'assistance is needed for-management of a complex program -invo

ing large numbers of staents, many different gract levels, higlilY
ized materials, a number of content 'aritig, and diverse learning environments-.
Third, many of the proposed content areas would benefit from,the use -of hardware technology to enhance instructional effectivenesEr.'and reduce costs..'
Fourth, The dissemination of the program w%.ild be facilitated if structured'
materials and systematic procedures are incorporated in the model.
.

4

ComputeriManaged Instruction. (CM, rted Computer Assisted Inchon
(CAI). define the technology b ase for the cognitive skills area. The entire instruc- tional process in the learning center would be managed with iiie aid of a computer
,terminal that performs such functions as recording student progrea9,data,_ diagt
.
. nosing learning problems, prescribing the ne,xt learning, activityi preparing spadent reports, and evaluating,learnin/ outcomes. These data will,provide input
.
to the management decisions of the instructional Staff. In addition, some
,

,

9

e

r,

9

i

I

'1

instructional I0,units will be taught

iiiteract/4 mode by, computer. This

"mixed -mode" use of CMI/CAI is:especially appropriate for basic concepts
,which follow a highly str,uctu\ted and:4-selluepfed learning path.

. Interactive instru'ctibnal television; computer simulations, and CMI

,

are the designated ,technology systerni for the life skill area. Interactive
provide the student with'a vehicle for responding to questions
-.
rained in a television preeentatio9 and branching the instruction_on the basisof the responses giiren. This technology would be used for self-learning about
N.---/- 'personal needs
and objectives in-\order to establish a ptrsonal knowledge base
..
for the guidance-Workshbp- discussants. Computer simulations would present
the student with dram atiZed instances of interpersonal conflicts,' sharing ex/ .
\periences, ptc., to serve as .4, basis for group discussions and training in
.,..
\,., '. \ /,
°
,community agencies.. t ornpnter managenient Of societal learning experiences
would-take tbe. forrdot sChedtiling students for'appropriate agency expepences, °
.,

.

4

#

,,

.

.

,,

.

:

assignlng atudents30°-compatible learning groups/and evaluating the .outcomes
.

.

f external learning experiences.
o.

The technology`hase fOr the career skills component is very similar
t
1 to the life skills component. Interactive television, computer simulations
-and CMI in this case are focused on the develop en Of essential career
ills in employer envirdnments. j One function o th se tedlinologY systeilr'is
astray as closely as possible the reality of work situations.
.,
7

/
The ,emphatis on-technology-based s 4 stems may leave #.1 irnpIession,
of,a mechanized and sterile learning environment. On the contrary, ,a. major°
purpose for the use of technologjr in the proposed program is to allow ,moiV,
time for direct individual help to- students:- An instructional iclviSor wonld!
1

be assigned to each student WithjPrimary responsibility fo<stiring *the.
basic' skill, development of the individual child. 4Regular meetirgs between
student and his/her advisor would be-scheduled to provide for continuoxii
.1
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rribnitoring of learning progress and adjlystrnents-in
the learrang,program.
,
Furthermore, the student's daily learning'activities irirthe Center would be
enlivened by frequent personal contact in-tutorial interaction, student group
discuOsions, and teacherLled presentations.

%,

D

Inatractidnal Staff. The role of the instructional s
this program
is very different from that of the traditional classroom teache
The
-.,
,
damental
distinCtion is that they serve primarily as facilitators,
fuanarrs
.6
..
,,
.
of-learning.; not as lecturers to groups of students.
'
The cognitive skills component requires a supersiisor and one or -two
instructional
for eachcenter. The supencieor
is responsible forortxan,,.
j.zing the instructional process, providing decision rules for computer manage,

..

1

..

c.,

1

Jnent, and ditectinithe individual learning paths of the students. The instructional aides are primarily responsible for individual tutoring of children and
for center logistics. Most of the instruction itself is performed by the cornputer or by using self-inetrtictiOnal materials. All of the, clerical work is .
Performed- with the help of computer systeins,

The instructional staff in the life skills, area includds counselors
,
and employees from community agencies. The counselors in this program
assume an active.a role in the instruction of students. Their responsibilities
include provilding individual help to students, in understanding themseWes
and others, directing group workshop activites, and monitoring field experiences in community agencies. The community agency staff attempt
to communicate some basic concepts about society as a direct outgrowth
of student partieipatiOr in their work qiituations.
-

A

A career director: is responsible forthe career skills area.. The
director also plays .an active role in the instructional process by directing
career awareness instructional programs and organVng careerexploration
for students in field settings.- The staff of cooperatingirbusinesseEi and
,
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indizetries serve' as instructional staff, by helping the students to select
A

appropriate careeepiths, teaching entry level skills, and supervising

carer specialCzation internships.
Inarnctional Materiels;
-

of the curriculum materials needed to implement -the proposed
program are already available in the instructional mOdels preltimisly described.
.
Additional
cap be adapted. from'. other existing programs .once the
objectives are defined sufficiently to guide the selection process. Stijl ether
materials ay 'require original development.
.

...a.

1---S),-rie

.

The, sample models discussed in a previous section focus on selbeted
sejorients'of a massive curriculum structure. Any effort to implement the
design vriould.r quire thousands of hours of instruction in a Wide variety of
content areas cross the full range of grade levels. Even so, the quantity
sand quality of recently developed instructional materials is truly impressive.

For exthipte, the catalog of.materials deve
d by the EdUcational Labora. tories and Research and evelopmeneCenter
10) would piavide a gotrd
ostartingopoint in the 'search for materials. I s not inconceivable-that the
proposed design could be implemented largely by using existing methods and
materials.

Themajor task, at least inttially, is that of selecting existing
'materials to identify those which best fit within the overall system design.
,
.
i
This involves a review of existing curricular programs:to isolate Materials
.
\--- -which match; the objectivei, content, and grade levels for each
program
0
element. Choosing appropriate packages (or segments) from the range of
.

alternatives req. itires the application of various selection criteria, including:
the extent, of the individualization provided by the material, ease of adap
..
tation, development and opeiational costs, and eval4ation a effectiveness.
IV

1

I
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The adaptation process. is mostly a matter of structuring and sequencing the various-learning units into a path or set of paths leading to mastery of
the relevant objective. Materialslo be used in the program require, at a minimum, a set of enabling objectives arranged in hierarchial order, specified

.learning activities for each objective, itid progress tests to measure perfOr.
mance in each instructional unit. Desirable 'features of an instructional program
would include: techniques for identifying and responding to different learning
styles; alternative instructional units employing different appro*hes or presentation media;
placement testswto enter the student at the proper 'Point in the learn:
ing sequeACe, and pre-tests for each unit. '4'
Original curriculum development would be used as a lastoteso'rt to
fill gaps in the system which would not be covered with exigting
C
A completely new instructional sequence might be required-for a few objec.

rives, while for others, new.curriculuni units would be necessary only for
certain steps in the instructional sequence-.
All of the selected or newly-written materials would be converted

to the applicable technoly. The conversion process is more or less difficult depending on the technology involved. For example, converting materials to CAI or interactive television may be a demanding job requiring
the addition of visuals, graphics; sound,' and interactive branching. Ctn4
version to CMI, however, is relatively simple since it requires the developrnent of a system for managing ithe use of the materials rather than adjustents in the-materials themselves.
_

Management. and Administration
it
The management and administrative
functions involved in a program
of this size and scope include: setting priorities, establishing the range of
program flexibility, determining goals and objectives and identifying needs.
,-,

I.
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.A computerized system might provide assistance with many of these functions
4,'"iivell as direct help in scheduling,.ipventory control, staff supervision,
coordination among pr ogram elements,, articulation with the overall school
program,, grade and attendance reporting, and evaluation of program effectiveness.

1,

. The systematic procedures used by the various program elements
would provide the basic input into a school management system. Data
collected on each studente'verforrnance and progress in each program,
element would be entered/into a central student history file on an ongoing
basis. The output froM this file would include assignments of the next
learning objective for each student, information for teachers concerning
individual 'students' learning characteristics, . summary. reports for administrative use, evaluations of program effectiveness, material inventory
data, forecast's of future student needs, and so forth.
1
Th'e overall CMI system would manage the studNnt's transition from one
program element to another, help-coordinate his essential skills program
with other learning activities in the. school, and provide much pf the information needed for admipistrative decision-making. Chart #4'shCws in more
detail the computer management processes which might be used in relation
to various kinds of input and output data.

A new administrative sub-structure in the school would use the information from the omputer system ttidirect activities in this program. For
example, an a stristant Fitincipal might provide overall supervi sion of the
prograM. Cobrdinators would be appointed to administer each of the three.
program components, andarupervisors would direct each of the program
elements. The roles and responsibilities of these staff positionaw.ould bei
clearly defined an operating manual prepar ed by the program developer.

CHART #4
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ISSUE

Any innovative prograrrAsignad.for V despreac use in schools must
pay clove attention to cost-effectiveness: TO oversirnpify a complex issue,
iits is becattse,an innovative program that seeks broad acceptance in schools
must be able to deMonstrate improved student learning, reduced prOgram
costs, or both, when compired-with conventional classroom instruction.
The effectiveness of an educat. -nal program kn impiov ng student learning has consistently been the chie conce* among pr
designers. This
focus on student dutconies reflects a widely-teld belief in our society that
the only legitimate concern of educitors is improved student llarning. In
program design, cost, teacher attitudes, and other.facys are secondary -

considerations ifthey are dealt with at all.
This emphasis on student achiev;ment is reflected in literally thousan of educational research and eiialuatio studies. A recently completed
r view of thes_,__>,
full awe p of
ea findingby the RAND Cor. edu tional resrch
poration (11) reac

a disturbing conclusion.

\

ResearCh has not identified a variant of the existing 'system, that
is consistently related to students' educational outcomes...We
,must emphasize that we-are not suggesting that nothing makes a a,
difference, or that nothing, "works." Rather, we' are saying that
research has found no+hing that consistently and unambiguously
makes a difference in student outcomes.

While some researchers would dispute the RAND conclusion, it does
seem to accurately represent the views of many educators in the field. In
actual school settings, student outcomes are often not the primary concern
when'educators consider the irnplerheritation of innovations. Rather, the

issues are program cost, teacher acceptance, potential management problem&, parental reactions,, etc. Perhaps many educators long ago reached
the practical conclusion tha t it is impossible to prove that one program
teaches 'aleghildren everywhere better than another.

In the futute, educators are likely to be ev n Rao" concerned with the
full range of costt-effectiveness issues. Widespread adoption is unlikely
.
if a program results in higher costs, lower student achievement,
setious
.
management problems, strong parental objections, teacher resistance,
or More student dis.satisfaction. This poses an enormous challenge fok
4

iN

\t

designer- of eduCational programs.

.)

li

4

All of the above considetations argue for a much broader' perspective
than usually is tfie case in a program's design, deyelopment and-evaluation.
The designer planning schools for the future must find not only better ways
to teach ,stud is but also impoved techniques for makin programs inex pensive, -e sy t use, and-Appealing to teachers, paren s, and students.
.
Developers can no longer consistently sacrifice these more practical con -)
siderations for a questionable improvement in student achievement. Program evaluators should also give e al attention to the same ringe of issues.
04_

cost of implementing the program As this discussion implies,
proposeed here may be the single most important consideratien. These
overall costs can 1: subdivided into the cost of development (materials,
---,procedures and supportive systems), the cost of start-lap and operation
, of the program on a day -to- y basis.

.

Witile expenditures for development ray seem high becauise the design
calls for a significant amount of instructional Materials,. most of these materials already exist in some form or another. The major task is to adapt
existing materials to the system design. Any attempt to estimate exact
,cost -for materials development would require much more detailed design
specifications.

An additional developmerl cost factor is the conversion- of materials
4?
'to technology-based delivery systems. ,Past experience. indicates that the
conversion of materials to CM, CMI, or other hardware systems is a time..
consuming and expensive undertaking. This fact may prove to be a weak
point irr the design. It may not be feasible, from a cost standpoint, to
*
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','convert -some materials to a hard5are delivery sfistem. In these eases,
manual procedures, self - instructional techniques, or,fe her -led presentations can be used Ntliout violating the basic integrity- of the design.
Start-A up.and

operational costs are the priMary concer s ofeducatorg
in the field.., Evaluating operational costs requires a 'comp ison of 'the
-costs of this progiarn with those of, existing programs. U rtnnately,
start- up .and operational costs for a new program are even ore difficult
to estimate than developmental costs. Temkin, Connolly, et al. (12)
have developed a cost comparison module to compare the costs of an
experimental educational programlWith a traditional programl These techniques, however; assumg an experimental version',- of the program has been
developed and implemented. Thus, while the quest4on of oper tional costs
is a critical issue, it cannot be resolved at this point in *any ,re listic fashion. Further study of this question is a major priority.in'thei4an of action
for implementing the design.
Assessing the effectiveness of the proposed design require a confirming program of research, and evaluation. The research focu forc,the
prpgram would treat time to learn as a central variable. The ba is thesis.
ti
in Carroll's (13) model of school learning is that time is a critica variable
in learning and that stiOentscliffer in the amount of time they nee to learn
a given instructional unit to a predetermined criter.n. Bloom (14 points
to the many attractive features in the useof time as a major educational
research variable:
,

Time can be measured with as. much precision as the researcher
desires. The measures of time have many properties that are .
almost impossible to secure in'our conventional measures of
academic achievement: equality of units, an absolute zero, and
clear and unambiguous comparisons of individualli. Furtherrnoi-e,
time can be put into economic and resource costs for the individual
learner, for groups of learners, and for the schools and communities...It is also possible to use time as an index to determine the
dffectiveness of the methods of teaching and the quality of the inst5tuctional material.
-102-
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A prime objective of this program would be to assure that a mlkirriurn
aumber of students mast9-i each of the ;essential skills in a minimum amount
of time. This focus raises a number ofecost-effectiveness que.stions. What'
is thd atrerage length.of time required to reach, mastery a each objective?
Flow can we improve the efficiency of the program by reducing the average,
time to learn? What units in. the curricula require the longest time ,to camplete?, Why? What is the average. cost per hour of instruction in the program?
Questions about the individual progress °teach child are even more
fundamental than broad cost-effectiVoeness concerns. Why is a particular
.
child experiencing major difficulty in mastering a certain obj!ective? Does
that child need more time to learn, more help, or better, motivation? What
indicators might help us answer thts question?
Other important R 4.r D issues go beyond the time to learn concept.
What are the attitudes of the administrators, teachers, parents, end students

toward the prograit? Can we expand the balk structure of the program to
encompass life-long learning with the addition of early childhood and adult
ft education components?

The program could also serve as a vehicle for more basic research
studies. Do children learn better when taught in ways that conform to. their
individual learning styles (i.e., is the significant aptitude-treatment
interaction)? t To whatextent does time fo,lea'in vary with the content of
instruction? Do the characteristics of optimal instruction vary widely
from one learner to' another? What d
it cost to use teaching procedures
0.1
and instructional resources which are optimal for each learner?
;
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CHAPTER .V
EDUCATION FOR. ADAPTABILITY IN- LIFE ROLES
BY

GLEN HEATHERS

ea-

112

INTRODUCTION

4
iff

.

What shoultl education for-the future be like? Clearly, our answer
must take account ,of continual societal transformations involving ektremely
rapid change, everf.increasing complexity, uncertainty and unprectic415ility,
and mounting social probErna that threaten the very existence of our demoVcratic way of life. The potation taken in this paper is that education should
focus on preparing. each individual with adaptability to change through corn.

.

petency in solving problems encountered in major lifevoles. Thy roles requiring attention are those of learner, worker, citizen, 'community member,
family member, and private person.

/

Instruction should focus on fostering both individuality and social
participation, both classical purpoles of aliberal education. In this regard,
it is significant that the most distinctive,'if not the tnost dramat,ic,1
.,-. advances
made during.the middle half of the twentieth century have been in human
technologies based in the psychological and social sciences,' rather than in
physical technologies. based in the natural sciences.
These human technoloe
gips, include psychological tests,
individual and group psychotherapy, group,
4
process
techniques, 'methods of increasing the _effectiveness of organizations,
r
and methods of resolving group conflict. A crucial task for education is to
.
.
adapt these technologies to ipstruction so that they promote in the individual
student self-actualization and effective, respon blesocial involvement.
Furthermore, this must be achieved in a world physical technology and
communication that is increasingly becofning
'Hated by the computer.
Harne ing the computer in the service of the in vidual and of society will
.be as important
as
combating
the forces that lead to individual alienation and
....
social disorganization.
.

The following design for an educational system confronts these
challenges by calling for an enlarged set of learning goals focused on teaching
individual problem-solving competencies organized around critical life roles.
-107,
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fqr work,
PsychologicV.and social etlucation are stressed alongside education
o
citizenship, anti leisure.
-

,0

.. i

,

A central feature of the design is its integration
of home,.commUnity,'
.
.
11
1.
school, and work environme s.so that the individualilleducation bears on all
areas of living and takes plac more outside-school than in.. This 'feature
places ,the educational system in a social context where community mernbeis,
parents, employers, 'end educators join the student in an active partnership.
The total education of the student becomes the objective. Also, by opening the
school to the 6ommunity, and the community to the sghool, the educational
system can serve the continuing, life-long learning needs of all members of
its community.
The proposed educational design would be implemented through
curriculum, instruction, and organizational arrangements that employ a
selection from Ott wealth of innovations developed and tested: -duria,g;tfid' s past
quarter-century. its novlr<lty is in the wayMiese elements are built into the

over-all design.
GENERAL PROPOaSITI01S BASIC TO THE DESIGN
1.

Focus. Instruction on Preparing the Student for Major Lif oles
' Th t, -educational eystem is designed to prepare every student to perflm
the major life roles within a changing society. Its focus is on. learning
those things that the individual actuallyuses in various life roles -- as
`learner, worker, citizen, family member, community member, and
private person.

The basic skills'are a priority since they are essential for acquiring,
unicating knowledge.
processing, and c
b. Competencies in roblem-splving involving choosing, planning, performing, and valuing in each life role are a pr be emphasis in the
a.

education of every individual.
44.
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c. A major stress' is placed..on th
1

sychological and, social education ofpeach shident since these -fare of c itical importance for effectiveness ip
life roles and for a sense of pers al adequacy and well-being.
,

-

Provide aninclusive Educational System

1-2.

ly in terms of today's
school system, i. e. , a network buildings and grounds, a staff bureauc,
racy, .a prescribed,curriculum, grade-level student populations, fixed
class groups, and set-schedules. Rather, an educational system should be
viewed as a set of procedures and instrumentalities for linking students
with learning goals through utilization of various learning resources. This
generic concept of an educational system frees us to break from traditional
schooling and to employ a variety of means to stimulate and guide learning.
An educational asystern should not be viewed

The proposed educational syttlem offers a comprehensive set of learning
resources, with all types ancflevelys of learning goals linked with
-appropriate means of achieving there through a computerized data bank.
b. The prophed educational syetep integrates learning goals and resources
for an entire life span, from infancy arid early childhood to elementary.
secondtrfy, higher', and continuing education.
a.

1

The proposed educa'tional system prdvides for inter-generational learning
experiences.
d. The proposed educational system integrates the various agencies
involved in an individual's education -- communication media, family,
community agencies, business, government, as well as various types
of schools.

c.

Treat-the Student as Client of the Educational System
While ostensibly schools'are designed to serve students' educational
needs:, more often they treat students as wards rather than as clients.
,Today's schools are mainly bureaucracy-centered. ;teacher- centered, and
taxpayer-centered; they are not student-centered.
a. Students$ as clients, share in decision-making about the design of

their educational system.
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,b. All instruction is conducted as educational guidance of individual students t

-n act all learrdng tasks are undertaken as contracts.'
Instruction, including group learning experiOnees, is individualized and,
directed toward fostering the individuality °Lerch student.
Instruction stresses student self-direction in the .choice of learning tasks'
and in the choice of means for attaining them.
Student mastery of learning tasks is a criterion accepted by bdth student
and instructor.
.

-Limit the Custodial Function of the Educational System
The requirement that, by law., a student between the ages of 5 or 6 and
16 must attend school 180 days per year makes the school a custodial
institution that lessens individual freedom and hampers learning for a high
proportion of students. This custodial function shoutSbe held to a minimum
and, with respeito the individual student, limited to what id requires for
physical safety, etnotional security, and the individual student's learning
needs.

,

a. The educational system is designed so that the custodial function is

shared by the home, community agencies, and schools according to
the needs and maturity of the students.
c'
b. Students participate in determining whether custody is needed, and'how
custody requirements are to. be met. Learning self.:management
competencies. is a central part of growing up anct leirning such,competencieS requires freedom to determine one's location, use of time, and
conduct.
c. Central to educational guidance is helping the student determine cus-

todial requirements, providing for them, and helping the student
manage freedom from custodial restrictions.

5.

Offer Every Student Options in the What, When, Where an'How of Learning
Each student differs from every other in needs to learn and inmanner
of learning., Effective learni throughout life requires strong motivation
and the use of learding re2ourc suited to the individual. Requiring a
studenttnunderatake a learning task where-interest is lacking or where the
approaches ta:the task are inappropriate virtually guarantees ineffective
-110-
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a

learriing. The options provided the stuciSntlishould take this fully into account.
a. Reduc the required curriculum ,to-the minimferri that is essential' in the

educatioh of all individuals. T educational ystem specifies the
minimum learning outcomes re site for performing each of the major
life roles. Beyond the basic skil s in languige.and number, the required
learnings focus, on the general problem-solving competencies needed in
performing work, citizenship, sociar--and personal.roles, with wide
latitude for individual choice of/ learning tasks with respect to each role.

b.

With respect to any learning task, numerous options are available to the
.stud pt as to learning setting, learning materials and equipment, and
i
timing.

c. A key function of the educational guidance offered the individual student
is to work out, on a 'contract basis, how the student will employ the.
options made available by the educational system.
_

6.

Provide the Student with Educational Opportunities on a 12-Month Basis

In every individual, education is an.uninterrupted life-long process that
continues through.seudy, work, and numerous other types of activities. The
educational system should not take.vacations merely because individual
educators and students do. The concept of a 12-month educational system,
active every day, of the year and into the evening hours (as well as dUring
the early morning hours), is entirely viable with the resources currently
available. The problem is simply a matter of breaking from the traditional
school 'Schedule that has more to do with a now-extinct farm economy than
with existing-needs and resources.

a. A computer-monitered system of educational resources never sleeps or
goes on vacation. It is available to any student of any age at any time.
b. Planned educational opportunities are made available to the student

during vacation periods in the form of study, work, or recreation.
Presently, the inner-city student swelters during the summer months
with no opportunities for either meaningful or enjoyable Activities.
A 12-month educational system remedies this situation in two ways: by
providing valid learning experiences during vacation periods through
study and work.experiences and through recreational camps that take
A

II
Sf

out of the ghetto during vacation periodsL

obvious value of the 12-mOnth uite of edliCattonal resources is that

school plants would not lie idle overt third of the *days .each year..
This is more than a matter of economY;cit also increases the availability
of resources to students..
s ..
a

.

7." Make Adult

bf the Publi'd-Ed,ucation System

cation a ,Major

Most individuals, when they terminate their, basic schooling, whether
at the secondary or college level, engage in few intentional And systematic
learning activities during the remainder of their lifetime. Usually, only
job requirements can induce adults to resume formal learning. In consequence, most people after leaving school fall farther and farther behind the
advancing front of knowledge and In understanding and coping with a rapidly
changing world. The need for continuing education is especially strong for
the large number of individuals- whose education through high school was
deficient in basic skills, htimanities, and citizenship.

S

4e

a. The educational systerri provides' all adult members of the community

access to systematic educational guidance in planning programs of
continuing education that make effective use of the 16arnineresources
available in school, home, and community settings, as well as in local
-colleges and universities.

b.

Provisions are made for adults of any age to join elementary or
secondary students" in their coursework.

c.

Opening school facilities during evenings and weekends, and on a 12month basis, greatly increases their availability to employed adults and
to mothers with young children. Another solution for mothers is the
building of day care center's in the schools for infants and toddlers.
S

8.

Make Full Use of Community Members and Students as Instructional Resources

In today's schools, very little use is made of either community members
or students for intitructional purposes. Yet, a high proportion of what the
individual learns is learned at home, in the community, and from fellow
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studetits. Integrating the learning that is acquired in theie wairs with

instruction in schools is an essential part of settinrup an adequate
'educational system.
a. Teaching other's, ii a part of everyone's performance of each life ,role
if what we rft,ean..b-y teaching is telling, showing, explaining, helping,

and the like. Older students teaching younger ones is ,a part of the
educational system and a major aspect of the teaching-learning process.
And it is a proper emphasis in the edudational process since both
parties to the transaction benefit.
.

Experience d >iring recent years has amply demonstrated that many . community members can contribute to the instructional process,
either by providing.instruction to students in'community settings or
by joining the school staff 'in the role of teacher 'aide, career advisor,

or specialist instructor in areas such as art, music, dramatics, dance;
ham radio, or photography. These functions can be performed with
students of all ages.
*a

9.

-

Make Full Use of Technology in Managing and Conducting Instruction
.

Recent advancesin technology can greatly extend and enrich the
educational opportunities of every student; they can also offer economy to
the educational system. Rebuilding the educational syitem to take advantage
of technological resources promises to transform the process of education
in ways that benefit all. stadents from earliest childhood through the adult
years.
The potential of both instructional and commercial television has been
amply demonstrated. The need is t6 integrate this medium into the
educational system.
b.

Numerous other technologies, particularly tape's, filmstrips, films,
and microfiche, have been shown to add valuable options to the ways in
which students learn. These too should be built into an inclusive
-7
educational system.

c. The computer has the capacity to organize and make available immediate

information on the full range of educational resources. These resources

41,
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should be catalogued, placed in computer data banks, and accebs.to the
data given to anyone irran instructional or student capacity.
-..,

Computer-aseisted instruction has immense promise of facilitating

learning, particularly o(he basic skills.

I

-

.......\

Provide for Aceountigitty in the- Educational System

.4 adequate ,educational system offers effectiye /Id efficient means .for
achieving any le ring goals' identifiedby the s ')3t m. Mandated as well as
sks should be monitored so that eachAtudent achieves
elective learnin
'Mastery, with the system held accountable for failures either in effec tiveness
or efficiency,
11.

a. Accountability requires that learning outcomes be operationalized and 1

..that suitable measures for their attainment be available.
b. To enforce educational systerh acconntabill some sort of voucher

system is needed whereby students and/or parents can determine how
the student makes use of alternative educational resources.-

c. Determining the basic learnings all students will be required to achieve

should remain the responsibility of the state government with full citizen
participation in this process. Additional required learnings voted by the
community should be provided for, as 'long as they (sic) not conflict with

state requirements.
d.

State-controlled competency testing, should be used as a basis for certifying
students' learning-and for determining payment of state monies to local
educational agencies. Normally, the educational'system itself would test
for competency while the state agencies would be responsible for monitoring the process.

..,

THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM'S CURRI5ULUM

School systems arelbeing.pressed to move toward a ftill set of learning.
t.
experiences covering all aspects of the individual's' education. Societal .pressures
ellarged set of learning goals that includes personal and social
are calling for
education (sometimes called affective education, humanized education, ,convergent
r
education, or inter - cultural education), career education, and education for adults
in the community. Another trend that is enlarging the conception of a school
system is the move to bring school and community into,a more .intimate union,
to create a school-in-community, hot a school-for-community.
The cur \iculum for an educational system is defined he-re to include
the full set of learning .gOals toward which instruction is offered; learning
materials of any sett the.t are directed toward the learning goals; and learning
settings that provide experiences intended to accomplish any of the system's F'
goals.
LEARNING GOALS FOR THE-1980'S

The, learning goals listed below reflect a conception of education that
prepares each student to perform major life roles. The goa.l's.' represent a

prdgram of quality education that is appropriate -for anyone at any age. All of
these goals obviously are relevant for education in the' 1970's; doubtless they
will be equally televant, if-not, more so, for education iri the 1980's.
1.

Competencies in the 3R's. This goal incl ides the tool skills q
communication and the uses of numbers.

2.

Competencies in problem-solving thinki g and action. All students * ,
shoUld gain command of eneral proble -solving processes as they apply
1 living, re reation, creativity, and personal
.,to-ovork,scitizenship, s
development and expres on.

le

3.

Competencies in sew-managed learning. This goal encompassesthe
motives, habits, and skills called for in acquiring new knowledge or
gkills and in applying them at school, outside school, and throughout life.

,
I.
F

-,,

.
It has particular ,importance in view of the very rapid pace of change in
le,alt'aspcts o societii'lreq4iiog life -long ,learning), And-in vier :5' the
gerielopents. in educational teChnology (progra.mthed learning materials;
.

.

.

.

complitErTaided
instruction,,
etc. ) tKat faciliiate learning on an indivfaual
.
,

basis.

..

.t,

6

t

,

T

Competencies-413..chdosingand,tindertaking work in an occupation.

This.,iyolves, study of 4arious. Occupations, work experience in selected
,OCcupationi; and-piegar.atiolitc;t_enter one'or.more chosen occupation.'
For,those.who have SiriPloymknt eiperienc'e, it may-mean upgrading
oneself in an 'occupp..tionOr
Ctoosiln 'another occupation, and preparing
-,

for it.

_

.

*

,

.=

L

Competencies and interests it citizenship participation. Thiti calls° for
knowledge of.the organization and procedures of representative government,
competencies in participating in the electoral process, competencies in
analkiing social and political issues, 'and competencies in pr poganda
analysis. The critical importanae of this goal is evident in t many
urgent problems of our society: inflation, the depletion of natural resources.
pollution, world overpopulation, famine, crime, and corruption in government.

\ 6.
7.

Competen6es in interpersonal relations and performing group roles..
This goal has .relevarice to different life roles insofar as they are performed
in social contexts.
Competencies in analyzing and helping resolve community problems.'
This goal has relevance to coping with a variety of urgent community
problems such as housing, education, pollution, crime,
group conflict,
.
and taxation.

Knowledge of world societies as related to American foreign relations.
This goal recognizes that everyone in our society has a personal stake in
what happens in other countries and that our country's interests are
\ntimately related to the interests of citizens of other countries.
-

9.

Competencies in self-study and feelings of personal adequacy and worth.
This goal is important for personal -fulfillment and for effective learning
insofar ats self attitudes motivate, and guide learning.

10.

Competencies and, interests in leisure-time pursuits. A major part of a
person's time is spent outside of formal. study or work in "rest and
recreation," or in developing and expressing avocational interests,.
Making enjoyable and productive uses of leisure time thus is a vital
educational aim, contributing to both personal enjoyment and societal
well-being.
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NEW CURRICULA NEED/ED IN EDUCATION FOR THE 1980'S

The list of learning goals presente4ere creates demands for many changes
in curricula over those employed in most school systems today: Many of the '
new curriculum inaterials44 elementary and secondary schools developed in
the past tmaLlecades, notably in science, mathematics, and social studies,
place an emphasis on teaching problem-solving or inquiry.competencies (Goal
2). Beyond minimum instruction in study skills at the elementary level, the
schools give very littltattention to teaching students competencies in self-.
apanaged learning (Goal 3). Curriculum units such as the Ahievement COmpetence Training (ACT) package developed by Research for Better Schools represent
the sort of new instructional materials required to teach students self-management
skills.Curriculum modifications are needed to attain each of Goals 4-10 on the list

above. The new emphasis that must be built into curricula serving these tie;
is that of offering lea,ining experiences that will prepare all students td_ perform
the life, roles to which these goals are relevant (career education, citizenship
education, education in interpersonal and intergroup relations, and education
for leisure). Anotl-Tii. emphasis should be helping students develo'p into emotionally
sound, personally integrated, and happy individuals. Recent emphases in curriculum development promise to meet many of these needs through learning materials
and associated instructional procedures in career education, citizenship education,
interpersonal relations, values-education, and psychological education concerned
with such aims as self-knowledge and positive self-concept.
Also, extending the age range of students receiving instruction to include
infancy and early childhood as well as adult years requires major curriculum
developments.
LEARNIN SETTIWN AS (;1112 1C111,11M It 1.;;;OURCS

'

Often the learning setting, rather than prepared curriculum materials, provides
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the basis for Achieving learning goals. This is the case when the "climate"
of a school fosters such outcomes as positive self-concept, empathy with
persons from different cultural groups, and .competencies in interpersonal
relations through social organitation and by the manner in which staff
Cmembers treat students. Other illustrations of learning settings as substitutes
for formal curricula are apprenticeships in career education and work assignments
in community agencies.
Schools of the 1980's should make extensive use of learning settings to
achieve those learning goals that can best be attained in this way rather than

throliformal curricular materials. For example, a great deal of mathematics
can be learned better in a factory or busineas-,Offite, where it is us ed in solving
Y
real problems, rather tgan in course work that teaches .rote arithmetic or the
formal rules of algebra.
SELECTING SCHOOLCURRICULA

Yo.r each of the learning goals listed here, there islan array of materials and
equipment available to foster students' astery: By the 1980's, additional
learning materials and equipment will befome available. From these* any
school system can make a selection that serves.its itudent.population and that
covers its range of educational goals. Also, any individual or group engaging
in purposeful learning on an independent basis can select from the available
fund of learning materials according to the educational aims to be met.
An inclusive public school system serving the educational needs of its entire
community must provide access to learning materials and equipment appropriate
for prescho
entary, secondary, and'higher education students, as well
as materials for add t members of the community participating in a continuing
,
education program. The curriculum materials drawn on by a public school
system should include those employed by any community agency contributing
school-related educational programs such as career training,provided by local
businesses.
,

h1

To accommodate individualized edication; learning materials should be
,
4
organized in sequenced
or stand-alone learning
units (modules-, mini-courses)
.
rather than in texts designed 'to cover entire courses. Also, every learning
.
unit defined by a specific set of objectives should be ,represented by several
alternative learning packages accommodating student& different preferences
and "learning styles." Thus the same learning unit might be available in the
7
form or in a
form of reading ma r ial, programmed material in written
computer program,' a audiotape or videotape, or a guide to individual or group
independent study.. In addition, every learning unit should include instruments
or procedures whereby instructors and students could assess the accomplishinent
of its learning objective-s (through pretesting and posftesting).
...

,

So that instructors and -students have a means for choosing and obtaining
appropriate curriculum materials, the school or school system should employ
omputerized informatiOn system containing data on the learning objectives
curricultim units wird the alternative materials available for studying each
unit. Obviously, not all curriculum materials available at a given time would
be incorporated in the computer data bank. However, the bulk of such materials
could be included, to be supplemented by information from other sources.

le

Despite the magnitude of the task of creating and maintai44ng such a service,
national computerized data bank on curriculum materials and equipment should
be given serious consideration. What is called for is an information system
that- serves educational purposes similar to that of the Consumers Union for
'other types of products. Paralleling the current Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC), we would have an Educational Products Information
Center (EPIC). One current education information service, Educational Products
Information Exchange (EPIE), represents steps taken already in the proposed
k
The
national,
data
bank would in no sense constitute a national curriculum.
direction.
It' simply would be a resource to be drawn upon by schools, school systems,
and individuals according to local or individual option.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR EDUCATION. IN THE 19801S

The organizational struceire of today's pudic school system could not serve
the requirements of education for the 1980's as outlined here. All ten of the
general propositions basic to a new design for education have implications for
organizationakchanges:
providing an inclusive-educational system, treating
vr
students aei clients, preparing them fOr life roles, reducing custodial requirements.
offering alternatives, having year-round schooling, including adult education,
using community members and students as instructors, maximizing uses of
technology, sand making the educational system accountable. These modifications
would change virtually every feature of today's public school bureaucracies as
well as the organizational features of parochial and private schools.

It seems safe to predict that the great majority of the nation's students in
the 1980's, just as today, will receive their formal schooling in public elementary
and secondary schools, community colleges, and state-supported universities.
Also, it seems most probable that public school systems will focus, as now, on
conducting early-childhood, elementary, and secondary programs. A-strong
case can be made for including in the public school system the community
college level and.for close articulation of public-tchool programs with the programs of four-year colleges and the universities. In the discIllission that follows,
the assumption is made that public school system's covering pr4- elementary,
elementary, and secondary levels will remain the centera'fOarganiging
and
a,
conducting public education, but that their programs will be Mended into the
community, into adult education, and into closer relationship with the programs
of private schools, Community colleges, and institutions of kigher education.
BASIC ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN

Today, school systems throughout the country assign nearly all of their
students to neighborhood schools that serve certain grade levels and provide
each student's total instructional program. Thus we have 6-3-3, 6-2-4, and
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4-4-4 plans for setting up elementary, intermediate, and senior high schtiols.
In large cities, a few special schools have been created to serve certain categories of students ona city-wide basis. Generally, however, the education
offered students employs a standwl curriculum covering basic and elective
subjects that are taught on a standardized grade -level basis. Schools for the
1980's should break from this conventional pattern in several ways. The
following proposal discusses some of these changes.
Schools as educational guidance centers. A distinction can be made betwe4ii
schools as centers for planning and managing instruction and schools as learning
centers where instruction takes place. This is not to say that bozkadministrative
and instructional functions cannot occur within the same building. It merely says
that they need not. What is proposed is that the term "school" be used to identify
a center for guiding and coordinating instruction; instruction itself will take
place in learning centers.
The function of a "school, according to this proposal, is to provide "educational
guidance" to its student population. This involves diagnosing each student's
learning needs and learner characteristics in relation to the educational aims for
which the school assumes responsibility, 'planning with the student a general
program of stildies,\i making needed arrangemenits for conducting the program,
assisting the student with any problems encountered and assessing over-all
progress as a basis for, further planning..

An instructional function that should be a part of, or closely associated with,
educational guidance is psychological education that focuses on self-knowledge,
interests and values, and c %mpetencies in pursuing leaNng tasks either on an
independent basis or in various social contexts. Thus a psychological education
center would be a component of a school as that word is here defined.
The population of an educational guidance center generally; would be composed

of students of a limited agerange since this favors setting up school staffs that
-121:
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have special interests and competencies ip working with students of a restricted
.age group (early childhood., middle childhood, early adolescence, later adolescence,. or 'adulthood).

The staff of,art-edecational guidance center (or school) would need to possess
competencies in assessing students' learning requirements in relation to the
educational aims of the school, ,in diagnosing stUdents' learning characteristics
in relation to those aims, in working out programs of studies with individual
students, in helping students car
heir studies forward in different learning

centers, and in assessing students' progress as a basis for further planning.
In addition, if the educational guidance center served also'as a psychological
education center, the staff would need to have competencies in planning and
conducting psychological education.
The number of students served by an educational guidance center could
vary greatly, from a handful to hundreds. In public schools, the number would
be determined by the size of the staff and the average proportion of a student's
time'spent in the center. Thus, if the staff of a center consisted of three
full-time professionals representing diffefent competencies and if. students
.
averaged one-half day per week at the center, the student population might be
around 2002 This would mean that's different group of about 20 students would
atterOlhe center each half-day fox individual conferences and group sessions
in psycilblogical education. A good deal of the staff's time would be spent in
condultatioe, with staff members of other learning centers where parts of the
instructional program were conducted in order to coordinate the students' work.

Learning centers. An educational system as conceived here would consist
of one or more educational guidance centers and a number of learning centers
where different components of instruction were conducted. The types.,of
learning centers established would depend on the scope of the instructional
program while the number of learning centers of each type would-depend on the
number of students there were to be served by the educational system. In this
WINO,
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projection, The types of learning centers proposed-are for a public school system
that offers instruction in the required and elective areas of a conventional,
comprehensive program). It must be stressed that the proposed learning centers
may all be located within the same school building, they may be located in,
,
different school buildings, or they may be located in various community settings.
.

All students in public schools should receive instruction in four basic types
ig of learning centers: psychological education Centers (associated with educational
guidance centers), skill learning centers, academic inquiry centers, and social
learning centers. In addition, on a required or elective basil, students would
attend special learning centers in the creative or performing arts. (This way
of organizing instruction into learning centers has elements in common with
those proposed by Herbert The len of the University of Chicago in his Education:
The Human Quest. It, also has similarities to the "learning stations" in open-

classroom plans.).
Skill learning centers would be devoted essentially to instructioi in the 3R's.
A particular center could teach the full range of skills inthese areas, or it
could cover .a restricted range. Students attending a skill center would come
from different educational guidance centers and might be of any age. -*Students
of quite different levels of advancement could be accommodated at the same time
because instruction would be on an individualized gases, using mainly programmed
learning units. The staff of a skill learning center would be composed of specialists in reading, the language arts, and mathematics. Paraprofessionals would
perform routine tasks associated with instruction.
Academic inquiry centers would offer instruction in the humanities, physical
and biological sciences, and the .social sciences (history, political science.
economics, and geography.). Cultural anthropology, social psychology, and
sociology would be taught mainly in the social learning
Instruction in
the inquiry centers would focus ,on teaching students principles and methods of
inquiry within each subject area rather than on teaching facts. .Instruction would
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eMploy the project approach where students would conduct either individual or
group projects. Teaching all students competencies in inquiry (problem-solving
methods) would be a major emphasis in instruction. The staff of an academic
inquiry center would be made up of specialists in the humanities, physical and
biological `sciences, and social sciences. The centers would make considerable
use of community members, university professors, and others having special
knowledge in the areas under study. Students attending a center would come
from different educational guidance centers, could be of any age, and include
adults from the community.

Socialearning centers would focus on those lining goals that are critical
for becoming an effective and responsible member of society. These include:
competencies in establishing positive interpersonal relationships with those
differing frorti oneself in sex, age, social class, race, or ethnic group membership; competencies in performing group roles; knowledge of the values, interests,
and folkways of different cultural groups in our society; knOwledge of community
organization and functioning; competencies in analyzing community problems and
in devising ways of solving them; and competencies. and interests in citizenship
participation. In focusing on these goals, the centers would mainry employ a
group apprtfach in which small groups of students undertake project activities.
The curriculum of the centers would bring together principles and methods
from social psychology, sociology, cultural anthropology, economics, and
political science and stress their application to the process of becoming socialized
to the structure and functioning of communities, to interpersonal and intergroup
relations, and to the performance of citizen roles. Tb.p study of cultural
differenceswould include Study-of the music, dances, art, traditions, and folkways
of different cultural groups resident in the local community. To this end, students
attending a social learning center would have to be from different racial, ethnic,
and class groups, as well as represent different generations. The staff of the
center would consist of specialists in social development, interpersonal 'and
intergroup relations, and the study of community problems. A high degree of
-124-
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community involverrient would be requisite for its success. Often, a social
learning center would be housed in a community facility rather than in a
conventional school building.
An educational systein as a set of educational guidance and learning centers.
This proposal makes the educational guidance center the basic organizational
unit for an educational system since it is the coordination point for the
instruction offered students in different learning centers. It is important to
note that a learning center is not defined as a geographical location but as a
set of instructional functions that coube.performed in different physical
settings.

An educational system serving a community (as is the case with public
school systems, parochial school systems, and private schools) would, as now,
bt goVerned by a board of education and administered by a central staff. The
role of building principal wou remain but be changed to take account of the
new kind of instructional Organization. Also, leadership in setting up and
conducting the educational guidance and learning centers probably would
require a new role of educational coordinator.
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Educational alternatives call for adapting instruction to the learning needs,
interests, "learning style;;," and preferences of the individual
student. Most.:
.
of the pres nt concern about alternatives reflects the conviction that today's
schools do poor job of meeting students' educational needs, crausing large.
.
,numbers of students to tune out or drop out. Alternative programs in pul?lic
schools, and alternative schools outside the public system, have been set up
in many communities to deal with"this problem.
.._

One questionable development in the efforts made to provide alternatives is
to offer the student (or student's parents) the choice of studying in the traditional
(whole-class, teacher-dominated, standard curriculum) manner, or studying
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inan innovative program (nongraded, team teaching, individualized, open claseroom, honors program, etc.). This type of option is defended on the basis of
the assumption that, if a student or parent wants the traditional approach, it
should be provided, even though the traditional approach may do violence to
any reasonable criteria of valid education. Also,' the option is defended to
permit teachers to.leach in the way they prefer. Thus, if a teacher wants to
employ whole-class teaching that treats all students essentially alike and places
the student in the role of passive recipient, this is accepted as one alternative.
The proposal offered here would rule out this particular type of option and
require that, all instruction be adapted to individuals, stressing active learning
With a high degree of student self-direction.
Five sorts of alternatives would be offered the student in the proposed system:
(1) beyond the required basics, the student would be offered choices as to courses
studied, and/or units to be studied within a course; (2) in studying any unit,
the student would choose from two or more ways of studying it; (3) within a
learning center, a student would have options with regard to the setting for
learning, including studying at home on an independent basis or studying in an
appropriate community setting; and (4) attending alternative -schools or school
systems would be permitted. The staff of the school system, the silideni, and
stlig,atudent's parents would participate in deciding how to make the best use of
the options available.
.

With aspect to alternative learning settings, one type of option that would be
available to many students is that of studying part of the time in local colleges
or universities. Thus an advanced high school student might take a university
course in an area of special interest such as electronics. This sort of modificatio
in the relationship between colleges awl universities and public schools already
has been made to 'serve the needs of a few highly-selected advanced high school
students. Certainly in the case of state-supported colleges and universities,
this would be expanded to provide special learning opportunities fora larger
number of secondary students with different levels of advanceMent but whose
-126-

interests would be met by taking part in appropriate university coursework or
activities.
SCHOOL SYSTEM SCHEDULES AND STUDENT GROUPING

School systems as we know them employ an elaborate, rigid, and interlocking

set of schschedules, teacher schedules, and student schedules wherein
students are assigned to class grpups and classrooms to study asssigned subjects
with assigned teachers for set periods of time. The justification offered for
this is that space, time, and teachers all are in short supply and that efficiency
and economy require making as close to 100 percent use of these scarce resources
as is possible.
The proposed educational design requires great flexibility in the use of
instructional resources to meet the needs of individual students. While each
student will need to be4cheduled for the use of resources, scheduling will be on
an individual rather than a group basis. Assignient to fixed class groups will
be, the exception, with student grouping changing constantly as the day-to-day
or weekly learning requirements of individual students change.
Achieving the needed flexibility in scheduling will be facilitated by three
provisions for extending resources: (1) school facilities and other instructional
resources will be available to students on a 12-month basis, and during evenings
and week:ends, thus modifying staff schedules to provide the required Mtruction
outside of current school days and hours and supplementing the regular staff
with instructional services from fellow students and community members;
(2) a significant-proportion of the school system's instructional program will be
conducted in community settings, with community members acting in instructional
capacities; (3) instruction will place emphasis on ,student self-direction in the
conduct of learning tasks, greatly reducing the time demands students place on
members of the school system's staff.

In terms of student self-direction, there are three ways to help students
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manage their own,learning and each sh.ould receive emphasis. The first is
through the use of programmed learning materials,'including computer-aided
instruction, where built-in cues are provided for conducting and'assessing
lea-kning on an indipendent basis. Tke second is through student teamwork
where students help one another with their learning tasks. The third, and the
:11W-fundamental, is for students to develop competencies in problem-solving

that enable them to select, plan, and conduillearning activitieson a fully
independent basis. This last depends on schools placing a major emphasis on
beaching students how to learn; that is, how to employ problem-solving skills
in chbosing and conducting learning tasks.
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Decisions concerning the design, conduct, and support of a school system
should be shared by the parties involved: students, parents, teachers, school
administrators, the school board, community members, community agencies
and organizations participating in the program, and the state and local government
Advisory panels representing these constituencies should periodically review
the school system's educational aims, its curriculum, its learning resources.
the organization and conduct of instruction, ways of certifying instructional
outcomes, and the system's finances.
Holding the system accountable requires that effective instruments and
procedures for assessing instructional practices and instructional outcomes be
available and used regularly. Only in this way can a school system as a whole,
or any of its components, be evaluated and improved.

The state government has the mandate to specify required learnings for the
system that meet the general purposes it establishes. Holding the school system
accountable for these required learnings calls for obtaining and evaluating
evidence on learninitcomes, then for employing legal and financial means for
enforceinent., Since the proposed educational "stem calls for numerous
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changis in state requirements (with respect to such matters as required courses.'
years of schooling, school attendande, etc.). installing it would require changes
.
A, Communities would need-to use political processes to
in state re 1
ed changes at the state level. To prepare citizens for this
ascomplis6
political role, rhajor programs of public education on choosing learning goals,
on identifying valid curricular and instructional approaches, and on meeting
individual differences, in educational needs would be required. Also. public
education on legislative piocesses would be necessary.
f.

Local aecciffiptability would be accomplished by, students, parents, and
community members or organizations influencing decisions of the board of
education and by parents or students making use of options (a's by a voucher
system) permitting them to turn to instruction offered outside the school system.

V
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CONDUCT OF INSTRUCTION
INDIVIDUALIZINWINSTR,.UCTION

The proposed educational system would offer individualized instruction on
a regular basis, to all students. The general definition of individualization that
would be followed is this Individualizekihistruction consists of planning and
conducting with each student a 'pro'gram of-studies and week-by-week leariiing
activities that are specifically sufted to the student's needs and characteristics
as a learner. Six modes of individualizing instruction would be employed,
ch
providing student-to-student Variations in:
1.

2.
3.
4..

5.

6.

Subjects studies, or learning tasks within subjects
Learning materials and equipment used
Learning settings where study is conducted
Assignment to particular teachers
Instructional methods teacherSyle
'Rate of advancement within's: subject studied

a

Each student would, have a coordinated set of instructional and learning
experiences in the four types of learning 'centers (psychological learning center,
skill learning center, academic inquiry center, and social learning center).
The. students over-all instructional program,would be planned and coordinated
in the educational guidance center. What follow' s is a brief sketch of how
learning through individualized ;instruction would be accomplished in the
different centers by following aigeneral plan developed in the educational
guidance center.
EDUCATIONAi, GUIDANCE CgiiTER
,

The functions of this center' are to work out with each student a general plan
of stulies in the areasecovercid by the four learning centers,. or for any study
to e conducted otitside those centers; then to continuously monitor the student's
10
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progress in the plan of studies and, when required. modify that plan in
consultation with the student and tile student's teachers in the learning centers.
4

Arriving at the student's general plan of studies would require answers to,
several questions:
Whit general learning outcomes (required and elective) should
this student work toward?

-

-**"

Where does the 'student now stand with respect to each of these
outcomes?
°

Whaqpriorities should be set with respect to working toward the
outcomes?
How should the student's Program be planned to take account of
learning style and Preferences?
-

What should be the student's weekly schedule, of studies in the
four learning centers (or elsewhere)?

Answers to these questions about the student's general study plan would be
needed periodically, perhaps twice . or three times each year. The necessary
data to arrive at the answers -wouidtcome from several sources. For all
except new students, data aboutprevious study plans would be available,
- preferably in a computer data bank. These data would consist of records on
previous learning tasks and on the studeht's performance of these tasks. The
student's entire course of study would be kept. up to date in a data file in the
educational guidance center through regular inputs to the computer data bank.

When students enter the school system for thr,first tirrie, the staff of the
educational guidance center would do a complete evaluaticin and diagnosis of the,

student's goals, progress, and learner characteristics a-nd use these as a basis
for planning a program of studies. In this process, the staffs of the several
centers would assist ih assessing the student's current level of attainment in
their particular areas of instruction.
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For planning student programs, it would be a great advantage to assign'
students to the same educational guidance center, year after year. This would
permit the center's staff tot know the student intimately. *thereby greatly
strengthening and speeding the planning process. Assume that 200 students in
the age range of 5-10 years weae assigned to,an educational guidance center.
Asidedromtransfers due to families moving, onlr about one-sixth of the
students in the center would be new in any given year.
,

In addition to planning the general program, he educational guidance center
would regularly review the student's overall progress and help the student with'
any problems arising in his or her studies.

The fact thafthe staffs of the educational guidance center and the psychological
education center would be one and the same means that instruction in the latter
center could be conducted so as to tie in directly with planning and conduct of
the remainder of the student's program of studies. Thus. in the psychological
education center, major attention would be paid to, the student's, values, interest,
competencies in self-direction, and personality characteristics as they relate
tat performing various learning tasks in other settiags.
PSYCHOLOGICA1,, EDUCATION CENTER
.r.

The psychological education center would have the same student body and
staff. 'and occupy the same space, as the educational guidance center. Hotvever.
it would be ,a distinct entity in the sense of haring different'. though related.
.0
purposes.- Assume that a different group of 20 students attends a psychological
education center each half-day of the five day week. Part of the time some of
the 20 would be in individual planning conferences with staff members for
educational' guidance. During the bulk of the time, however, the students would
be engaged in tbe psychological education program, studying its curratpulum on
an individual or group basis°.
.
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SK LL LEARNING CENTER
1

Each student in a skill learning center would have an individual study plan
for achieving competencies in reading, the language arts, and mathematics.
The center would offer a curriculum consisting of learning units suited for
individualized instruction.' Most of the units would be selfistrectional and
would exist in alternati e forms. Variou,s learning media would be used in
the center: programmpd written materials, audiotapes and videotapes, filmstrips,
manipulative materials, typewriters,.electric calculators, and computer-aided
instruction.
Instruction
in the center mould be offered at any level where the individual
pe
student was prepared to work. Provisiontr'would be made for both independent
study and pupil-team learning. Mastery learning would be, monitored through
pre and*.posttesting, The predominant mode of instruction would be tutorial
assistance to individual students or student teams.
ACADEMIC INQUIRY CENTER

In this center, instruction would focus on planningand conducting individual
projects employing the inquiry or problem-solving mods. This approach would
reject the conventional requirement that every student cover the same subject.
matter in literature, science, or social studies. Instead, the' goal would be for
the student to identify and develop individual interests in these areas: focusing
learn,ing on selecting, planning, and conducting projects (individual or group).
contributinato understanding and evaluating knowledge. The curriculum of this
type of center would be made up of learning units consisting of guides for the
study of topics or tasks. This formal curriculummould be supplemented by
instructor/student generated project activities that reflect students' interests
and incorporate-models of inquiry presented, by instructors.
.

^ SOCIAL LEARNING CENTER

The group project approach would be the predominant mode in studying
.0
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interpersOnal and intergroup relations, community organization and functioning.
citizenship roles, the resolution of community problems, and the like. This
stress on leirning in groups has two juttifications. One is the obvious fact that
one best learns to relate to others by sharing meaningful activities with them.
The other is that learning in groups is consistent with the fact that human beings
live in group situations most of the time. A chief requirement for instruction
in social learning centers is that many learning experiences take place in
community settings where community memberri and agencies participate in the
instructional process.
ADDITIONAL LEARNING CENTERS

Reviewing the areas of learning covered by the four types of learning centers

that have been proposed, several important areas of individual development
have .been ignored or slighted. One area is that of the creative and performing

arts: art, music, dance, drama, and creative writing. Another neglected
area is career education. Yet another is athletics. Should these areas be
represented by separate types of learning centers? Or should they be planned
for in the educational guidance centers, with arrangements made for each student
to spend part of the time in settings offering instruction in these areas? There
are various learning centers available in most schools and communities where
students could attend according to their special talents and interests in the
creative and performingt arts. Career education would be arranged for as part
of the student's general-program that is planned in the educational guidance
center. Physical education or athletics -also could be planned as part of the
student's general program, using both school and community settings.
STUDENTS' WEEKLY SCHEDULES
0

'

It would be the task of the educational guidance center, in collaboration with
the staffs of the several learning centers, to work out weekly schedules for
students opt an individual basis for both required and elective areas of study.
=134-;
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Time expenditures in the different centers would vary considerably from av
student to student, depending on both learning needs and preferences. For
elementary and secondary students, the modal time assignments to the
learning centers ir1 terms of today's five-day school week might be 'something
like the folldwing:
Elementary
Educational Guidance Center and
Psychological Education Center
Skill Learning Center
Academic Inquiry Center
Social Learning Center
Creative & Performing Arts

Secondary,

1/2 day
2 days

1/2 day

1 day

1 1/2 days

1 day

1 1/2^days

1/2 day

1 day

1/2 day

Major departures. from This modal schedule would be arranged with
individual students, either for short or lengthy periods. Thus a student with

a strong interest in art might devota major part of the week to this subject
for a period of months and a student preoccupied with preparing for a career
-might spend the bulk of the scjiool week in an occupational setting.
Initiating a 12-month school year, and providing instruction evenings and
weekends would greatly extend the schedule poisibilities for individual students.

Assigning a student to a learning center for a part of each week would not
necessarily mean that the student would spend all o'r even part of that time in
the physical apace assigned to that center. Instead, the student might study .
at home or in a community setting that offers appropriate learding oppdrtunities.
ASSESSING, RECORDING, AND CERTIFYING STUDENTS' COMPETENCIES
.

This design for education in the 19110's is based on the principle that what
matters is what is learned, not when, where, haw, or even why it is learned.

This rejects present requirements that students attend school a fixed number'
of days per year and "pass" a"given number of courses in order to obtain a
diploma.
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In the school system proposed, it is the responsibility.of the staffs of the
educational guidance center and the, learning centers to assess and record each
Student's learning accomplishmenta. This assessment should apply to any
learning goals of the system's program. eany times a student will learn
something relevant to the school system's program outside the instructional
program. The school system's staff should be prepaied at any time to assess
and record this accomplishment. In planning the student's program of studies.
pretesting should be employed to determine whether the student has mastered
the unit.
The state education department, or the public school system as its agent.
should be ready at all times to certify anyone's learning attainments. This
should apply to persons of any age, including adults in the community who
wished to have certification of what they had learned. The concept of
"equivalency" certification should be abandoned since it implies that formal
schooling is how things most legitimately can,be learned.
A student's learning accQrnplishments should be recorded in a computer
data bank and the record made continuously available to the school system's
staff, the-student, parents, potential employers, and schools to which the
student has applied. That part of the student's record concerning such matters
as conduct. personality characteristics and problems,. or political and religious
convictions, should be kept out of the computer data bank and treated as privileged
information available to the student, parents, and the school system staff. .
1

A
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CHAPTER VI
SCHOOL/COMMUNITY LEARNING COALITION
BY

PATRICIA A. HENNING
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INTRODUCTION

The nurtber one issue emerging from the latest series of Phi Delta
Kappa biennial district conferences wag: "How can the school promote both
development of individual initiative and independence on one band and social
responsibility on the other?" The question is central to the future of society
and the future of education. Growing numbers of people are recognizing that
schools, alone, ...cannot adequately cope with the task. However, many. educators
have been instrumental in devising organizational strategies and initiating
personal and institutional relationships that have shown promising results.
This proposal is an 'attempt to demonstrate one way in which a community
can develop learning environment that promotes both individual initiative,
independence, and social responsibility.

As the report of the White House Conference on Children, 1970, points
out, present school practice has roots in a society,in which children came to
school information-poor but.experientially. rich. Today the situation is reversed;
children now have a wealth of information but lack the skills to handle what they
know. Therefore, the school must now provide the child with experiences that
can develop those skills - a reversal of the traditional school role.'
The following design offers a framework forlhinking .about new roles
for schools. It is deliberately broad and flexible so that local creativity can
be applied to developing systems that clearly reflect the nature of the communities in which they reside. The implementation section, does, however,
contain specific suggestions on Now the design might be applied to a particular
kind of community. The general plan calls for heavy involvement of community

organizatioQ4 local residents, business and labor, educational and cultural
institutions, government agencies and public schools in an integrated learning,
planning, renewal system. Its basic requirements are: identifying and
cataloging all learning-opportunities available in the community, mobilizing
-139-
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' the -community to create new opportunities, merging all educational resource
into a coherent educational 'force, and organizing and guiding the learner to use
t.
4
these resources effectively.
.

While this model utilizes all available education and information resources,
two institutions predominate. One is the public education system, the other is
a community learning/planning coalition incorporated for the, purpose of involving members of the community in community'renewal,"planning for the future,
and life-long learning activities. A direct and productive interrelationship
between the two institutions is fundamental to the design.
Although the model might be applicable to any size community, it is
especially relevant to the renewal of our urban areas. Survival of cities may
well depend upon grassroots efforts toward improving the quality of life and
upon citizens' acceptance of responsibility for providing youth with opportunities to learn and grow as part of the community.
Harold Lasswell identified a key-i-s-sne -in his address to the "Alternative
Futures for Education" symposium: "A major problem that faces all of us who
are involved in educational activities is to work with sufficiently large coalitions,
in the community, of people who will work through time with us to share articulate common community objectives and strategies." Massive grassroots
efforts are needed to develop viable institutions that will respond effectively

to the interrelated problems Of crime - especially among youth - factionalism
and inter-group conflict. Public schools are immediately effected by these
problems; educational leaders would seem to have a responsibility to work
toward their resolution.
We recognize the difficulty of eliciting community participation but we
believe that new institutions can be invented that will facilitate participation.
We also acknowledge that the, personnel and.institutional chaiiges required
.
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to achieve a true learning community will evolve slowly over many years.
The provisions in this model are intended to encourage and guide the early
phases of the evolution.

Business, industry, professional groups, civic and cultural aliencies
will have to be convinced that their participation in edUcational programs
will ben4it them. There are community-based education programs that
have achieved results that may influence these groups: more effective
preparation oryouth for employment, reduction of necessity for expenditures for security measures, reduction of replacement and insurance
costs resulting from youthful vandalism, decrease in juvenile crime.
This kind of information should be collected, verified and made available
to interested communities as part of a technical assistance program to
support local program development.
Educational designs that do not stress advances in information technology and biochemical control are often considered backward and lacking
in vision. To those who hold that view, the following proposal will have
little validity. This writer shares the view of visionary futurists such as
Jonas Salk who see an evolving cultural transformation. While it is unlikely that any radical shift in values or the seat of power will occur during(,
the next decade, a new society is gradually evolving.
Some of the social changes that a model such as this seeks to
encourage are:

promote participatory democracy; - The thread of "friendly
fascisrii", is leading to efforts, to find a middle ground, and
recognition of a need to move away from policy formulation
by legal challenge and legislative prescription and toward
corporate policy-making.
,

promote consumerism in education; - Presently the publiC
gets most of its information from the mass media and politicians, both of which present a distorted picture which
scares and frustrates the public. Interest in finding out
how the huge national investment in education is being
used will draw more'people into direct participation.

reverse the trend toward social disorganization; Evolutionary changes in the American family have brought
aboUt a high degree of estrangement between young people.

and adults.. There is need to promote changes in social
institutions that will foster,constructive development and
age integration at the local level.
enable more people to participate in educational programs,
as learners and teachers; - With the increasing importance
of education to personal success and societal well-being, it
is imperative that ways be found to enable all citizens to
engage in learning activities of their choice when the need
occurs. Using netghborhood schools as learning sites for
all will facilitate the trend toward life-long learning.

reverse the trend toward large complex systems and centralize control; - There are a sufficient number of excellent
educational programs in small schools - often with scanty
financial support - to justify a reappraisal of the energyconsuming, impotent monsters we have created. The focal
point of the system should be the student and decisions affecting his/her education should be made by those close to him/
her including the student him/herself.

.

Many pieces of the school of the future are present in this country
already. However, we are a long way from the degree of school/comniunity
cooperation envisioned in this design. If one thinks of community involve-.
ment along a continuum beginning with school personnel informing the community, then interacting with the community, then cooperating with the community, then institutionalizing school/community cooperation,- and finally
arriving at mutually shared responsibility fo'r educating youth, we are now
at steps one through three.

ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS

Community Learning/Planning Coalition.

The Community Learning/Planning Coalition represents the various
interest groups
within the community. It is the vehicle for mobilizing corn.
inunity resources in an ongoing learning/planning/renewal effort. It develops

policy, designs programs and projects, and collects and,,disperses funds. The
Coalition serves the public education system by enlisting active community
participation in school programs: compiling a learning resources file,
establishing training programs, incorporating youth-operated businesses,
designing and acquiring funding for the creation of new learning resources,
serving as collaborating teachers, sponsoring and supervising out -of- school
education programs, and acting as role-models and consultants. The Coalition
also enlists the support and participation of business,
industry, laborand pro,
fessional organizations in these activities.
The Coalition provides a new environment which integrates education, participatory planning, and community development. It_has elements
of home, in that people of all ages are helping and looking out for one another.
It has elements of work in that it fosters cooperative productive relationships
in goal-oriented tasks that require effort and discipline on the part of the
participants.
*.e

Neighborhood Learning Centers

The present system of a hierarchy of'comprehensive schools for
different age groups is replaced by neighborhood learning centers that
serve everyone in the community. Each Neighborhood Learning Center
houses an early childhood learning center, individual and group counseling services, an instructional management center linked to the central
community resources file, and a specialized learning laboratory.
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Centers could be housed in present school buildings which have been re. modeled to accorruriodate new functions and activities or they could occupy
portions of community centers or other appropriate facilities. They are
open to all residents all year round, day and evening.

Early Childhood Learning Centers serve the very young learners
in the community, beginning at age four or five and continuing through age
seven or eight. The actual age limits ,will vary fiom'coMmtn'ity to 'Cc/Immunity;
however, there is evidence of a trend toward'beginning at age four and ending the
primary school at age seven.. In these centers the focus is on children and
`titer needs. Materials, methods, pace, setting are selectee accoirimo---,date the individual child and enhance his /her. growth. People of various ages
are at hand to encourage and guide the child's learning, to share knowledge,
ideas and insights. In addition to the regular staff, there are adult volunteers
and older students.
CS'

Counseling Services

Each student is a member of a counseling group composed of 8 to
10 students and an educational advisor. Ideally, this group would stay
together from early years into adolescence. A close personal relationship
with the counselor over a long period of time is necessary to develop understanding and trust. This system provides students with a person They can
turn to for help when they encounter problems with any asp ct,of the program.

Students will also meet with their educational advisor oh a one-to-one
basis and with their counseling committee two or three times a year, or as
the need arises. The committee is made up of people who interact with the

youth - family, teachers, work supervisor, social worker, coach or recreation leader, etc. The composition of the committee is flexible and reflects
the'student's activity at any given time.
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The Instructional Management Staff in each NeighborhoOd Center
provides technical assistance: record.keeping, scheduling, maintaining
the 'resource file, evaluating resources,and programs in school and in
community, and coordinating outside eXperiences. A computer7based
management system might be utilized by the staff in performing these
services. A computer - managed instruetion (CMI) system stores and
'

processes information about learning resources.. School and community

resources are cataloged (i.e., topic, learkng objectives, method,
type of activity, level of difficulty, required skills time' and place resource
.

and /or instructor are available) and the information stored i . he
fir
computer. Program. evaluation information is.collected and also put.into
the corhputer. go. Im this way the CMi provides the information needed by
students and their adult counselors to select app'ro'priate learning experiences
for attaining individual program objectives.
1

s

Specialized Learning Laboratories
Eadh neighborhood center also houses one of a cluster of special.ized learning laboratories devoted to: Arts and, Humanities, Natural/
PPlysic.al Sciences, Technical, and Social/Behavioral Sciences.

The spe ialized learning centers house laboratories, museums,
reference libra ies, and instructional rnateriald for use by the entire community.
Workshops; ml .1-cbutses, lectuie/discussions 'series are conducted evenings
and weekends f r the.convenience of working adults. Children of aril ages engage in learnin4 activities in all of the centers., The very young children take
field trips to the centers in the coMpany o(their teachers. Displays, activities,
games and'dein. onstraions are especially designed by staff and older children
to appeal to the young. Older children also serve as guides and tutors.
.

t

For out -of- school adults the /earning centers provide resources for
up-dating and refining knowledge and skills; in depth study of public interest
-145-
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issues requiring technical'expertise (i.e., nutrition. drugs, fold adOitivesid
consumer laW, etC.717,----and avenues for deireloping.expressiveknd-oreative
ialents. Through personel contacts with outsiAe.schcilartia ,,repearchers,' Znd
citizens, individUals.becozne linked to a community ot interests that-greatiy
expands the pool of knowledge and technical skill availabW, to theme d601 to the.
'
*
children the% counsel.

oirunttlity Resources
t

.
_

.

A key fadtor in the design is the Gondept that tt,scheol can greatly
expand the number and variety of learning resources availahle to students.
This can be done by systematically identifying and...cataloging existing
.
resources in the immediate neighborhood as Well as those in the broadez
community, and by ernploying school/community expertide and student
talent todreate-new resources'. BotWthe procesp of creating new learning
facilities ancl the facilities thelnaelves become learning resources..

Staff
iI

'The. staff Of the learning centers should be people vt,tio have volunteered tp work in `this kind of `setting) 'They,sjiould abpve all be.pe,ople who411

e

are not antagonistic toward young peoRle or the values and life styleis of the
cOmmunity. In addition the should be capable of assuming non - authoritarian
roles, willing to accept change,and eager to learn as iotell as teach.
.

At
addition to a building administrator, certified te
acheri, and technical
and teaching aides usually found in schools, the community learning center
4
would require .the following kinds of itaff: educational advisors, collaborating
teachers, and community coordinators.

In

4#,
10,

Educational advisors are trained in grout; and individual counseling
lit
techniques, and are knowledgeable about available. instructional resoutces and
c.

.
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lieehaniques.for quI,ryipg the resource file. They work closely with the

iittidellits in their counseling groups to:
fee,

tte

identify long-range educational and occupational goals

. ',assess slanditli in relationto these goals
.

1*

discover the yariety of courses and other learning options.
atrailable through the resource file
ensure an on-going process of evaluation and goal
formulation

Ideally, they would do this anlypart of the time, while also serving on the
faculty of one of the learning centers.
.

Collaborating Teachers are paid, part time staff who teach in the
community. They bring practical knowledge and experience from the real
world into the learning environment. Thei,are government employees,
business people, lawyers, printer's, bakers, accountants, ..ereative,artists,
o!f
etc. A certain optimum ratio df collaborating teachers to regulfr a.citerswould be Aetermined in conjunction with the full-time staff.
4.j

.
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4
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,

e

Community Liaisot egrties as a communication ligk between the system
t.
and umnvotred.
citizens. This
person provides fnformatio14 on: 1.) how
.,
to,saccettAturseee (parents'as students);
2) available options for children's
eduCation. In addition he/she. prbmotes understanaing of t!ge education pro4gram through avorkshgps, mass media, personal contacts; elicits involvement
6
in planningoi)olicy-making, teaching and learning; and*: scouts the commuVy for
.
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

In contrast to present practice, an educational systeni for the 1980's
should provide an environment which fosters the'attainment of the systeth's
explicit goals. The proposed model provides a wide variety of learning en.
vironznents, instructional techniques, learning materials, and interpersonal
relationships that can be matched with student interests, abilities, and learning styles to enhance the achievement of desired learning objectives. Teachers
and counselors are responsible for adapting the learning environment to the
learner and for integrating community experiences into the learner's program.
Students are encouraged to take responsibility for defining their own
Yearning goals. They are aided by their counselor and teachers in selecting
the experiences which will best assist them in meeting their goals. There
are some constraints built into'the system in that a minimum lev'el of attainment in essential skills .and a basic understanding of key concepts and pro-cesses are required. The nature of these skills will be defined by the community, students and faculty through periodic needs assessments surveys.

t

" Learning takes place inside the learning centers and laboratories;
in community centers, museums, libraries, business offices and government
agencies. Students work along-on a one-to-one basis with adillts or peers, in
small group and large group settings.. The amount of time an individual student
spends in these diVerse settings varies according to age and previous record
of achievement in the setting. Courses will last only, as long as necessary tb
meet specified learning objectives. Some will continue over long,periods of

tinr others will be short intensive experiences.

if

Groiip and individual-counseling sessions are an integral part of the
instructional program. The primary purpOse of the weekly meetings of the
counseling groups As to help the students to know themselves - to'discover.
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their interests, .assess"their needs, set their own learning objectives and to
evaluate their experiences in relation to those objectives. The group sessions
also provide the setting for acquiring skills in social interaction, decisionmaking and processing and conceptu'alizing experiences.
Students keep personal journars as a record of their learning activities and their evaluation of the learning experiences for themselves and for
others. The journal can also constitute a personal record of feelings, insights and observations that the student can refer to in the future to see how
much he/she has grown. Journal-keeping can begin as early as first grade
with guidance and assistance from teachers. Children can use audio cassette
recorders to augment their written journals.. These oral journals can be
transcribed and used in reading instruction.
,

As students gain understanding of themselves and the .opportunities
open to them, they should be able to define some long-range academic,
personal and social goals and to develop, with adult guidance, a plan for
reaching-those goals. The counselor's role in developing a student's program of studies is
to provide for diagnosis of needs, sequencing of exper,
i4nces, and .assessment of thenappropriateness of student choices. The
counselor can query an extensive resources information file to determine
what learning activities, in terms of learning packages, workshops, .community
service or work experiences are available and what kinds of skills and subskills are necessary for the student to participate successfully in the activities.
The/student's readiness can be determined by verifying Mastery of the necessary subskills. This information may already be available in the student's
record-of -achievement file, or can be acquired by tes "ng.
o

Instructional Goals
.
The proposed design is predicated ofeleven
general educational goals
which are judged to be very fitting for the 1980's and beyond:
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1.

The development of human potential with emphases on segfulfillments respect for the dignity of human life, and the
unique worth of each 'person.
..

...-

-

2.. The enhan meet of interpersonal skills leading to satisfying
relationshi with others.
3. The nurture of'persdnal values and social conscience, including the valuing of a diverse and pluralistic society (understanding Ad appreciating persons who belong to different social,
cultural and ethnic groups) and respect for democratic political processes (responSible citizenship).
4. Development of an awareness of the problems associated with
livingIn a world of rapid change and unforeseeable difficulties.

I

5. Development of a respect for the value of work, the p.chievement
of occupational competence, as well as knowledge of vocational
career opportunities.
6. Development of basic skills sufficient to assure each individual
reasonable success in coping with the reading and computational
demands of society.
7. Development of cognitive competencies, including skills fore
organizing and integrating information, and a framework for'
making decisions and formulating diverse valuesi,

In line with the concept of shared responsibility for eduction and
socialization of youth, the proposed educational:system places upon the school
the responsibility to:

Provide each learner an individualized program, ,Instruction
is directed toward the learner's continuous progress in developing his/her highest human potential.

Provide settings that are consistent with and Contribute to the
learning objectives. These include small and large groups,
and one to one relationships with adults and 'children of different ages.
Vir

Provide learners with a variety of flexible learning options in
educational institutions and in the community.
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Provide a system for identifying, organizing and accessing infomation on school and community resources according to topic, learning objectives, method, level of difficulty, required skills, time and
place resources and /or instructor.
,

Proiride a system for integrating formal schooling into a total educational process - a learning community - that involved everyone,
everyday in learning and teaching.

Provide counseling, testing and field-based experiences to assist
learners in setting their own realistic goals for education and work.
Provide a teaching and counseling staff composed of,pedple who know
land
care about children and who will bear responsibility for making
. .
theeedtwational system work for each individual child.

like-comrriunity-centered aspects of the proposed educational
system are meant' to:

'Provide for the gradual socialization of the young by means of
cross-generation work groups, community role-models, flax.ticipatory planning and cooperative educational and cultuaac.:
tivities. There are vast possibilities for expanding these provisions within the system.
,

Provide a learning environment which fosters respect among
through cooperative endeavors and helping rela-

generation
tionships.

Provide oppottunities for citizen involvement (including younger
citizens) in planning, research, community development, mutual
learning activities.

Provide historical perspective on current problems through extensive lckal history studies, on the assumption that sound community
planning requires understanding of the forces that shaped present
conditions as well as the long-term trends that .continue to influence
the social, and economic well-being of the community.
Provide students, out-of-school learning experiences under the
direction of or in partnership with, adults in the community. These
include,- but are not limited to, internships and other career exploration opportunities in which adult sponsors serve as role-models or
'skill models for the young. Special attention is given to ensuring
that females and members of minority groups are linked with appropriate models in executive positions, in the professions and in scientific and technical careers.
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to change drastically as a result of
student involverheaiii:coiruniuhity-based educational experiences. There
...
will be incrtaileal;Pietiiitire fOii the school to provide more techniques for
.

systematic obsezliatibii::::#.1cillt in collecting, synthesizing and organizing
,
information;.,and.thei.i0.geheralizable principles for inteigrating the rich

and varied ditta.Othere4frOm community experience.
Int'e di scip inary-prograrnshave.
been developed that focus on corn.
murrity usrprcryernefni'proj6cts. For example, environmental improvement
Rrojectipri*I4e;r:ziany opportunities to integrate classroom learning in a
'
number,of-clisciptines.viith field.eicperience:
t
.

;

:

=

..

Teach ;environmental concipts. in Prt,e'duation. Quality of
' life t 61181r/et:at-ions axe baitieda.the arts anti apply to environs
.

.

menlillesuei.'

I
.

.

.

t.

tte^4(1.to the social and esthetic, coliteZt.T.29f 'Science, the anplica-

ffott`otscie,nce to leisure time activities, -ethe use of'science
ko,lolv'e-persistent societal .problerhisi
,

, -

the. history
- of technoldgy
.
environment.

giimine the role of government in

.

1

,

in th'q

-name. of the common good.

k These,levf.examples ustrate that curriculum, is not lint -it .syr..teS4rNstse.
By 'community.-based learning to local problems:. LikewNte'e.ohlaiSi.°44
experient,esshould not be limited geographically' Deliherateceffor6i. sHopl
be Made 63 establish exchange programs with neArby;comiriOniilki0- espeltiall
thotie with .a different socio-economic, ethnic and cuitiir.SICOmpotiAtiOn,i
additional safeguard against provincialism can be rollAlecl by estahlis
linkages with agencies throughout the World. fiigu.
'
' l4arning
centers have linkages through reside?itlyn the community with
agencies, organizations and individuals on the local, state, regibhal, aational
ppry

,

4
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COMMUNITY LEARNING SITES
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PARK AND
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4,1

LFARC SERVICES
aCOMMUNITY.

C

STATE, REGIONAL

AND NATIONAL
LINKAGE SITES-

REGULATORY
SYSTEMS,

LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

POLITICAL,

CIVIC AND
VOLUNTEER
ORGANIZATIONS

AMMO.

Figure 1.*

*Elise Boulding, "Learning to Make New Futures, ' speech presented at symposium
on "Anticipating Tomorrow's Schools. " Philadelphia, Pa.: Research for Better
Schools, Inc., 1975.

and international levels. By strengthening the links with the horizontal
community - through the learning coalition - 4,041 bringing children -and
youth into the group, young people can be linkeidinto an international
social and information network..

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

What follows is a listing .of serne)activities which could be undertaken
during the initial stages of the programs. Some of these activities might not
be appropriate for all communi es but it. should not be difficult to devise
(
fitting substitutes. Furthermo e. these projects should generate ideas for
new ?rojects.
,

Community 'renewal

Strengthen "sense of community!lby:
Conhucting,.a community survey and needs assessment.
Compiling a directory of community resources
Undertaking a local-history project, including oral history
.Publishing a community newspaper
Producing multi-cultural events
Engaging in participatory planning for the future of the community
Developing varid.recreational programs for youth
,

°
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Humanize the environment

Restoring natural sites, streams
Creating nature centers
Restoring'railroad stations, public;piaces, bus stations, trolley stops
Creating or improving pffiyground parks
Provide community-based, public service employment for youth
Improving the environment
a
Youth organizing their own "business" and contracting to
-Terfgrm needed community services

.

F-

Education,

The renewal and planning phases offer numerous opportunities for
experiential, learning for students of all ages, including college, and
non-school adults.
Conducting community survey and needs assessment
Compiling and publishing directory of community resources
Researching. and writing loCal history report
Interviewing' local citizens and doing research for oral history
projects.
Participating in educational and cultural events
Reporting, writing and editing fox community newspaper
Designing, publishing and distributing newspaper and other
publications
Designing and develoPing nature walks and educattional exhibits,
and planning and participating in educational programs of the

..

nature center
Learning about trades and crafts in conjunctiori with environmental
improvement projects
Researching, plan5ing and writing "future histories" in
conjunction with the planning phase of the project
Planning

Participatory "futures" planning for the entire community includes
"futures" workshops and Delphi studies
Mapping alternative futures for the corn niuhity
Writing "future histories" (scenarios of community life related
to different alternatives)
Formulating plans for a "desirable" future
Devising strategies for implementing plans
Community Service. The advent of urbanization has resulted in the
ilienation of a great many youth from adult society. -Opportunities for
young

4

ar

;

people_ tclingage in useful activities, to..contribute to the well-being oNamilr
and community which were available in an agrarian society are absent in
today's cities. This design aims to-int ve all youfh in meaningful community development and social service pr
;Ilibrticipation in the kindi(7of development activities described above viable's children of all ages to
, ,,
become contributing members'of the 'com ':city
by involving them in useful it
I,
projects. For example, the development bf education facilities in the
community becomes a community-wide effort relying heavily upon the time
and talents of scho61;bage children who work under the guid4nce of adult
irt
specialists-from the community. Another example0planning
and building a
nature center, i. e designing and building exhibits; writing and.designing
and produVng educational materials could prOvido.learning experiences
for a mixed-age group of children and an opportunity to work with adults to'
produce an important community resource.

'

1

,

Community Resource File. Community participation in the identification and cataloging phase ofethe project can be 'facilitated simply by
utilizing a questionnaire and distributing it widely throughout the community.
The more difficult and time-consuming task is following-up on this initial
input and carqing through to the point of achieving community consensus. A
community task force composed of adult residents, college and high school
students can be created to perform this task.
Vouchers. It is becoming increasingly clear that no one institution

can provide the full range of experiences, the technical expertise, and
specialized knowledge that must be made available to learners. While the"
community learning coalition and the community resource file greatly expand
the range, scope and number of sophisticated technical and intellectual 'resources available to learners, there still will be areas not represented.
Therefore, some sort of voucher system will be employed to allow students
to purchase certain specialized educational services, from local colleges,
technical schools, commercial or industry-sponsored education agencies.
-156-
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Community.involvement in educational planning. Before any action
is taken to involve the community in planning for the future of the educational

system, the project leaders would want to study previous experiments in this
area in depth. Project Redesign in Palo Alto, California and the Skyline
Wide Education Prcject in Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas are two programs that
should be extensively studied for information and guidance. The Project
Redesign Community Planning Model could-well be useful instrument for
organizing the community planning phase of this design.

Business involvement. The experience and knowledge of the Academy
for Career Education could provide valuable support for the experience-based
education aspects of this plan. Were a pilot project of the proposed design
established in Philadelphia, the existing cooperative relationship between the
Academy for Career Education and the Greater, Philadelphia Chamber 4:3f
Commerce would prOvide a strong base for dealink with the business community. The Urban Coalition of 'Philadelphia has also had striking success in
eliciting financial support from business and industry for student-managed,
, student-operated electronics and machine shops in existing
schools.

Althugh these successful exaelptes of business and industry cooperation
in education are sources of hope, it must be recognized that moral suasion- and
appeals toeconomic self-interest will. not be sufficient to garner support on

the scale called for in this design. Therefore, 'a study should be undertaken,
as-partAif.the pilotl)roject, to determine the feasibility of tax incentives and
,'similar inducements. A business that allows a number of employees to
devote a half day of each week to community education and development
endeavors would, -no doubt, expect some kind of remuneration.
The National Scene

The idea of turning the community into a cl ssroom is" not S.S. new one.
Archibald Shaw nd others proposed such a system in "The Random Falls Idea",
1

as far back as I 56. In recent years, community involvement, action-learning
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and similar program havesbecome very popular with educators and- students.
An impletnentation strategy should -take advantage of the current predisposition
toward youth involvement as reported by the following sources.
The National Commission on ResoUrces for Youth has gatheredconsider.able information about sticcessful.yOuth participation programs that enable youth
to zessume new roles in the school and in the community. t
r

.

The National Association of Secohdary Sc'hool Principals rep orts that
"one clear trend in secondary schools during the 1970's has been the significant
expansion of work experience, 'community service and other forms-of actionlearning. During the 1973.74 school year more than 2,000 school principals
responded to a NASSP -survey with descriptions of action-learning-programs
'0
currently operating in; their schools.
.

The 1974 NASSP Gilbert Youth P011 reported that 43 percent of high
school students are. involved in some form of community service. There is a
need to"-expand the degree of youth involvement, 03ctend the range and variety Of `,
opportunities, and coordinate in- school learning with,the,activities of local
-community-organizatione and civic leaders. '

In every community citizens cit.' point to tiumerousneeds that are not
being adertgitely met. Action, the U.S. government agency for volunteer service,.
.

estimates that with proper advance Warming, 51°q,communityof 100s. 000 persons
could utilize 2,500 young people annually in part-time pu'b'lic service and non.

Profit agencies.

4,

.t

As U.S. Commissioner of Education TerrellI. Bell pointed out in-a speeds
supporting community educition, five recent reports one educational
refoA rm'
:,..
6
contain similar recommendations that call for amof:e °pent- ft ible sylitiOn
, N

..

education:
.

la

-

.

---..

.,

.

.

',-

,:

01

'':

Dejuveniliza the whole operation. prop the 0 a.
Ai t,a°3P
I
, p. rri;'
.
.*'11T'
custodial function. We know. that strictly aaderlia. subjects, occupy
only part of the school day. tiidaY's" seuctents. won't tolerite bcing._
.
trapped in meaningless activity the restk.of the day.,
..

0
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fer''
tz
evelop morework-study arrangements with local business and
'non,- profit organizations .to broaden students awareness of the adult
world.
d

a,-

t

3.

Develop more opportunities, plus credit toward .graduation; for
stedlenti to work as volunteers in hospitals, -dap-care centers,
--!.:g6ernment agencies,,,and the like.
4: 'Offer greater fleicibility in class scheduling so students can Spend
part of the school day in a musetfm, attending a:C.'decert, sketching
in a park, or engaging in other intellectually stimulating activities.
Not all student* are mature enough to handle this freedom, but
many are. Certainly we should give. it to those who can and will
benefit.
5. Redu:ce the agp and cultural isolation of students by giving them
Opportunities to meet people or all ages and Cultural backgrounds
-T.InAschool and out 6. Bring in artists, artisans, business and
pPofes'Sional people to 'iviorlt ifth.students. Allow students to
I
visit these peoplAnithe) ir axwn work environments.
6. Open schools to researcherp.seekingAnswers to basic questions
how students learn, what,m4es teachers effective, which instructiona
;approaRhes work best with disadvantaged students, handicapped
`studerds, and :so
And put the research results to work. Resea.teh
is, only as good as its user.
,

,

e
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INTRODUCTION

s

4

,,IlistOrica4,,,, an affluent American society has beengenerous
and patient.,.7
witt educators.ttriving to find solutions to problems that have preVented many
A'
iitt4 6
learners from athieving all that they need and are, capable
of, at all
4
t,
1).
(I
r that we.1-,tope
for them. Given that the future is likely to ne8 deCl.ining resources
fo4 social endavors, it is reasonable to expect that society will be less 'ken.,,,..6erous and leSs patieRt with educatorp who cgritinue to struggle with-te, same
- * probltms with 1Vtle evidence of progress.
This gloomy prognosit promises 1/47
4',
4
become reality-unless we-bevrn to produce evidenc2 that we are thinking
and :,
.
.. acti.ng
in
ways
that
will
contribute
to
improving
the
quality
of
education
for
.
.,
,
Ai*
%veryone. 'Moreover,
we
mustioshow
ttiat
w,
are
doing
so with an increasingly
.
4
It ,
ecdnomic .use ;:r54/Pgne source*,
0
o
* This^ 'is not toj sir that we have Fornpletebrifailed in the attainment of our
..-6,
-6,
o
,,a,
educatil'InallgoaTs'ot t
Ige alWays act irrationally...with reepect to those goals.
4
lor dons it sugtestOhat we ougtkit not tp strive to attain goals for whichtilt-re
are6no presently vali4ted metins for theit achievem,-ent., However, it .dyes
imply fiat* as.atprofession, education .has not established adequate ltinowledge of
6
Oel
veducationalln`ds - means 'relationships. It implies that we have not developed
,
,
*
it
11"4 siMicient commitment and slell to citnsiste.ntly apply what we do know. And IA
..
si
mostly, it implies that we have not learned
to learn fr 4Cir our experience
-4
and to bund on that basil;
,

a

1

-,,,

.

.

.

A.

.

4..
6,
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-

t

*
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The ctitiviction that ioderlies4the prloposition elf this,paper isfir
that Oured-4
uc,atignar
endeavors fgr the futures cant*.
our,
or,* eduCa,ionalZgoalit But for .....
,.;..
,.
7.7
ilk e.
this to happen will require that,we..cooperdtively 'Dian-bur aCtivitietp on the baSis
., till!
of-knowledge and logic; it will require
we iiiscipliike-oilf selvWs totct in
ti
accordance with our 151an,' and most important, it will require ?`that we learn
to-systematic etly modify our plans and practices on the basisf'of en piticAl
*
e
*evidence from our experiences.
''
t
4
Thus,- it is proposed here that'we riow make a !till commitment to"'h
t e 4*
*
.i*
cooperative clevelopm
of a Comprehensive, Adaptive and 'RAesponsive,Educational
) Systeni (CAMS) that e agtor and learners c" use together, to plan and
a
.
.
*
impement
itistructionl experiences that will reliably read each learnei to the
*
,r.

tP

"IN

'-

.t

-

;6

,

.

.

4,
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achievement of intended outcomes.. To assure that the instruction will be
comprehensive, and adaptive and responsive to individual learner needs and
interests, instructiopal decisions will be based upon data about what is to be
learned, data.about the learner, and data about instructional effects. Such a
systemwill also asture that the instructional options it provides will be coiprehensivë, adaptive and responsive with respect to the intentions of the .con- stituencies it serves, (e. g. , the local-edu4tion authority, Q...rAnts, tWva.fious
communities of interest, and knowledge Toroducers). Thus, the 'system Will
not be tied to time-bound notions of curriculum and community expectations.
'41
It is further proposed that CARES be systematically developed with the
cooperative ad of its constituencies and in lieu of reliable alternatives,
that the mode of its development lie empirical. That is, a ye sign,
Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation Sy_ ern (IIIMES) be developed and
employed to produce by cumulative testing and revision successive approx"
imations of CARES that are increasingly effective in,facilitating learner
1
achie.yement
of intended outcomes.
k
,
It should be emphasized that this is a proposal for the development of
CARES as contrasted with proposals for.the implementation of fully prescribed,
educational designs. Heetce, the details of CARES will only become clear over
time, and, even then, will bp sub)ectlo change on the basis of new knowledge
gained from, successive experiences. In short, a detailed description of CARES
must, necessarily, be emergent. The same is largely true for DIMES.
Ilcrwever, initial approximations orthes systems will not be emerging
from a vacuum. There* is a long histdty of attempts to adapt instruction-:to
individual pupil differences., and mtch, that has.been learned
from these, atr
tempts can be 4.sed in conceptualizing a first approximation of CARES. Similarly,
'there is, alhistory of empirical developmentt of dducational products and processes to draw upon in planning a system (DIMES) for the dewelopment of CARES.
fThe remainder of this paper is devoted to discussion of CARES and DI/vf's,,
namely: (1) the problems they address, (2) systems rationale, and (3) some

.
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notions about first approximations- of ,the systems.
BefPre'.proceedting, however, it is appropriate to spell out, some general
Assumptions .anti -tiMitations of this pro osal.
thts-future ls unknowls(fgeable to us, it will he largely what we
iatalce it..ImpiicatioriS of what it might be cap be gleaned from
1)4 nt, di r e ction's
2:

The time reference for the realization of the proposed systems

is the. decade of the eighties'.
3. ft is assumed that control of educatyonal policy and practice
will continue to reside in state authoryy and local communities.
is

4.. It is assumed that the institution of the school will continue to
be responsible for the formal education of the young.
While most 'schools will vary in a number of features, most
schools and communities will subscribe to the achievement of their
own intentions, and, particularly, greater learner achievement.
5.

6. Resources for education will becotne increasingly difficult to
raise, and communities will expect more for 'the sami or, the same
for less.
Technological resources will be mostly what can lle projected
from research efforts going on today.

'7.

Comprehensive, Adaptive and l'esponSive Education System (CARES)
a

,

Problem
It is assumed that all communities and schools are committed to having
all learners achieve the intended outcomes, of the education provided them.
However, tc-re fact
all learners do not achievl the t
d q3utcomes,,alkd
many do not achieve them sufficiently to ftinctkon adequ ly in the economic
world or to carry on literate
icipation in the democratic processes. For
example, the National AsSesigrie t of Educational Progress revealeil that 36
percent of 18 year olds tested were unable ko corrgute the distance .traveled
by an auto when given the iaverage speed'and number of hours involved (1).
Nearly 60 percent were unable to accurately read all Parts of a ballot (2).
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There is a substantial body of opinion Alia\ holds the educatignal system
free of responsibility for this*state of affairs on the basis that Variations
in socio-economic conditions correlate much more closely with pupil
achievement than do variations in the conditions of education (3). Many
have had difficulty in accepting this line of thought and, more recently,
evidence has begun to accumulate in support of the traditional belief
thatqhe'qualtty of educational input has 4ca profound affect upon educational
outcomes (4).
.

Given that the quality of education is critical to ethicational achievement
and that many pupils do not seem to be benefiteing, even minimally, from their
educational experience; what can be done in the future to increase the
probability .that all pupils will have an equal opportunity to achieve intended
outcomes? If one accords any credence to the socio-economic effects
argument (and most do), certainly, social and economic improvement programs
are called for. But, these are not the exclusive resppnsibilities of the
schools. The specific concern of this proposal is the- creation of a school that
will offer to each pupil an equal, in-school opportunity to achieve formal learning
commensurate with-vatiocal expectations ,of the school's constituencies.
The problem, then,, seems to be to provide a system of education that
is at once comprehensive, adaptive and responsive for the diverse con.tituencies of the school and foi: the instructional npeds of individual pupils
who,attencrthe school.
Rationale
4,a
na of C4kRES is the fact that individuals differ along
Central to the rationale
every dimension that might be used to describe them: Yet,: irciriduals will
join and support'group.fforts in the interest of strengthening their individual
voices 4nd actions so long as they are able fo subscribe to the aspirations grid
actions of the group.
Also, ,central to the rationale is the,proposition that education in this
.

16'3

.

country has becorne.increasinglidifticult-to. govern: as.,the restit.of growing
tensions among increasingly diverse: grOups. Mogreover''.,the.propenSity of
our society to struggle to a majority decision which th*n be-toirets&the
rile
IV.'"
4
for all seems to havi. low..coneiderable suppO.rt among.mariV.activi-ofmihor4
ity groups.
4

.

Too often k "politial" decisions are rtIde:VtIthout Wnefit
4

acconipyish intenlied.

neequenily,

knowledge and, lOgi
:)

comes, and frustrate c ciliators and ,di's,sidentsalike. hven in those :cases
.
when research-based innovations are, adoktedi -they are too frecluently.Cornpromised by circumstances of lotal implitrientationithat theix were never
designed to accommodate:'
:

a.

.

ReSkinsiv

In view of the al10,4;r'e,, a Comprehensive,

Educational System that prpvides initrudti6t4that
achievetnnt for all pupils cib.pnly be de Velo
,
comprehensive with respect to7the constiluert7ci

respect to the diveisity of theit interestS; a

leads to greater
stern is also
, adaptitewilhin terms,of!the

actions and feedbacirlit renderp them.
This obserValicin:irriplies thp need for orga in:g constituencies, and
0
..-:,4°.i ", .e.
1
" '
esta.blisfhing-:an operating troup respon le for ad sling the tonstituelties
And carrying but
eed.upon school innevatiortt. The first mi hl t
4. ,_
.,
,.4
,called'-the tOuncil of CARES Constit> encies x(CCC),
the second the
d
:1MillerrientattoAd- Monitoring. aiid Evaluation Sygtem(DIMES) Tea
.,,,,,,,
U.- ..,_ ''
.
,1: 4f7. ,,,
t)
or
nipatiorte
and
their
relationships
to
each
..."' tOrrip#sitioz cif 4,LigtaV
.1..r.,.
}
o-na
o determin,
t'4, on intereSt groups are thtmseives sUbje
1,-tti.° i
-,,,
4.Zir
atien by the'
es
'Inv° d. 1-10.ve,4/er, the following diagr ,Cttgests one
tipoSsfbili
,
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be effective if it serves the diversity of its
,ust as CARES will o
constituencies, so instruction provided by CARES will only realize the
intended outcomes of instruction if it is comprehensive, adaptive and responsive for the pupils, individually. It is intended that CARES instruction
will be comprehensive in the sense that "what" can be taught need only be
limited by the specifications of the governing agehcies, the aspirations of
the CCC, andthe limitations imposed by available knowledge of "hol.vt,' instruction can be made effective.
It is also intended that CARES will provide for adapting procedures
and dimensions of the school environment, as necessary, to increase the
effectiveness of instruttion, or to enhance the experience of pupils in ways
intended
the CCC, or to economize the use ofresources: Of course, it
will be Jiecessary to guard against imple n entation of practices that obviate
other practices. ParticitPar. attention w 11 need to be given to the preservation of the integrity of the instructional process. When conflicts rise,
consequences and choices will nod to be specified for consideration, by
1116

s

.

the CCC.

Feedback to pupils, individually, indicating their achievement and/or
difficulties will be a response feature of CARES. Other response features
include provision of new learning options, as individual pupils proceed along
their individual learning paths and alternative experiences when instruction_
has noteibeen successful. Finally, reinforcement of pupil development and
achiev-ement is intended to be a significant form of the responsiveness of
CARES.

Some,Notion about a First Approximation of CARES
Since ARES will not be emerging from a vacuum, as has been noted,
some notions of a first.approximation of the systen'i may be discussed in
terms of parameters common to all ,schools.
Instruction: The notion of instruction is, perhaps, the most projectable

J
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of CARES' features. It projects into the future a conviction stated by
Washburne in 1925 and again by Glaser, in much elaborated form, forty-five

years later.
It has become .palpably absurd to expect to achieve
uniform results from uniform assignments, made to
a clash of widely differing individuals. Throughout
the educational 'world there has, therefore, awakened
a desire to find some way of adapting.schools to the
differing individuals who attend them. This desire
has resulted in a variety of experiments (5).

Individual differences are a basic element in any
theory of instruction that underlies educational
practice. Deep understanding is required of are
manner in whic11 the existing perforrrance capabilities of our students, whatever the origin of these
capabilities, interact with the conditions provided
for learning. It is a fundamental tenet of teaching
that instruction should proceed from "where the
student is." -However, carrying this out in practice
is not an easy task. School' organizations glitrierally
are not flexible enough to adapt, as we would like,
to individual differences. Furthemore, we are not
alvvor ays sure what individual differences to observe
that are useful for deciding upon different techniques
of instruction, if vie could provide them. Nevertheless, scientific evidence has firmly established
facts of human variability and individuality: in the
dace of which, the uniformity of our educatiOnal
system is seriously out of joint (6).
The notion of individualization of instruction proposed for CARES,
traces from the work of Burk at San Francisco State Teachers College
beginning in 1912-13, through Washburne's experiment at Winnetka in

the twenties, to the work of the Learning. Research and Development
Center (LRDC) at the University of Pittsburgh (7), and:Research for
Better Schools, Inc. (RBS) in Philadelphia, 1966 to the present (8).
Burke and Washburne's intent wga to differentiate instructiOir.
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according to the diversity of learning rates among pupils.. Glaser and
associates at the LRDC, in addition io utilizing modern technologies of
behavior specification, instructional programming and criterion-referenced
excled
testing in their development of individualized
74.
their notion'of individualization to include the matching of instruction to
pupils on the basis of tested corn'petencies
and diagnosed needs. Investigation
,sek
of potential aptilude-treatment-inter dons ismow being carried on by a
number of researchers and will likely be available for subsequent versions
.

of CARES.

The work of the LRDC and RBS with "Individually P
(IPI) also yielded much feedback indicating the need r. pro
46.

d Instruction"
:_oppoitunities

for pupils -to make learning choices; varied group settings;-enactive, iconic
and symbolic instruction; opportunities for exploration, inquiry,. and
generative learning: and so on. Particularly important, however, was re
ognition of the complexity of the burden upon teachers attempting to ma
a number of different individualized curricula, each distinguthed in it
management system by a number of idiosyncrcies. Moreover, with the advent
of open-education, the developers were additionally impressed with the Compounding of difficulties teachers would encounter if they were to manage several
individualized instructional programs during the same time-frame: "IThe need
di
for a management system common to the 'several curricular
areas is obvious
.
an. dunderway; it should be brought to completion within the CARES school.
An initial version of a superordinate system for the managemeht of all
instructional units across all curricular programs is diagramme\l'below.
dotted lines to the right indicate group activities may occurat
.The
various
points in instructional time. While one or more Teacher Guide
ti
G-roup experiences may be required, teachers may include additiona1"
experiences if there is a need. Of course, _Pupil Initiated Group Act
just that, pupil initiated, hence they are indeterminate with respect to
number and points of occurrence.
Reinforcement activities will be particularly helpful when practice or
instructional alternatives are indicated by the _Progress Checks or Post-171'7.
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Instructional `Aesessrrient, but, like thupil Initiated Group Activities,
they will also be options for learnero., e.,;tta c e indeterminate in inurnher.
In addition to studying those curricular units which are §pecificalIydesigned fo affective learning, the learner also obscrves and relaes to
e
the teacher who i8 responsible for modeling appropriate affective behavior.
The learners will acquire self-management skills mainly through the' management of their own learnings The tea.Aer, in addition to modeling, will'
also function as guide, resonrde person, tutor, ancl,coevaluator.
Instructional Personnel
,

Experience has already shown that individualization requiring unique
materials, and many of them, may be more expensive than traditional group
instruction that emphasizes textbooks and demonstration materials. It is
intended that the CARES school shall serve as a laboratory to research the
ways and means of reducing the cost term in the effects-to-cost ratio juit
as it is intended that researdh _shall be used ti determine ways of increasing.
the effects term of the ratio. Two avenues of investigation
appear promiss
ing, differentiated staffing and utilization of hardware techncflogies. .,
,
.
Recogniling that research, development,,irnplementatiou,
mo,nitor.,
ing, evaluation.and p'rogram- revision are rnajar ciincernp 'in' th.e'CARES
school and titit learners are encouraged to carry ofirrlan'y of theinstrucu.
Vie":
0
tionalsta0cs themselves, it is reasonable to project newfiklin.46 of Aminisr
trative and staff needs and a diminished need for the traditional fUhctionsi
.
This also suggests potential cost savings.
,'...
4
Certainly, there will continue to be the need for itt'
teachers, but, more
4
likely, the need will be for fewer teacheirs _as we presently know them
ansl e
for greater need of a few teachers extremely knowledgeable of thelkARES
.
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.

-
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.
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.
*
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;

,,

instruction technology and techniques of training anarmanagernent. In sh
they will be master teachers, and while they may be fewer, they will
1.1>

1-r

40

.

concept and operation.'
Such
doubtless will require *ch mbre
.
- teachers,
'
sophisticated:preparatitn in child growth and development, ,curriculuro,

t-

tb
t..-

e

..

4\

;- 0 .
4,

'4
:.,;

,

.

,

.

certainly'require greater
remuneration, individually. Still, a substaneigt
'64 k
opportunity for overall Cost savings will exist as a conaequence of there
being fewer of them.
.
.
Nor does this necessarily mean the pupils-to-adult ratio will ''
-increase, although some increase will be pOssible ( i.e., :by
virtue of a more, engaging environment that will reduce boredom and the
incidence of anti-Social behavior). Given that instruction is largely learner
'managed and, to sortie extent, supported and sustained by attending ardware;
w

le,arners will have less need for traditional teachere.' They will have he
same need, as today, for warm and unAerstanding adult guidance and
associations. If we 'Conceive such adults to, be recent college graduates,
intensively trained in child growth and dektelopmeit, (serving as interns with
moderate initial pay; the prospect of a net overall saving of professional costs
-continues to be a viable possibility.
Administrative Support
It is difficult to project even a notionof afirst approximatio'n of CARES
Cional leadershipof the highest order. Individthat will ndt requir
vi, grade barriers and jurisdiCtiohal diiisions of,
ualization that.b
dgeable and diPlomatic instructional leadership
'curriculum requ i.
today. Projecting a need for greater sophistication in operationalizing CARES
combined with the DIMES functions,,'it p erns clear that instructional leadership
',...

.

will need to be outstandi!hg and virtually full Otrie.

Indeed, it is reasonable to suppose that the leader willhave the support
of master teachers, at least, who, individUally.have_specfalizatioris in- 4'
curriculum or instructional technology or-child growth'end'Clevelopment or
evaluation or electronic aids to instruction,. One might.hope that the. custodial,.
and bhsiness concei-ns of the school might ):eickvested in a building manager.
Ilardwaie Technplogy.
-Studies. also need to be conducted to'determine the 'appropiqatelitinclbsion
technology. It is unrea
into the instruction, processes of appropriate.

to assumo that hardware would, or should, carry the entire burden of

1

r
.

.

.

...

9,

.

Air

:

,4l.

.

instruction, but studies might reveal that interactive television, for instance,
3t,"
.
c00.10 be ilhore effeCtive and more economical than teachers-for basic skirls "'*'.
w
.
*
,2c.
instruction or
learnew practice sessions.
11
.'.
. )
Education'has been, perhapsi the most.-labor intensive of all enterprises,. ,f There' S reason t9 believe that feasibility studies of computer
.

...

ae.

IN

.

..

A.

utilization have'llot allowed sUffiCiently for capital displacement of eXpen.
sive professional Service's and that this accaufits,for "tobiexpensive"*.conr
clusionp. W, th the;real.ty,:today; of free-standing inexpensive computers,
. the opportunity` or Sreoithgl-leaohers from routine mna.gernent and feedback_
.(4mohg rnalayst.hers) suggests the potential for greater efficiency'and
loss..cosi in. the future;.: -It should benoted, .however, that the notion of CARES,
at the focal Point of the R&D.elfort,
thp
df,appropri'ate
,
hardwai.e.into the system. "Distortion of CARES in-.order to exploit cepa7
iliAtiesr,of hardware will be a jeopardy to .guard.,aga.inste
Curricultfrri
.
,
It is diffiCult to believe, at ttilg time,, that the CCCin the eighties
.
.
-,
willnot require the standard school offerings, of this' day (e.g., language
....
--,,.
.
arts, mathematics, science, social studies). However, it is equally dif:
.ficult with only
nly castial notice of the concerns'iin today's media, to visualize
r
fuhure curriculum offerings that do, not attend to humanization rrees, enyironmental protection, careerplantiing, and so tin..
No:

el

.+

.

.

4:

...

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

StifelyA these offerings will be constructed. with due deference to what.

't

ehave learned about the messages of`
and .others. Already,
some products
some
soe developers a:re.testifyinK.to.theimtia.oeiltr,"thes.c men
.
.
whose names so dominated the educational literature orthe sixties' and early
SeVentieS. The 'second generaticrn'of p.roducts frorn thi.-LearningResearch
,
.
...
,alnd Development Center and Research Tor Better Schools mu'st-be-counted
,the new product witnesses.
.
,
Of tOurse, such a'ri,h array 91..coir_se offerings Nifsjavis .a relatively
t
-,
., .allocation
fi4ced amount of time for" instrucfion,raisplo questions Of
and priorities.
'
Will the CCC'maridate that a minimum nutlailKr of basic skills be mastered by
,

1

4

,

-t,
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ref

every pupil? Will there, also be new offerings that will be required for
everyone? How will tirri* be allocated between requiFed qiipwrsOs-aiid lit.,:;,
i' demonstrate required
optional courses? Will it be necessarthat pupils
..
.
ii
masteries within specified calendar limits? Likely, these will be gzes,,,.
sing questions for schools and communities as 3.0e-anoy4.,,ineo Zepeighties.,
.
Even a first approximation of CARES can Offersolutions to ,; several
-..,....
..
.of these queStiona in terms of individualizing
curriculum expecyt4tibns
as
v....,
well as instructional options. Given that pups bring different aptitudes
and eomPetencies to the task of learning, it
I make sehttejo*deterinine
ii
the cUrricultim for each pupil, individually. Through pupil, parent and
.
teacher plang#ng,.`CAIERES will provide for a variety of answeltS to the
,,
what, when; and for howlong questions. It should be noted, howelier,.
thathe notion of individualized planning of- currriculurri6lis contingent upon
,
the notion of individualized instruction discussed above.
4..
Beyond, corse offerings, a first approxtination can also provide
'S
4,
choices to pupils in terms of when durinethe y'tar
and'the day individual
Q.
..
pupils v.rill undertake the study of any given cur,l4culum ant any of several
units within each curriculum -- and how often and how long. To a consideru
.
able. degree, the choices-will be the dividends derived from an---.42.46
hierarcht,,ef units concept of curriculum criganization..
-:
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DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION SYSTEM (DIMES)

.

,

Problem
I
2
' Because the conditions' upon which research-based instructional programs
were predicated were usua lly at odds with the realities of given school sits
uations, developers of the sixties frequently claimed that 'evaruatorsiproduced non-significant studies of program effects -rather than "no significant
difference" evaluations. Even when necessary conditions might have been
feasibly achieved, frequently they were not due to the failure of developer,s .
..
to look 'upon school personnel as co- developers and'to include them in plan.°
ning and strategysession.s. In Many cases, when necessary conditions were
initially.establishe.d'they proved to be fugitive over short periods of time
,
a
be.cuse.of
insufficient n 4e riti on by ttitvlopers to implementation, monitoring,
...
,,
...

,.

.

v

...t.

`-

and formative evaluation strategies.

v

:Ratioriale
,,This state of affairs should not surpcise_us s -ince, at The time,,
the prevailing cbhceptiori of the logistics of ;research and development
.
called for a li near model: i.e.,. research
tO' developm.ent to implemen4Itiontue.valuate to dissemination.: Thenking.an'iong developers is
likelyzrto change yriprein the future. It is increasingly
rifccognized that,implementatiern contexts,and school personnel Should
40
01'stimulate new directions
for research and development rathe than
simply acting as recipients of nr D. In any event, the concerns and
realities,`of hurnan.arrangements' tend to justify and support the cOntentipn of locaieducation.peraonnel that developmental programs must

acsoMmodateito ...local conditions,.

1

With Th)gDalization has come a new,perception o research,
t development, implementation and ev,alliation as a circular flow of data
and activity that properly occurs in the schOol cOVItext. this is, the
perception that has 'shaped DIMES;
...\
,
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Some Notions About aFirst Approximation of DIMES
The essential components of the development system are the CAW
Constituency Council, the Oesigrq Implementation, Monitoring and
Evaluatiolh Team and the planning model.
The CARES Constituency Council consists of representatives of groups
.
Worn all those interests concerned with CARES (ei-g. , school board,
.
,54 . . f
kevrgrents
, district-office, colleges of education, research and development
et
#.
community, school building 'personnel and others) who meet with-the de e,
.,,-velopment group to provide input toplans and receive feedback on operations
.;
.
and outcomes.
The members of the 13IMES tea 3n are also selected from the colt/
stituetcies of CARES.
Thk
functi/bn
of
the
team is to facilitate and coordinate
,-,--,s
pl 'ans and opera.tiong'for
.... desiAini; Onplementing, monitoring and
.

.

.

,

k._

}

e viku'a ti pg , CARES.
:

-

,

k

,

Just as the details of.CARES d DIMES will 'errierge from the cumulative
testing.and revision which is the na re of the...empirical mode of development,
so will the detailedoplanslor implementation and evaluation.

.

.

..

The comprehens?kre, adaptive and responsive featureg of the system are
invested in the coopexative planning an operations functiOns and the planning
modr. The model, is a synthesis of. "Stake's Countenance of Evaluation
Model" (9), and the ?stages of developant notioniadviOced by Markle (16)
and Bake'r (11).
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An educational system adopting any of the four designs or their individual
components will, out ofnecessity, proceed through a careful process 2f
planni ..g and implementing the innovations it chooses to introduce! This'
proce s will now be examined for each of the four designs. Also, the
training needs of school personhipl will be reviewed. The-purpose of this
.
chapter is to offer edi*ational systems general guidelines helpful in.respo.nding to the designs according to their own local needs.
.

i.

-

.

.

A GENERAL MODEL FOR THE EDUCATIONAL CHANGE PROCESS

'kccomplishing planned change in schools is a systematic problemsolving process that proceeds through a seriespf interrelated stages.
Numerous models for this change process have been devised. While these
models differ con idefably in the steps they include, they generally agree on.
the major tasks i volved. The following model breaksthe change process
into eight phases that normally would occur in the approximate order of
their listing. Thel-e may4Ele timesd however, vikhen. tvfo or more of the
phases would be carried out concurrently: This model has been Presented'
gin a training Unit, Task Flow for. D!eSigning.and Conducting Local Educational
, -

Improvement Programs, developed at Research for Better Schools.
1. .Conducting a Goal. and Needs Analysis
-

.

1,

;
7

.,

t Logically, any change process in an educational system should begin
with an analysis of needs. /This task breaks down into two parts: specifying
..
the system's goals in the area(s) of concern, and assessing .deficiencies. in
-accomplishing those goals. The area of concern might be the totalIn4r4. c.-p.;
tiopal program, or one segment.obit. It might be school-community relations, 50
it might be- the cos-t- effectiveness of instruction. Whatevef the area, the
q
function of arrieeds analysis is to ascertain deficiencies in accomplishing
:.)

-1'

,,

g

'that area's goals.
A valuable third task in needs analysis is determining, insofar as
possible, the t'actors causing defiCiencies. To what -errors'of omi,ssion'or
a

t

-1t3-i)
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.

4

a causal
comission can the deficiencies be attributed?. pnce s.
analysis' has been-conducted, the, ucational system has a beginfiling'.
.

toward-determining what changes

brequired for syiterniimprovemetiti:

The Heathers model, for etarnple, calls upon participants in thq
educational system m--schOol administrators, teachers, students, parents,
and community representatives-=to examine the requirements for effectiveness in life roles and then to set up. a priority listing of learning goals
for each role.
A needs analysis requires assessing the extent to which each of the
goals was achieved by students in a current program and diagnosing the
areas in the curriculum or in instruction that could account for deficiencies
in their achievement.
at

2'.

Searching for Resources that Could Remedy Deficiencies

There is an array of. resources that could meet an educational system's
needs for improvement. For instance, a variety of curriculum materials,
instruc tiOnal methods, equipment, and. organizatiopal'arftigkm'ets a. re
available to improve the localeading prorram. A-liational search would
identify those resources that are bift suited to the local needs..
J
I
-The four alternative defigns pAlitents,d in this volumeare intended'ab
guidelines for identifying and organizing,4Is ources that are appropriate
for meeting general need,' of an edu ional system. 'For-example,
Connolly's design, classifies basic lift skillsantiltsuggests ways of setting
about
. . to improve instrct ion in these areas-by emplOying educational
/
technologies to enhance individualized instruction.
-

-

Henning 's model, with its emphasis on community involvement ancf
.full partnership between a coalition of community groups anethe local
,
system, requireesa survey
of the various ways in which school and commurifty, should be%.Brought in close cooperations.'.
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Recent design.s 'for career education offer.s.pc:;type of r ;source Tor
consideration. Alternative schools =offer another. '.Decentralization and
community involVement in school decision-malc;i ig. should be examined
also. Various patte'rns for communitinvolvernent in educatillSnal
planning,

such as 'Project Redesign in Palo Alto, C4lifornia and the Skyline Wide
Education Project in Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas offer valuable approaches.
Also, ways of involving community ineMber,s of all ages as students and
as instructors in the' educational system should be important
resources
for consideration.
Conducting a Local Feasibility Analysis onintroducing Change

3.

A critical requirement in introducini)change is determining the
.capabilities and readiness for change in,the educational system. Some
changes that initially sound promising may have to be rejlocted because
they are too costly, they would be excessively difficult to implement
available staff competencies, or because key decision-makers do

rwith

not fa.1.4or them.

-

The function of a feasibility linalysis'is to identify

those changes that promise to meet needs for improvement and are
within the resources of the educational system.

In the Helms model for example, the task is to assess local resources
and liabilities and to_determine their impact 9n successful implementation.
The critical question is whether the school system, parents,
and community
constituencies are in agreement abouferribarking on a systematic process.
of analyzinglocal needs,' planning improvements,
implementing them, and
finally evaluating them.
^

4.

t°

Selecting the Changes to be Introduced
f*`

The three planning phases above provide the essential
bases' for
selecting a change program. The local decision
makers, -pe)rhavps-assisted
by outside consultants;.should now choose the best
program according to

the data on needs, ref;?lig ces, and local capabilities or preferenies. For
example, assume tha three areas of need have been identified and-that
_
promising resources for meeting.only two of them have been located.
s
Apiume further that .local
resources
are
sufficient
to
adopt
the preferable
.,
resource for only one of these two areas. In this case, the change selected
for initial adoption should apply to only one of three need areas.
.

.

It should be kept in mind that the school improvement process need
not be all-or-none but can be undertaken a step at a time. In the beginning,
only selected parts of a total improvement program might he introduced.
In other cases, a change prograrik could be introduced on a pilot basis in
some parts of the educational system but not others.

Henning proposes a numter of activities for the initial stages of the
coalition's program. These include strengthening a "sense of community",,
engaging in community improvement projects, and providing community,
based public service emploiment foi youth. Educational activities would
include conducting community surveys, compiling a directory of community'
resources, and studying traded and crafts in conjunction with environmental
improvement projects,; Plannng
y. activities would include mapping alternative futures for the community, formulating plans for a `'desirable" future,
and devising; strategies for implementing the plans.
Whatever features werechoSen for, the initial program efforts, cot
alition Members should be involve in developing specific implementatiOn
designs: Additional feat-ores of th educational program would later be
1:t
added according to an evolving proce of self7reinewal that engages the`,
entire community,

f

5.

Preparing to Implement,the Local Change Program

Success in implementing any change program depends greatly on the
preparations-made for placing it in operatibn. The choice of a general
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implementation strategy is critical. Should the-program be introdu'Ced pn
a system -trhde b pis initially, or on a pilot basis- Should participation
of staff be required or voluntary?
.

Preparing to introduce ch "anges normally requires develOping detailed

prOcedures for staff members to follow, Oeparing recdrd'or report-forms,
procuring necessary materials and equipment, and obtaining the required
financial basis for the program. In addition, the preparatory phase should
include familiarizing,all partiCipants in the, program -- staff, community.'"
members, parents, and studentswith the prograni4and with the roles
they will play in it. In-service training for staff members and others who
will conduct the program also should be a part of this preparatory phase.
Introducing an improvementprogram such as Connollygs design would
require many steps. Obtaining materials and other resources is relatively
easy, if, of course, the funds a.re available. Adapting resources to local
requirements is a more demanding task, particularly since Connolly calls
for the demabding and costly process of ,converting materials to computer aided and computer-managed instruction.. This process of adapting re-. .
'sources requires a considerable period of time as well aV the services of
experts from outside the system.

C.

1.

Training participants in a new program is essential.. Five different
g,,roups are represented in various aspects of, the design: coordinators
and administrators; instr uctional managers and teachers; career directors
and counselors; community agency'and employer staff; and instru ctional
and clerical aides. Training fo'r each group could consist of pre-service
pre - program, in- *ervice, or sorrie combination of these,

Pre-service training atteachers colleges would be primarily directed
I
at adminiitrators, teachers, and counselor's. The instructional content
should center around topics such as individualization, mastery lea,rning,
4
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individual difference, technologr, learning goals and standardsk,a110curriculum theory; Pre-prograrn training would be given all staff
members. The training program could best be conducted in a demonstra.:
fion school set up for this purpose. A continuing'program of in-service
training for all 'staff would-be vital, at least for the, first year the projeg
Tile developers of the. design along withd.the staff from the demonstration
site would conduct this training.

,

,.6.

Implementing he Change Program

Implementing The change program involves carrying out the process
specified in the program blueprint..1 key task throughout the implementation is conducting a continuing assessment of pr'og'ress and-Co4ecting
deficiencies if they occur.. Quite obviously, the evaluation of program out,
°comes cannot be conducted meaningfully until effective implementation of
the program has been achieved:
,

The critical importance of the implementation.'process is highlighted
.
.,.
.
in a recent *report from the Rand Corporation. The report, Federal Prot
grams Supporting Educational Chime; Viol IV: The Findings in Review,
.0
by P. Berman and d.,.p.r. McLaughlin, is based on a survey of innovative.
Va '
programs funded by the U. S.Office of Education. The chief finding was
,
1
that many local pro rams were never effectively implemented. In examining
bases for lchievin ull implementatio; of a program,- the survey team found
local corni,iitro.ent,to
the, program a crucial factOr. Also important was the
e.
degree tAvhich the innovative Program was matched to local needs and
.. *
..
ociditios.
rr
4i
r
S
.

.

o
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j Inthe Helms mOdel, for example, Once the Constituency Council add
the.13esigii,,,tmillementation, 'Monitoring and Evaluation System team has
been set up according to the local design, =the implelieidhation process would
k°
consist of performing the.va-,rious functions in the task'flow for designing
.

e

i

and conducting change programs. These would include.examining trends

into the -future, determining critical learning goars, .deciding on curriculum -requi :ements, instructional procedures, and organization for instruction,
Cothinunity invekSveMInt in the instructional program, governance of the

educational system, finances, etc. An additional function of the Council...
and the DIMES team would be cAtinuing assessment.of how-well the mech.:"
anisms were being implem.e- nted as ,well-asihow the teams themselves' could
.

be Improved.
Z.

Evaluating Program Outcomes,
I

S

The pimrioff in any change progiarn, ie the ectept to which it achieves
,
ite-intende.d outcomee. In educational SY4terris, student learning outcomes:
-are central. Dependiggon Ighe goalti ofthe program, theselearning out-

comes may be in baigicekillst problem-Solving competencies, personal
or social develop nt, attitudes' toward school, or motivation toward
ful-ther, learning. /the r -types-of outcomes apt to be important inoa:ppraising the program
c ranges made in ,School/community relationships of
,
various sorts, community attitudes toward tne
educational system, attitudes
of the system's staff toward the program, and evidence pn the program's
cost-effectiv'eness with regard to-realizing its goals.- Evaluation, often
technical, may reqUire,the assitange of experts from outside'the educational system to plan, condUct and, report the findings.
.

,

I

r

_

,

IJ

.

When the process of planning, conducting, and -aluating d'chanze
program has Teached full cycle, the educational system should then cieterrm.ne
its next course of action. Sliduld the program be continued without sub=
stantial change, 1nodified' toSemovenimitations, or abandoned? tit' the prO-:
gram was introchice'd on a,pilot basis, should if be extended into oth'er parts :
of the educb.tiOnal system? If the program involved only certain elements
of the educational systein, should it be broadened ,to include other elements?
.
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,

N

-

.

;`..Often,, this stock-taking and decision phase results in &re-commitment
,.
,
,to the never-ending process
ofirnproving
the
educational
aystein.and.
- .
exxxergeS in anew cycle of chaige.
,
A
FOr Heathers model, evaluation of outtornes. s would center on ss-udent'i
...
.,
learnt/lg. The-model's emphasis on goals fiir life roles, calls for.directing
the evaluation of.outcomes toward
the ilipecific goals that riPretent each
,,
life, role. Attitudes-of the system's staff, parents3,. students, and community
repxesentatives would be an9ther important evaluation criteria. ,Also, cost e'
.
i
factors
;taid
be
assessed
since. these may influence
nce ,the desirability of;
,0
.,
continuing or extending the prograrn
I
,

,

0

',

00

P

o

-

.

I

A--

'

w
%,

.

.

-in the Connolly desigii, the eval ion:task would focus primarily on
.
student achieve
achievernent in
the'thrOs
major
goal
areas (basic cognitive skills,
,,

'

/

°

a

life skills, and,career skills). ,A second forus w9u1Fe on staff,,. student,
_

and community attitudes toward the change..
.

,

%

.

.
1.

Coat- 'effectiveness is a particular focus for evaltiation in the Connolly
..
model. In the futupe, 'both parents and educators are Likely to bec e1

e

'

more Concerned with issues such as 'tan `the Model under 'consideration
yield greater achievernentgaThs per dollar expended than' alternative
approaches? " Testing
tile iriddel cleAriy calls forits CoMparilsOn with ..e.
.
Viler apprOaches . Ultiately,
m
the decision an.ecNcitional system will
i
.
.
e
,
141111,e to make is whethe:r the gains-are worth the costs:
f.
,

...

V

I

The decision to continue or abandon the model wilt inevitably depend,.
e
e
n: the vario4s,constituendies jar/Volved in the .decision- king profess.
,..
.
aff members, parentS, and,comMuniiy, groups couldi?e expected to differ
.
in their criteria for judging ,the success and desirability:of the modep
Parents can'be expectecNo value-ce'itain learningoiitcornes more highly
than educators::: Taxpayers may differ withr ,educatdis
over allowable
,
0.
costs. 'Such'differeinces make it especially innportant.that%ajll
parties to the
.-^
.
i
."
.

.

k

,

0

,

,

.

.

V.

.

0

,

.
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.

.

.

.

--,change'prograrn engage in a continuing dialogue about the goals of educa
the means, to attain them, and the outcomes of instruction.
LEADERSHIP- FOR PLANNING AND CONDUCTING LOCAL CHANGE PROGRAMS

In any local educational chinge program, leadership can come from a

number of sclurcesschool administrators or supervisors, teachers, school
board members, parents, or community groups. Students," also, can'be
represented in leadership roles. Also, leadership-can come from outside
the educational systerh or its, communityfrom the state education
depart.
rnent.unive rsity faculties, regional edubational laboratories, or private
educattonal*consulting firms.
he
NrnTost
widely liteld principle o leadership for change in educational
/_
systems ls4hat the various coilstitu ies involved in the changes be rep-

,

ieslentecwin the selectign, planning and implementation of those changes.
This has been called participatory leadership. The participatory approch

used within a school system normally includes administrators, superVisors,
teachers, ahil-parents in the decision process. Certainly by the secondary
level of schooling, students also should have a voice in decision-making.
When the charges cap for community involv6ment, repreNsentatives of
community
or groups should be,includted in )he policy task force.
,

External leadetship is almost always valuable ini selecting, planning,
,
c nducting, and evaluating e ucatibnal Chanmprograqis. One form of
leadership is external fu ding of the change program, as is the case
with federally-fUnded programs' such as Title I or Title,III of the Elementary
i
*
and Secondary Education Act; or programs funded by private foundations
I

.
representinwboth the funding .,s3 gency and the educational
systenta. Another %
-

form of external leadership a product mplementation support by program
-7
V.
1
developers. This includ es providing §ormation
aboutethe product, helping
..
decide whether it shouyqe adopted, a4nd assisting in actual implemenkati,9n.
Finally, an educational system may employ the se rvices of consultants from

,

state education departments, universities, educational laboratoriei,Nor
'piavate consulting firms to, assist in siith fun6tio-ns as needs, analysis,
resources search;! staff trail:ling, program implemeitatio anti evaluation'
of outcomes. , J.

./...

f ik
it.4."

y.

,--------

,-

1

Educational systems 'that consider adopti

.

any_of the four designs
.
..
for schools of thefuture presented in th. volurne.can be expected
to rely
., .
.
chiefly on leadership from...within 1 examining lie designs. and in making
.: plans for changes they elect introduce.
.

..

/-,,,,

l

b
0,

It is
hly like hat an educational,system ctuld .not seek to irnplemerit all e f- ores of a model at thh a4me time, and it is also likely
ementation would begin with a, pilot program to allow a concentra
.tlia
,rs
esources, a working otrt
bf faults ifrthe change program desigii-0-r-lits
.
.,
.k.
imple efitation, andan evaluation of the program's success to ;determine
v;heth
0 extend it into other aspects oilthe instr&ctional program or
Ic
into Oiler parts of the educationall-systern%
p-.
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"In the ever-rene

,,

ciety.what matures
.,,,,-/
is a' system or Framework w,ithin.,*hich
`continuous
renewal an rebirth
e
n

can 'odeur.,"?
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